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FOREWORD
Srucn Denwrx first horrffied the orthodox by his theory of
natural selection and its implication for the origin of human
nature, study of the interrelations of heredity and environment
has provoked lively conrroversy. Gradually, all theories of a,
preformed being with fixed innate characteristics have given
way to conceptions of continuous adiustment, development,
flow, and evolution.
The instinct theories which played a great role io prychology
Lt the beginning of the twentieth century have been very
Iargely abandoned as a result of increased knowledge of cultural anthropology and of the diverse patterns of value and
action which human beings may develop under appropriate
circumstances. The "libido" and "death instinctr" u/hich Freud
first postulated, have been reinterpreted by contempo rary analyttt like Fromm and Horney to take more account of the
social matrix within which love and hare, hopen despair, and
lggression are nurtured. The simple inborn and unchanging
I.Q. that we talked of in the early days of intelligence testing
is now recognized to be a composite of many factors that
fluctuate widely with extreme differences in opporrunity, €specially at early ages. Race differences which a generation ago
were assumed to be innate are today more likely to be interpreted as a consequence of social barriers.
The latest controversy has been precipitated by Lysenko's
attack on the Weismann-Morgan theories of the immutabiliqy
of the germ plasm and its virtually complete independence df
changes in the body of its host. Biology in the U.S.S.R. is no\M
aligned by political pressure behind the theory thar the germ
plasm, like every other living substance in plants and animals,
inevitably changes in adaptation to snrrounding conditions of
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nuuition and sustenance. Official Soviet scientists go further
and proclaim, in opposition to "stagnant, bourgeois sciencer"
that "ne'w characters acquired by organisms in the course of
their development under the influence of a changed environment are transmitted to the offspring."

Dr. Pastore's contribution to these controversies consists in
an exploration of some of the dynamic factors that may have
influenced the leading scholars in formulating their inquiries
and their interpretations. Dr. Pastore moves a litde aside from
the manifest content of the dispute to achieve some insight into
the latent or related attitudes. He inquires whether the position a, scientist will reach on a. controversial intellectual issue
can be predicted from some broader frame of reference.
Dr. Pastore is careful not to draw the conclusion that the class
position and political views of the investigator have determined
his position on the nature-nurrure controversy. He recognizes
the possibility that broad social attitudes may have been derived frorn the rather narrow base of conclusions about heredity. Dr. Pastore himself seems to support the more plausible
inteqpretation that there is interaction of a circular kind between the political and the psychological dogmas. fnteraction,
however, implies some effect of social assumptions upon scientific findings and correspondingly some departure from the
ideal of obiectiviry.
The reader will recognize that Dr. Pastore's findings shed
Iight, not only on the heat and bitterness of the naftre-nurture
controverqF, but also on the functioning of the man of knowledge. If, in the particular case examined, the social goals of the
scientist are so closely correlated with his laboratory findings
and his classroom teachings, may this relationship not be €xpected in other controversies? What about current debates on
race amalgamation, sex role, natural childbirth, self-demand
feeding, and progressive education? The scientist, concerned
for the achievement of an obiectivity that is really free from
prejudice and wishful thinking is forced to re-examine his ap-
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proach. Dr. Pastore has included in his snrdy scientists of great

iistinction-of topmost intellect,

immense Lrudition,

and-irr.-

proachable character. Yet the question remains whether even
these very superior men had learned how to free their research
from the limitations of their social frame of reference.
Scientists have heretofore hoped that the techniques of €xperimental method would suffice to achieve results independent
of the investigator's preferences. Consequently, it is not customary for a biologist or a psychologist to preface his monograph with a statement of his political affiliations and philosophy of life. Rarely has a scientific discussion on a controversial
issue, outside the social sciences, included deliberate effbrt to
discount the possible effect of such a broad frame of reference.
Dr. Pastore's book seems to call for a new advance in scientific methodology in the biological and perhaps dso in the

physical sciences.
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INTRODUCTION
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THB oBJEcr oF rHIs sruDv is to investigate the relationship between the outlook of scientists on controvemial nahrre-nurture
problems and their attitudes toward social, political, and economic questions. If a close relatio*hip is found to exisq then
the question of causal relationships wiU be considered. There
are several reasons for studying the relationship between the

two stated variables.
First, mdny individuals

tafl

assurne,

without adequate documel-

t-tPPott, the existence of such a reladonship. Among those
who have ex_pressed such an idea are John Dewey (li;78),'

Herbert S. Jennings (rtg), Raymond Pearl (r1il, Lrrrcelot
Hogben (rzr), and John S. Brubacher. Brubacher's sratement
is rypical:
One is too likely to overlook the fact that the cleavage between
herediqy and environment, on the issue as to which is ttie more Dotent educatio_nal force, has a political as well as a scientific axis, tXamination only too frequentlf will show that those with conservative
.-*phtsize the unmodifiable status of heredity,
PI{pcaJ leanings
while the hope -of the-radical lies in an alterable environment whei.e
privileges can be redistribured. (3o, p. 16r.)
S...o-rrd, a-prelimin ary survey by the present writer of the scientific and social views of a number of psychologists, educators,
and others, bears our such an interpretation
\r1il. Finally,
there is a rationale based upon an interprerarion of historicll
trends, which suggests an inner relation 6etween the two vari-

ables.

According to this rationale, the period in which the narurenurture contrgversy became a prominent part of scientific investigation (after rgoo) was maiked by wid'e social and political
r
i

.l

it

The

parenthesized numbers

l.

DrDrlogf,aPhy.

refer to numbered references

in the

z
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In America, for example, there was the rnuckraking
movement; in England, there was the growth of the Labor party
with its program of social reform. Generally, there was the rise
of democracy and the growth of socialism. The philosophy

changes.

underlying social reform

is environmentalism-appropriate

bring about the elimination of "social evils" and make possible the attainment of desirable social goals. In this atmosphere of impending social
change the position of the hereditarian would be to favor the
stdtas quo since he could contend that the essential incorrigibiliqy of man's inherent nature was at the basis of social evils.
Social evils could only be eliminated, from the point of view of
the hereditarian, through appropriate changes in the irurate
characteristics of man. Further, it would be expected that vigorous trrppoT-rrr of environmentalism in science would be progressrve with respect to proposed social changes. Environm€rltalism in scienqe and emphasis on institutional factors with respect to social questions are both aspects of the same thought
pattern. Consequentl/r this constitutes L logical basis for the
above relationship. Since the science of herediry in relation to
nature-nurture issues was in a relatively elementary stage, it was
possible for the scientist to arrive at certain interpretations in
accordance with the impact of the external social situation upon

changes in institutional arrangements can

his frarne

of reference.

IvrponTANCE oF THB PnosrEM

The nature-nurture controversy is, in some ways, an agelong
one. Plato and Aristotle, the perennial starting points of discussions in philosophy and psycholog/, expressed ideas which
were based on some preconception regardi.g human nature
and its possibilities in plans for an ideal society. Similar ideas
formed a prominent part in the psychological and political discussions of the so-called philosophes, among whorn may be
mentioned Helvetius, Diderotr Rousseau, and Condorcet. In the
modern period of the controvers/r from r 8i9 onwards, the
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ramifications have extended from the domain of science to that

of social philosophy, sociologf, educatior, philanthropy,

and

national and international politics. The specific content of these

rarnifications

will be evident in the section dealing with the

in the controversy and in the actual analysis of
the twenty-four individuals who'form the basis of this study.

issues involved

RuBvnNcE oF Tsrs Srupy

In addition to an evaluation of the stated relationship bennreen
the two variables under discussion, this snrdy may provide e,
scherne for understanding divergent nature-nurture preconceptions and their apparently related concornitants. It should be
borne in mind, in this connection, that the nature-nurture controversy is controversial in the sense that the relevant data do
not permit L decisive formulation (as such formulations are
traditionally conceived) in favor of either heredity or environment-a fact recognued by many. Barbara Burks, for example,
wrote, "Nearly every study published in the field has been
seized upon by both the hereditarians and the environmentalists
and interpreted as favorable to the point of view of their own
school." (3r, p. ztg.)' Since competent thinkers disagree in
their interpretations, it will be assumed in this study that adherence by a scientist to a, given inclusive interpretation (herediry or environment) represents an arbitrary iudgment.s The
factor determining adherence to a given position originates,
then, in the value-system of the individual. Furthermore, the
attempts of scientists to explain the origins of the two sets of
divergent interpretations is another indication of the involve2

Efowever, "decisive" formulations were advanced by many particiin-the controversy, emphasning the atl-importance of environment

paTts

or herediry.
s This does not mean that scientific evidence is irrelevant to the formation of a judgmenq nor 4oes it mean thar scientific reseerch along the lines
suggesteci bf aspects of the controversy is futile. The accum[htion of
data may serve to delimit the scope of the controversy or to modify irs
application to other fields.

'+
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ment of a metascientffic component in the concroversy. Some
scientists have written that emphasis on heredity represens the
acceptance of a biological point of view, some have written that
emphasis on environment represents the influence of humanitarianisrr, and one educator stated that the controversy represents divergent attitudes with regard to philosophical theories
(Sl ; z6o; ,8+). fn terms of this snrdy, it rnay be that the cootroversy is essentially "sociological." It may then turn out that
the solution to the nature-nurhlre controverslr as a controvefslrr
lies in the manner in which scientific iudgments are influenced
by factors extraneous to the scientific situation. Before pro-

ceeding to a, definition of the controvers/, sorne possible historical and intellectual deterrninanm will be outlined. For purposes of convenience these factors will be considered under
the headings of intellectual, socialn and logical.
AxTBcEDENTS oF THE PnosLEM

Intellectunl.-John Locke's contribution of the tabula rdsd doctrine to psychological theory has long been influential in the
controversy. This doctrine has been interpreted as meaning
that o'all men are born egual" in their various characteristics,
although Locke himself recognized the inborn component of
human diversiqy (, ++). However, Helvetius intdrpreted the
doctrine to mean that all men are literally born equal-surroundirg conditions making them unequal (, r7). On the other hand,
Diderot, a friend of Helvetius, criticized this view as an ebsurdity (1il. Not a few psychologists of the present day, having interpreted tabula rdso to mean the literal innate equality
of rnan, undertook to refute it by an appeal to the experimenral data of biology and psychology (cf. r+7).
Under the influence of Locke, the French school of id{ologues
fashioned a conception of human nature which has had a positive acceptance and an equally positive rejection by host of
thinkers-a conception which has become a permanent" feature
of contemporary political thinking by its inclusion, BS e basic
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principle, in the Declaration of Independence. Rousseau, for
exarnple, conceived of man in a "state of nature." In this primi.
tive Condition man was essentially good, unlike the nanrrally
"brutish" and "nasty" man conceived by Hobbes. Consequently,
the existing misery and depraviy, according to Rousseau, was
the result of the way in which society influenced man. If man
were permitted to behave in accordance with his natural irnpulses, the result would be a good socieqy. Rousseau was not so
much concerned with the existence of individual differences
(which he recognized) as he was with the rights of man.
The impact of Rousseau's views upon intellecnral and social traditior, even in the late nineteenth century, wfls such as
to call forth T. ff. Huxley's polemic against the resurgence of
"Rousseauism." Notirg that
"Liberqy, Equalityr and-Frlternity:'is still the war-cry of those, and
they are
who think, with Rousseau, that huinan sufferings
-manlr
must needs be the consequence of the artificial arrangernenrs of s6can all be alleviated or removed by polltical changes.
:i.ty p.and
Ir3r, zg+.)
Huxley attempted _to demonstrate that political inequality was
the consequence of natural inequality.
As a, reaction against the view, as expressed by Condorcet
and Godwin, that human misery has itr origin in instinrtional
arrangernents, Malthus reaffirmed the principle that misery is
an aspect of the inevitable operations of the laws of nature. According to his theory of population, the number of individuals
is alwaytin excess of the means that Nanrre provides for irs supPort trf the means of existence increases, its-mode of increase-is
arithrnetical, whereas the increase in population is geometrical.
Consequently, a given portion of the population rnust of necessity live in poverry. War, famine, and other checks, are the natural means for the attainment of an equilibrium between the rneans
of existence and the population.
Malthus' views had the far-reaching effect of suggesting the
principle of nanrral selection to Darwin and Waflace, a debt
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acknowledged by them. The Darwinian notions of natural selection, variabiliqy, and inheritance directly defined another line
of influence upon the nature-nurture controverslr an influence
brought into psychology by Galton. A special interpretation
of Dannrinian views in relation to soci.ry led to the movement
called "Social Darwinism." Social Darwinism assumed that biological principles (natural selection in particular) were directly
applicable to sociery, and as a consequence emphasis upon
herediry was one of its conspicuous features. The success of

Darwinism, in the face of wide opposition, popularized biological notions. This fact undoubtedly strengthened the tendency to apply Darwinism to disciplines not directly related to
biology.
The putative applicabiliqy of the principle of natural selection to soci.qF rvas not in accord with civilized sentiment because it imph;d, to many minds, the acceptance of many unpleasant institutional features. From the point of view of Social
Darwinism, infant mortality, the effects of disease, wars, the
existence of slums, and so on, represented the unmitigated opera-

tion of the "laws of nature." (r,9.) The acceptance of this

natural code, harsh to civilized minds, was facilitated by the rise
of the Nietzschean ethic. This ethic was popularized in E g-

Iand and America after rgoo through the translation

of Nie-

tzsche's works and its adaptation to national issues (r4o; 16z). It
became a vehicle for denouncing the Christian ethic which was
thought to be responsible for "sentimental" and "humanitarian"
animdes toward the unfit. The Christian ethic made possible the
continued existence of the unfit when this \Mas palpably contrsdictory to biological evolutiorr. Philanthropic principles and
the dissemination of medical and hygienic ideas were thought
to be consequences of the Christian ethic. For examplen Bateson,

the English geneticist, thinking that interference with infant
mortaliry "*ry be entirely wrongr" proposed a new 'nmedical
ethics." ( ro, pp. 30 f.) The Nietzschean ethic, with its tolerant
attitude toward harsh treatment of the unfit and sha{p criricism
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of the Christian ethic, facilitated the acceptance of the new
biological code and its implications.
The biological conception of society received added emphasis through the populariqy of racism. Racism located the
problems of society, and the principle of its chatrge, in the roture of particular races. De Gobineeu, perhaps the first to
espouse systematically a racist point of view, explicitly stated
that environment was impotent to affect the hereditary equipment of man (ld. Biological principles re-enforced ti,. rr"irt
trend in that they led to the view that the various groupings of
man were different "breeds" or "subspecies" which had evolved
through the evolutionary process. It led to attempts to arrange
the various groups of man linearly-the Negro being closest
to the animal typ€ and the Caucasians, the Nordics in particular,
representing the highest type of development. To some psychologists it meant that criminals, the feeble-minded, the insane,
and others, were distinct "subbreeds" of the human race (cf.
roz).
In denial of the racist position was John S. Mill's widely
quoted statement that
Of all vulgar modes of escaping from the consideration of the effect
of social and moral influences on the humen mind, the most vulgar
is that of attributing the diversities of conduct and character to in-

herent natural differences. ( r48, p. zo.)

Mill's eminence lent special weight to his opinions. But the
biologically-minded had much to criticize in Mill's view, which
seemingly was a reassertion of a naive tabula rasd doctrine, that
any "normal" person could attain his level of accomplishment
by proper and early educational training ( ,63, p. 2 r ).
In contrast to the biological conception of soci.qF some individuals, among whom may be mentioned Buckle and Marx,
expounded an environmentalistic doctrine. In explaini.g intellectual and moral progress, Buckle stressed the effect of the
physical environment and the increasing control of man over
organic and inorganic nature. Marx stressed the economic factor

8
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in the interpretation of history and

analysis of insdtutional
phenomena. Marxns view was particularly. controversial since
he was the intellectual father of modern socialism. In enswer
to the biological point of view the socialists maintained thaq
however valid biological principles were for the lower animals, the social development of man was of a different order
ando therefore, required its own principles of explanation ( r
T S).
The developmgn! of science, particularly of psychology, in
the l1T.t pttt of the nineteenth cenftryr psvea ifre way for

the obiective examination of nature-nurture iszues. Obiictive
psychology served as a focal point for such discussioni since
it was thought that the significant differences of mankind hy
in the analysis of the mental characteristics of man. The d;velopment of mental tests as a technique of psychological r€search B-ave further hope in this direition. T[e developmenr
9f S.-"etics, rgughly coinciding with the rise of psychology and
based
the rediscovery of Mendelian princlpies of inherir_op9n
ance, laid emphasis upon the role of genetiC factors in the inrerpretation of mental and behavioral differences. The consequent
discow.ry-o.f genes
Ti chromosomes as the carriers of heriaiqy
fitted well into the Mendelian quantitative scheme and doubilessly served to emphasize the importance of hereditary facrors.

Socidl.-The views of John Locke and the French idflotogaes
were used to iustify radical social and political reconstruciion
of soci.Y. The id{oloyltes, for exampli, were the intellecrual
Precursors of the French Revolution. The slogan of the revolution, "Liberqy, Eqrllity, and Fraterniry," was an expression of
their views. Some of them had a direct hand in drawing up the
French constitution. Thomas Jeffersoo, who was influenced
UI
id_$olo#It€st drew up the Declaration of Independence
-.fr..
with its docuine of equality. This doctrine attracted ?t e cririItl..y: of many psychologists and biologists, and corresponditgly' has received much support from soiial reformers. eridcs
questioned the scientffic validity of this doctrine and pointed
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out that it was at the basis of radical social and political activiry.
Furthermore, this docuine was considered to-be the ideology
of the unfit (rSz, Chap. +).
The Civil War in America focused interest on the racial
problem. To some, the Negroes were natural inferiors and their
treatment was intellecnrally justffied on this basis. The social
and political equalty accorded them by the Constitution wes
not consistent rvith their supposed status as biological inferiors,
and this conflict served to keep alive the Negro Problem. The
dominance of this conflict in American traditi6n called attention
to the
Pott+ility of measuring the mental stanrs of the Negro
when intelligenc€ tests became available. Was there anythlng
that science could offer in the way of determining his irr.rrti
status and in this way help solve a perplexing natidnal issue? A
similar question arose with the necessity to deal with backward
peoPle in the colonization movemenm oi the nineteenrh centu{y.
The social and political movernents of the late nineternih
century
3t d early nventieth century focused amenrion on the
reasons for the existence of social evils and on rhe validiry of
the claims of various group:
_yhi"h sought social and political
amelioration. The rise of solia[sm sharpe-ned the issues irivolved.
The _general pertinent question involvld the exisrence of some
iustification for social and polilic{-equaliry. A few of the specffic questions were conceined with ine .*t.rrrion of the frin-

chise, feminism' Pauperism, slum clearance, universal education,
old-age Pensions, Iabor legislation, crime statistics, and so on. In
oxe way or another these issues became the concern of scientists and various ans\Mers were suggested. For example, one answer to the.cause of poverty l^y in the native inability of those
PoverEy-stricken to adjust themselves to a competitivl environment. Another answer to this issue placed thi cause in social

organizatton.
A common justification of social institutions in the nineteenth
c-entury-*r: ,l9TS. religio-us lines. Society, ir was thoughr, was
the result of a Divine Wiltr. The econe*i" success or flilure of

ro
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an individual was conceived as the preordination of God. The
breakdown of the dominant religious patterns of defense, which
was partly due to the general acceptanc-e of the controversial
Oaniiniair docuine, paved the way for the acceptance of simiIar thought-pafterns which were accorded the prestige of science. Tf,e idea of religious predestination, for example, could
be replaced by that of "biological Pltggtjination." Bateson, in
his rddr.s ori heredity before the British Association of Sci-

ence, asserred, as t fundamental biological fact, that the individual occupies a position in society which reflects his geT.1T"
worth. To ifris idea a member of the audience exclaimed, "Sh,
o
you are preachitg scientific Calvinism!" (9, P. 2o3.) Galton,

*tro expirienced much difficulqy in breaking "YtI from feligion, frequently spoke in term: of .religious analggi.t in conviying hir ideas on herediry._For instance, in discussing the
rrotioi thar man differs as widely in natural characteristics

as

domesticated animals, Galton wrote:

So it is with the various natural qualities which go towards the
making of the civic worth in man. Whether it be in character'
disposltion, energyn intellect, or physical pgyer, w€ each receive

.r i* bifth a defrnite endowmentialiegoiiedby the parable related
in St. Matthew, some receiving many taletrs, others few. ( r97, P.
227.)

Logi,cdl,-In view of the fact that the data of the controversy
diJnot admit of a decisive interpretation, it was relatively easy
to choose an inte{pretation without unduly offending scientific
propri eV, especially since the "11king_ of sides" in scientific
aisputes- has been, in t sense, traditional among biologists and
psychologists. Their subiect matters were in constant change.
Psycholog/, in particular, \Mas alwayl Tllktd by severe confliirs. Fid, it fought to free itself of philosophical and theological domination. Then there were the Taly divisions, or
"s6hools," of psychological thinking with different emphasm
4

An observadon which

Bateson ttrought wes

well phrased.
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upon the goals and problems of scientific psychology. Functionalisrl, structuralism, behaviorism, and so oo, represented
divisions which were hotly contested ( r r 6). The assumption
of a position on the nature-nurture controversy was thus well
in accord with tradition in psychology.
The dominant status of dualisms in nineteenth-century
thought, which cut across many fields, was another factor which
contributed to a bifurcated oudook toward the data of the
nature-nurture controversy. Some of the dualisms included: neturalism vs. supernaruralism, idealism vs. materialism, individual
vs. society, science vs. religion, individualism vs. collectivism,
mind vs. body, vitalism vs. mechanism, and so on. The twentieth
cennlry added another dualism, that of herediqy vs. environment.

In summary: several influences, intellectual, socialr and logical, contributed to the development of an atmosphere in which
the nature-nurture controversy took root.

Tns CoNrnovERSy DerrNno: Sorvrn

Issurs

The trend in psychology known as differential psychology,
or psychology of individual differences, embraces many of the
issues involved in the controversy. Measurements of individuals
in a, given population will yield variation in both mental and
physical characteristics. For example, with regard to intelligence, genius and feeble-mindedness are variations equally removed from the average intelligence of the population, but in
opposite directions. Under the notion of individual differences
there can be subsumed the following: the gifted child, the subnormal child, the retardate in school, the accelerate in school,
premature withdrawal from school, special disability in school
subiects, the abnormal individual (psychotic and neurotic),
and the criminal. Just as there are differences among individuals so there exist differences among groups. Under the heading of group differences in intellectual characteristics the following can be subsumed: sex differences, racial differences,
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rural.urban differences, and nationality differences. The moot
question concerns the origin of these differences arnong individuals as well as among groups. Are such differences the
result of varying combinations of genetic or environmental
factors? A less extreme question concerns the relative contributions of genetic and of environmental factors to the origin
of these differences. Are prevailing differences predominantly
the result of nanrre or nurture factors? With the advent of the
mental test movement, the intelligence test has become the common meens of measuring intellectual variations. The index of
measurement is the intelligence quotient. The obiectiviqy of
intelligence tesm and their wide usage have made them the
focal point for discussion on size and cause of variations. These
discussions have centered in the notion of "constancy of f.Q."
Constancy of I.Q. conveys the idea that intellectual differences

are genetically determined. Efforts to show that the I.Q. is
sensitive to environmental changes have characterized the position of the environmentalists.
has been contended, for example, not without heavy criticisffi, that an advantageous en-

It

vironment can raise the I.Q. from the normal range to the
genius level. Such changes have been reported by the Iowa
group headed by George D. Stoddard (zr8). Investigation of
the claims of the Iowa group led to the two volumes of r€search reports in the ryqo Yearbook of the National Socieqy
for the Study of Education ( r 7, ).
Nanrral selection is the complementary concept to that of
individual variation. In biology, natural selection is the agency
through which variations, extiiUiting varying degrees of ad.ptation to the environment, are selected or reiected for survival
by the environment. To make the concept of natural selection
applicable to man, the idea of environment was extended to include social and economic factors. Success or failure in this
social and economic environment now measured the genetic
fitness of the individual. In education it was applied to the small
percentage completing their high-school education and to the
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still smaller percentage completing college. Those dropping
out at various stages of the educational system represented the
failures who could not successfully compete, in the academic
environment, with those endowed with superior innate ability.
Education was like a sieve-it held on to those with superior
abiliry without essentially modifying them in any particular
way. This was an extreme position but, nevertheless, ii received
explicit statement Cornpetition of individuals in the socioeconomic environmentn it was maintained, produced the class stratification of society. The superior showing of the upper classes
in intelligence (with respect to the findings of intelligence tesrs)
and in actual achievement was thus regarded as a manifestation
of innate superiority. The argument of selection was also used
to explain the superiority of the ciry over the counrry, of one
state over another, and of the Northern states over the Southern states. The application of nanrral selection to sociery, however, did not receive universal assent. Critics argued in favor
of the potent role of educational, social, and economic forces
in determining lhe success or failure of an individual in sociery,
regardless of his innate capacity. The extenr ro which narural
selection was thought to operate in sociery formed another
aspect of the nature-nurture controversy.
The docuine of instincts was another trend in psychology
which served as a lever for naftre-nurture discussions. Was the
behavior of the individual, qua individual, and as a member of
socieqy, the natural result of innate impulses and patterns? Was
criminaliry the result of a u'criminal instinct" oi of social orqanization? Was the mother affectionately disposed ro the infant by virtue of innate disposition or social custom? Was the
suiving for wealth the result of an n'acquisitive instincr" or a
characteristic of a "competitive society"l These were a few of
the many questions that stimulated thinkers while rhe doctrine
of instincts was in full swing (from r9o5 to r gzo,roughly speaking).
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DnruvrrloNs CoNceRNING THE SqBuusrs

The foregoing brief description of the elements of the controversy makes it possible to define the way in which the terms
"hereditarian" and "environmentalist" can be used as descriptive devices. Although these terms are part of the vocabulary
of psychology and educatioo, no precise definitions have been
ser forth. None will be attempted here except denotatively.
It should be mentioned that the division of individuals into the
hereditarian or environmentalist caffipr in so far as a definite
position is maintained, is already structured. That is, authorities generally agree in their classification of the chief participants in the controversy.

Hereditarian-A hereditarian is one who accepts statements
of the following qFpe: herediry is more important than ell-

vironrnent; individual and group differences are the result of
innate factors (either in totality or predominantly); innate
characteristics are not easily modified. Where a choice of interpretation is possible, the explanation in genetic terms is the one
advanced and favored. To the hereditarian way of thinking,
the problem of differential fecundity looms as most sig^
nificant one for society.

Enaironwtentalist.-An environmentalist is one who accepts
statements of the followirg type: environment is more important than herediy; existing individual and group differences
reflect (much more than is commonly thought) differences in
oppornrniqy; innate characteristics are easily modified. Furthermore, the "plasti"iry" of the child is emphasized. Of possible
alternative interpretations, he chooses the one emphasizing
environment. In addition, the environmentalist minimizes the
importance of natural inequalities in the attainment of success and reiects the eugenic program (as usually conceived).
It should be mentioned that t particular classification does
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not deny the effects popularly subsumed under the other classification. The environmentalist classification does not i*ply
that herediary effects are denied. Similarly the hereditarian
classification does not i*ply that environmental effects are denied. The relevant point concerns the emphasis of the individual on matters of controversy. Fuller meaning of these terms
will be accorded in the course of this study.

radical,4he following factors were corrin determining the classification of an individual: attitude toward the potentialities of the "comrlon man"; attitude
C

onseraatiae, li b eral,

sidered

toward democrucy; attinrde toward social reconstruction; attitude toward origin of social evils. The term "conservative" is
applied to an individual who is pespimistic with regard to the
potentialities of the average perlon or who is criEcal of rttempts to broaden the participation of the citizenry in governmental affairs. Acceptance of the statas qao is also taken as
indicative of a conservative orientation. The "liberal" is characterized by a belief in the necessity of change, and by the fact
that he is favorably disposed toward the possibilities of the
average man and towerd the democratic concept. The "radical"
is marked by a belief in the necessiry of thoroughgoing change
in social, political, and economic institutions.
It is recognaed that these definitions may be at variance with
those proposed by other individuals. There is an arbitrary element in all definitions and the iustification for particular definitions rests in their serviceability in systematizing ideas. This
pragmatic criterion seems to have been useful in this present
sttrdy. In any cas9, it is hoped that there is a sufficient generaliry to these definitions to warrant some measure of common
accePtance.

Mntsoo oF' VnnmIcATIoN
This study is limited to a selection of twenty-four American
and English scientists prominent in the nature-nurture con-
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troversy in the period rgoo to rg4o. Some of these scientists
exerted their maior influence in the period rgoo to r9r8, the
others in the period r9r9 to r94o.This division is by no means
a rigid one since a few individuals cut across both periods. In
no way do the selected individuals represent a, statistical sxrrple of all individuals active in the controversy. Individuals were
selected because of their significant relationship to the naturenurture controversy either by way of initiating different points
of view or by furthering research along particular lines. Only
those individuals who expressed themselves on both naturentuture issues and controversial social and political questions
were considered for selection. There were many individuals
who had definite positions on the nature-nurrure controversy
but who were silent on their social and political views-a fact
more characteristic of the period r9r9 to rg4o. However, those
individuals who coulil be called "leaders" or "pioneers" in the
controversy were usually the ones who asserted explicit views
concerning the social order. The specific nature of socioeconornic expression was not involved in deciding whether
any particular individual was to be excluded or included. The
twenqr-four individuals selected were drawn from a, pool of
over rwo hundred names--a pool that was built up as the study
proceeded.

'

Two factors were considered in determining the classificetion of an individual with respect to his emphasis on nature or
nurture. Firsg the statement of authority was given considerotion inasmuch as competent iudges have already referred to
many of the participants in the controversy as belonging either
to the hereditarian or to the environmental school. Second, the
relevant writings of each individual were studied in order to
obtain explicit statemenm of his point of view. Frequency of
citation in the nature-nurture literature \ilas the chief criterion
for determining the relevance of a, bibliographical item. All
cited writings were examined or studied. Since the method of
proof in this study depends largely on quotations, care was
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taken to see that such selections of materials were typical and
in accord with the author's intent in the given passage or work.
The cited quotations are intended to typify a-particular point
of view. They are not meant to be repiesentaiive of the-total
expression of an individual. In some cases, however, particularly
in so far as socioeconomic issues were involvedn quantiry of expression was limited and, therefore, the quotations practically
represent the author's total expression.
For determining a classification on the nature-nurture controversy the followitg factors were kept in mind: explicir sratement of point of view as set forth, for exampleo in-the definitions of hereditarian and environmentalist; possible partialiry
in dllwing cgnclusions from individual's own investigation;
posslble partialiqy in accepting or rejecting relevanr data; individual's conception of aims and possibilities of a given invesrigation.
To determine classrfication rvith regard to attitudes toward
controversial social, economic, and political questions, the vari-

ous factors which were discussed 'in the definitions of terms
Yer! \.pr_in mind. Throughout the course of this study, €rlphasis has been given to the individual's awereness of the inrerrelatedness berween his position on the nature-nurture colltroversy and his position on socioeconomic issues. A marked
degree of interrelatedness would serve to suggest that any ascertainable relationship between nature-nurnrre position and
social oudook is a dynamic one.
The following individuals were selected (the dates denote the
period of dominant influence):
English

Francis Galton, psychologisg I 9oo-r
Karl Pearson, statistician, rgoo-r8

8

William Bateson, geneticisr, rgoo-r 8
William McDougall, prychologist, rgoo-4o
s

It is to be noted

6

that McDougell reall;r should be included in borh
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Engli,sb (Continaed)
Lancelot Hogben, geneticist, I9I9-4o
J. B. S. Haldane, geneticist, tgty4o
Americiln
Charles B. Davenport, geneticist, I goo-4o
'Wobds,
biologist, rgoo-r8
Frederick A.
Edward Lee Thorndike, psychologist' I goo-4o
Henry FI. Goddard, psychologist, tgoo-t8
Lewis Madison Terrnan, psychologist, tgoc-+o
Paul Popenoe, biologist, Igoo-4o
Leta S. Hollingworth, psychologist, tgtg-4o
Edward M. East, geneticistn tgty+o
Lester F. Ward, sociologist, rgoo-r 8
Charles Horton Cooley, sociologist, rgoo-r8
James McKeen Cattell, psychologist, tgoo-t8
FrunzBoas, anthropologist, I 9oo-4o
William C. Bagley, educator, ryty4o

Herbert S. Jenningis, biologist, rgty1o

Hermann J. Muller, geneticist, rgtg-+o
Frank N. Freeman, psychologist, tgtq-.1o
George D. Stoddard, psychologist, tgrg-1o
John B. Watsor\ psychologist, tgrq-.qo

The selected individuals comprise ten psychologists, nine
geneticists and biologists, two sociologists, one anthropologist,
one educator, and one statistician. This classification is by no
rneans a rigid one since the field of activity of a scientist may
extend over several areas. Galton, for example, could be classified with equal iustice as a biologist or a statistician. The center
of interest in this study is education and psychology.
Some of the many individuals who were considered for inclusion in this snrdy but who were reiected are: Alfred F. Tredgold, Leonard T. Hobhouse, Cyril Burg Leonard Darwin, R.
nnglr"d *d America since he left England in tgzo for permanent residence in America. His inclusion in the English group is iustified by the
fact drat McDougell had clearly formulated his views before tg2o.
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Ruggles Gates, Edwin MacBride, Barbara S. Burks, Florence
L. Goodenough, Edward G. Conklin, G. Stanley Hall, John
Dewey, George M. WhipPle, Carl C. Brigham, Robert M.
Yerkel, Samuel J. Holmes, Edgar J. Swift, L. L. Burlingame'
Edward A. Hooton, and Montagu F. Ashley-Montagu. These
individuals were refected for a, variety of reasons. Some were
rejected because they did not express themselves sufficiently
exrensively to make their inclusion worthwhile. Others were
rejected because their positions were quite similar to those who
have already been discussed. It should be added that the basis
for reiection of these individuals was independent of their
sociopolitical outlook.
It should be noted that a possible source of error in the method
of this study, in addition to errors of sampling and iudgment?
lies in the fact that it is limited to the rvritten productions of
individuals. The processes which lead individuals to exPress
themselves in writing-processes which may be conceivably
related to their expressed attitudes-are quite unknowrl.

Part Two

THE SCIENTISTS
FRANCIS GALTON t |zz-t

gr

t

Fnencts GerroN, the progenitor of the nature-nurture co[troy:rsy in its scientific aspects, occupies a unique position in the
history of rnodern psychology. Trained in mediiine, he distinguished himself as an explorer, geographer, and mereorologist.
Influenced by Darwin's Origin bf Speiles, his atrention tuined

to ethnographical and biological problems. Galton's scientific
aims centered in the exposiriol of Darwinian notions, especially
those of variation and natural selection. His conrinued lntereit
bid oW was strengthened by his personal acquaintance with
llHgr_bert
Spencer and T. H. Huxley (r95, p. 6;).

adopted the evolutionary framework of thought,
^ $avinq
Galton
advocated a naturalistic view-of the mind at a,time *-h.n
theologi.{ influence was strong in pqFchology. In addition to
his naturalism, Galton emphasized meaiurement and experimentation. He was the first experimental psychologist in hngland,
following closely the preced.lt establiinia by t[e German psyHe extensively explored the psychology of individdal
tlrglogists.
differences in its intellecnral, emotional,- and cf,rracterological
asPects, This field of interest led to an importanr brancf, of

pffghglogic.ll thought. His conuibutions io psychology included specific advances in methodolo
ff, such ri ine .rtrtf the
questionnaire in the study of mental traits and the twin-method
in the .tody of nature-nurture questions. His doctrines influenced. a generation of prychologists, both in Europe and in
Arnerica. An important tool discovered by him was the correlation coefficient which, developed by his fo[ower Karl Pearso1,
helped form the basis of modern statistics.
In biology Galton was the first to place the concept of he-
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redity on a statistical basis. Furthermore, he anticipated Weissmann's notion of mutation. His laws of ancestral inheritance and
qh*l re$r-e?sion are well known. Ffe contributed to anthropology
through his investigations on race and through his presidenJy,
lol many years, of the Royal Anthropological Instinrie of Great
Britain and lreland. Not content with these scientific contributions, Galton devoted the last decade of his long life to the
develoPment of the eugenics movement, which he founded.
He wrote and lectured extensively on eugenic doctrines and
helped establish the Eugenics Education Sociery in r9o8, e society of which he became the first honorary piesident. He artemPt.-a ,q gjve eugenics a scientific standing by founding, in
19o6, the Galton Laboratory of National Eugenics at the University of Londono with Karl Pearson as diiector. He further
contributed to the growth of the eugenics movemenr by endowi.g a chail i. eugenics which was occupied by Peaison until
rg3i. Partly as a result of Galton's effor&, the eugenics mov€ment became one of the distinctive intellectual and social trends
at the beginning of the twentieth century.
Althgugh there were two distinct aspecrs ro Galton's work,
scientific and practical, the practical side of his thinking (eugenics) directed the course of his scientific endeavors aiter he
switched froT g.ography ro biology (gg, p. 3 ). The ideas of
eugenics are clearly evident in his writings as early as fi64, and
form a, conspicuous part of his first book, Hereditary denius
( r 869). Galton realized that in order to popula rize eugenic
ideals it was-ne:Ts-ary to establish a science of heredity. G-alton
though! ir. desirable to popula
\jrc eugenic ideals so ,r to give
them a decisive role in human affairs. For this purpose he thotighr
it necess ery to establish a science of heredity and this *oild
account for the importance that Galton .ttr.lr.d to the concepr
of heredity.
It is well known that Galton's prevailing emphasis \r,as on
heredity. To his way of thinking; "heredity *m a. far more
powerful agent in human development than nurture.,, ( roo,
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p. 266.) Throughout his scientific works Galton included the
'iotal range of intellectual, moral, ernotional, and other quditiest
as outcomes of innate factors. Specifically, this range included
sraresmanship; pious disposition; judiciary, scientific, musical,
and literary-abilities; criminality; insanity; "civic worth" and
"civic proiperity." Galton's emphasis on heredity can be inferred irom s brief consideration of some of his books (cf.
s3; s6).
In his first book, Hereditory Genius, Galton demonstrated
that natural ability follorved family lines and that eminent families were interrelated. In this vein, he studied the family background of iudges, militury commanders, painters, divines, and
io on, and showed that abilities were associated with particular
family lines with a frequency much greater than chance. These
"gifti" he interpreted as outcomes of innate factors. Extending this analysis, he attempted to show that superior ability followed national and racial classifications. The notions underlyi.g his methodology were the Darwinian ideas of variatioo,
natural selection, and inheritance. From this point of view, individuals differ vastly in their intellectual and moral faculties.
In the competition to win the relatively few prized positions
awarded by society, those who are endowed with superior
faculties succeed. The successful ones transmit their endowment to their offspring, and this establishes the basis for the
expectation that natural ability follows family lines. In order to
obtain some measure of the intrinsic worth of an individual,
Galton utilized the principle that achievement is a fair test of
natural ability. A corollary of this principle is that an unfavorable environment can not suppress a man of genius. In stating
these views, Galton \Mrote:
By natural ability, f mean those qualities of intellect and disposition,
which urgg and qualify a man go. perfo*.agts that lead to-reputation. o . . I mean a nature which, when left to itself, wi[, urged
by an inherent stimulus, climb the path that leads to eminence, and
has the strength to reach the summit-one which, if hindered or
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thwarted, will fret and strive until the hindrance is overcome, and
it is again free to follow its labourJoving instinct. . . . It follows
that the men who achieve eminence, and those who are nenrrally
capable, ere, to a large extent, identical. (%, p. 33.)

A few pages later he stated, "[
to the rise of

argue, that,

if the hindrances

genius, were removed from English society as
completely as they have been removed frorn that of America,
\r,e should not become materially richer in highly eminent
men." (g3, p. 36.)
Galton also phrased these views in a statistical language, for
he contended that the proportion of eminence in a, modern
population is t constant figure , z 50 per million. On the basis
of his contention that the incidence of eminence in a population reflects the innate capaciqy of the people Galton rated
the ancient Greeks as much superior to modern Europeans.
Similarly, in a comparison between the whites and Negroes, he
held that the Negroes constituted a i'sub-race." (g:, pp: 1,zS ff.)

Galton's formulation

of a theory of the rise and fall of

civilizations presupposes the same contention. Civilization, he
maintained, is adapted to the hereditury capacities of the individuals composing it. A decline, or rise, in the innate qualities
of a people is accompanied by corresponding changes in institutions. Conversely, long-range changes in the structure of society are indicative of changes in the innate qualities of the population. This theory came to be L favorite theme among eugenists. In expressing a mood of pessimism, Galton wrote that
man is incapable of sustaining the burden of a, modern cornplex civilization. Improving the "breed" of man thus became
an urgent necessiqy (%, pp. 338 ff.).
These ideas, set forth in his Hereditary Genias, formed the

for his later thinking. In his Engli,sh Men of
Their Nature and Nurttne (r}l+), which was written
as a reaction to De Candolle's Histoire des sciences et des siladnts
depuis deux siicles (r8Zl), he concluded that men of science
owed their position to an "innate taste" for science, in addibasic framework
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tion to their natural abiligz. In ,this book, however, he did
recognize that environmental factors, such as encouragement
Lt home and schoolin& might mold a taste for science. His
hereditarian bias is evident in the interpretation of his basic
frnding that the parents of the men of science were practically
all drawn from the professional and leisured classes. This led to
his interpretation that
There can be no doubt but that the upper classes of, a nation like
our own, which are largely and continir'.Uy recruited by selections
from below, *. !y far-th6 mo$ productive of nanrral iUiliry. The
lourer classes ile, iir truth, the "reiiduum." (gS, p. 23.)
Galton's emphasis upon heredity is paramount in the forrnulation of his eugenic doctrine, which is predicated on the idea thar
"race is more important than nurture." Evolution and the principl. of nanrral selection implied continuous progress ro Gdton.

But modern civilization prevented the principle of natural s€lection frrom operatirg with full force, as in Nature, and, consequendy, Galton predicted the decline of civilization. In fact,
Galton sew evidence of deterioration when he compared the
physiqu€s of individuals at the seashore with those in factory
towns. Recognizing that modern sentiment, with its emphasis
on humanitarianism, would not permit a return to unmitigated
natural selectiotr, Galton proposed a system of artificial seleltion
(.yg:lics) as a substitute. According to this view the superior
individuals of a population should be encouraged to interm Lrry
and breed numerous offspring, thus forrning a "gifted class-'n
or "Ceste" (g+). Likewise, those of inferior variaiions should
be prevented from marrying by the weighr of community sentiment or by 'l11ern cgTpulsion." In this way a high rype of
"human bieed" would b. secured and the'op*rid progress
of civilization accelerated. The idea of race iirprour*.ni by
meens of artificial selection should become, according to Galton,
a. "religious tenet." Eugenics, h9 maintained, could well supplant the established religions. To this end, it was necessrry io
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develop a science of herediry and to disseminate knowledge'of
heredity to the general public. fn this way the principles of
heredity could become an unquestioned guide to human conduct. The Eugenics Education Socieqy was established with
these ends in view. In elaborating his views, Galton gave occasional recognidon to the influence of environment despite his
usual emphasis upon herediqF.t The effect of the eugenic idea
upon Galton was such that it led him to write an unpublished
book in which he envisaged a Utopian society, "Kantsaywhere,"
based exclusively on eugenic principles (rg1, pp. +tt ff.).
Galton's views on heredity and eugenics received wide attention, particularly after r9oo, and formed the basis of the thinking of his followers in these matters, who are sometimes iden-

tified as the "Galton School." In psychology his followers included Karl Pearson, William McDougall, Lewis M. Terman,
Edward L. Thorndike, and others. All the hereditarians considered in this study show the influence of Galron.
Galton's views, however, did not meet with universal acceptance. Among his critics were D. G. Ritchie, Leonard T. Ffobhouse, Charles Horton Cooley, James McKeen Cattell, and
others. An argument usually advanced by these critics dealt
with the validiry of Galton's basic contention that achievement
was a fair measure of genetic worth. Thus, Cooley, in answering Galton's Heredi,tary Genius, argued that not all men of superior abiliry achieve success or fame. Historical and social
conditions determine which men of superior abitity are to succeed or fail. He also criticized Galton's theory of civilization
as "ad hoc." (6r.) From the point of view of present-day science, the general incorrectness of Galton's position is demonstrated by his own data. In his various studies of eminence the
r In stating these views, Galton wes not as extreme as some of his folIowerq for he did admir the necessity of correctine "insanitanr conditions,,
for pqposes of elevating the race. in ryo6 he we"nr as far ai ro srare that
Eugenics had the "two-fold rneaning
v of good stock and good nu.rture."
bil, p. 3ro.) But this wes aqpical.
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of the female sex was negligible, even within the
in which the male members were eminent. Galton's unfavorable attitude toward the potentialities of women
might have been responsible for overlooking this fact (rg7,

achievement

same families

P. 2 32).

Galton rarely- expressed himself on specific social and poIitical issues. On the few occasions that he di$, his views seemed
to be conservative in nature. Thus, he was opposed to the idea
of "strikes" and to an increase of the "lrish vote." (r98, p. 6r j.)
He was a committee-member of an "Anti-Suffrage" society, a
fact which caused some distress to the female colleagues of
Pearson (r 97, p. i 1il. Efis general position has been interpreted
as "anti-democratic ." 2
Galton early conceived of eugenics as e social reform movement, as a reasonable alternative to the then existing plans for
reconstructing society (rgl, pp. 90f.). This notion received
further emphasis in r 8g+ in a review of Kidd's Social Eaolation,
in which Galton presented eugenics as an alternative to socidism (gT). A letter from Pearson to Galton in rgor exhibits a

similar emphasis on the political aspects of eugenics. In this
letter Pearion raised the question, i'H.r.dity, L really more
intense than we supposed it to be ten years ago. Cannot this be
brought forcibly home to our rulers and social reformers? " Ffe
then continued:
What then it seems to me we mosdy need at the present time, is
some word in season, something that will bring hc.rhe to thinking
men the urgency of the fertility question in thil counrry. There is
no man who would be listened to in this metter in the sime wey as
yourself. You are known as one who set the whole scientific tr'eatment of herediry going; n9 one has ever suspected you of being in
the least a "crankrt'or-having "views" to air.'Yoo *itl be listerr.i to
and it will be recognized that you write our of t spirit of pure
pauiotism. (rg7,

pp.- z4z f .)

For instanc€, E. B. Reuter, the American sociologist, in a presentation
and discussion of the thesis of Gdton's Hereditmy-Ge:nius, dsserted that
it was "pow-erful anti-democratic material." (zog,p.-+r8.) Gaiton, however,
did not explicitly stare any antidemocratic concluiions.
s
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Possibly as a result of this suggestion from Pearson, Galton's
activities in popularizing eugenic doctrine were increasedn not
without stated social and political implications (cf. 98). Galton's
lecture on this subject before the neu,ly formed Sociological
Society ( rgo5), in which he described measures to be takei to
organize society al_ong eugenic lines, was criticized by some
members of the audience as a social and political program (gg,

PP. 72 f .).

The eugenics program, as Galton conceived it, was based
uPon the-idea that the present capacities of the average man
were too low to guarantee the operation of a socieqy frJe from
evil. He wrote:
Oyt

Prese-m natural dispositions make

it

impossible

for us ro ar-

tain the ideal standard tif a nation of men a[
iuaging soberly for

themselves, and therefore the slavishness of the rirasiof-our counrrvrlen' in morals and intellecq mu$ be an admitted fact in all schem'e,

of regeneradve policy. The hereditary tainr due ro the primeval

barbarism of our-r.ace, and maintained by hter influences, *itt have
to be bred out of it before our descendints can rise to rhe position
of free rnembers of an intelligent rociety:6;, p. j6.)
The desire to improve the human race'need not have conservative irnplications, but to Galton ig did have such implicarions.
\V ProPosition certainlf.T not to begiq F), breaking up old feeling
of social status, but to bqild ,p a- casre-wittrin
each of-thi groups intfi
which rank, wealth and pursuits already divide societf, minkind
being quite numerous enbugh to admii of this sub-cfassification.
(94, P. I23.)

That this was not simply an academic point with Galton

is

evident in the concluding pages of his Inquiries into the Hu.mnn

Faculty. M3, he urged, as i'heir of untold ages,,, should pa),
more attention to direcdng the conrse of his evolution. Galton;s
dominant attitude was that eugenic measures provided the most
effective solutions for social and economic problems.
The PostPonement of the settlement of the maior problems
confronting society, deemed urgent by manl, to a timl when a
"superrace" may be bred represerrtr a distinct bias in favor of
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the statas qato. Furthermore, the underlying

assumption that
the ills of sociery are the result of an inadequate human nature,

intellectually and morally, diverts attention from the possible
responsibility of soci.ry in such matters and thus similarly represents a conservative bias.

With regard to the concept of democraclr: Galton thought
that it was incorrect in so far as it assumed that men were of
"equal value as social units, equally capable of voting, and the
rest." ( 196, p. rzr.) Democratic sentiment, he thought, would
also be opposed to the breeding of a "gifted class" and the consequent presumption of the control of the state by this class
(g+, p. t2g). Since Galton expressed himself on the democratic concept only by indirection, we quote Pearson's estimate
of Galton:

( r95,

p.

74.)

In brief, Galton may be classified as i hereditarian, despite
some recognition of the r,veight of environmental factors, and as
a conservative with regard to sociopolitical outlook.

KARL PEARSON t857-r%6
THs

scHoLARLY cAREER

of Karl

Pearson, the eminent English

statisticiann reveals a number of aspecm z (a) early intereit in
social questions, (&) early interest in science and applied marhe-

(c) quantitative approach to problems of evolutior, (d)
pragmatic orientation of his thinking, (e) polemical affiirude
to individuals with gpposing theories and inierprerarions. Karl
Pearson exerted e lasting
upon sci6nce, especially
^influenle
Psy:h.olggl, Uy Tt exposition of Galton's doctrines, his many
statistical innovations, his experirnental approach to the problems of heredity ,ld environment, and hir vigorous .*ph6it
on nature factors. As a pupil of Galton, he shaied Galtonb birt
in favor of Social Darwinism. Pearson's extension of biological
matics,

_

princiPles to the problems of socieqy was nor unnarural in

ii.*

of the fact that he attained intelleitual maturity in the period
of the great Darwinian controversy. To psychoiogists ,ni educators Pearson's name is associated witli ine corlelational' ,p-

proach in the attemPt to compare quantitatively the importance
of heredity and environment.
Karl Pearson's general aim in his scientific work was determined, *"-"-o-tditg to his own statement, by his belief rhat
science should be conducive to social and national stabiliry. An
early exPression of this attitude was given in r 887 rvhln he

wrote:

There are powerful forces at work likely ro revolutionize social
It is the duiy of thore,wt o t
the
leisure to investigate, to show how by gradual and conrinuous
",re
changes we can restrain these forces tvithi-n safe channels, so that
socleqF:an emerge suong and efficient again from the difficulties of
our lgth cenrury Renascence and Reforiration. (18j, Preiace.)
ideas and shike social stability.
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The same view formed the basic theme of his lecnrre on
"National Life from the Standpoint of Science." ( r9oo.) In this
lecture he expressed serious concern over Great Britain's "defeat" in the Boer War "by a social organism f.* less highly
developed and infinitely smaller than our own." ( r 82.) He
predicied a conflict with Germany because of commercial and
irade rivalries, and he felt that it was his du{yo as a, man of
science, to indicate the way in which the teachings of science
could strengthen Great Britain for such "contests." He also indicated the rype of knowledge that would be essential for a,

correct determination of national policy. To this end he
sffongly advocated the concePt of natural selection.
You will see that my view--and I think it may be called the scientific view of a nation-is that of an organized whole, kept up to a
high pitch of internal efficiengy by insuring that its numbers ere
substantially recruited from the bemer stoclis, and kept up to t
war
high pitch bf .*ternal efficiency by contest, chiefly by ri,qy
with inferior races, and with equal reces by the struggle for "ttraderoutes and for the sources of raw material and of food supply. This
is the naftrel history view of mankind, and I do not think you can
in its main features subvert it. (r87, p. 46.)
The pervasiveness of Karl Pearson's pragmatic conception of
science is further indicated by his acceptance in r 9 r I of the
professorship in eugenics established by Galton, a position which
he held until ,933. Much of his own research work, as well as
that of his colleagues, was subordinated to the various issues
raised by the eugenic point of view.
Convinced that the proper estimation of the importance of
nature and nurture factors was intimately related to the scientific settlement of social and political issues, Pearson undertook
various investigations which led him into many disputes with
scientists and reformers. His chief contribution to the naturenurture controversy was his study, On tbe Laws of Inheritance
in Man (rgo+). His obiect in that work was to seek a quantitative measure of the inheritance of "mental and moral characters
in man." Comparisons benveen the physical characteristics of

Karl

Pearson

Parents and offspring gave an average correlation

mately o.jo.

A similar

3

r

of approxi-

everage correlation was obtained with
regard to mental and moral characteristics. Pearson maintained
that, since it was known that the physical characteristics he

dealt with were little influenced by environment, menral and
moral characteristics were probably determined by hereditary
factors. fn concluding this snrdy, he \Mrote, "We inherit our
Parents' tempers, our parents' conscientiousness, shyness and
ability, even as we inherit their stature, forearm and span." ( r 86,
P. 156.) By this reasoning, Pearson brought forth evidence ro
indicate that intelligence, conscientiousness, health, and many
other traits \Mere determined by hereditary factors ("f. 186).
His hereditarian position is perhaps tersely summed up in the
statement, "Intelligence can only be bred and no education or
training can create it." (186, p. 16o.) Thus, on the basis of his
researches Pearson does not attach any importance to the environment in producing differences among individuals.
In some yays Karl Pearson, as a thoroughgoing hereditarian,
u/as the defender of unpopular causes. Establishedmedical opinion, he wrote, attached sole importance to the rubercle bacillus
as the cause of tuberculosis. He felt that the "Fight Against
Tuberculosis" movement in Great Britain was misconceived
because of its environmentalist stand. In setting off his own
views, he wrote:
.

The line usually take-n by
protagonists in the fight against
-these
tuberculosis is that tuberiulosis
is-an elsentially infectiJor di-sease,
that heredity pl.ays ng
PrI in -the -matt-er, rhar'e grear drop in the
prevalence of iuberculosis has already taken place, ind that thir drop
is due to sanitary precautions. . . . Dr. Ntwsholme even tells dt
that in his opinion.the3e is "no reason *!y, wjthin a relatively short
period, nrbirculosis should not follow
clorelyifi.a dislase of
leprosy towards extinction." (r9o, p. 3.)

tff

In contradistinction to this view

Pearson attached

all

im-

Portance to innate factors. One argument he cited was a correlalot oj otso between pa,renrc and offspring with regard ro ru-

bercular infection which is "precisely thai which .ire find for
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other charactens where the relationship is due to heredity.'
( r9o, p. r4.) Another ilgument was the fact that most people
are infected by germs at one time or another, but not all succumb. The factor of "resistancer" 'which was considered to be
a heritable factor, ws, according to Pearson, "of more importance than the infection alone." (r9o, p. 27.) Carqying his
thinking to its extreme, he questioned the efficacy of sanatoria
in prolonging or saving lives since no statistical demonstration
of their worth was forthcoming. As a means of decreasing
the incidence of tuberculosis, Pearson evidendy accepted the
processes of natural selection. He wrote, in concludirg his
monograph on the subiect:

It may be a bi$er pill for mankind to swallow, when we suggest
that narural selection may have done more for racial health in this

mafter than medical science, but it may have its eompensations from
the economic standpoint. Above all, it may suggest thst Evolution
helps man better than he at present knows how to help himself,
and that possibly he would learn to help himself better if he studied
her processes of racial selection a little more closely. (r9o, p. 3j.)

Natural selection achieves its result by eliminating those who
are "non-imrnune" to the disease, leaving behind a racial stock
which is "more resistant and immune," It was in this way that
Pearson explained the constant drop in the nrberculosis rate
from the middle of the nineteenth centu{y to the present.
Another investigation of the Eugenics Laboratory which
led to a bitter controversy was Pearson's study dealing with
the statistical evaluation of the effects of parental alcoholisnn
upon offspring. At the time it was thought'by some scientisrs
that parental alcoholism lras responsible for the intellectual
dullness of offsprirg and for the low quality of rhe home environment. Pearson's results were negative; they indicated that
alcoholism had no demonstrable effects on intelligence or other
characteristics of offsprilg. Controversy over the validiry of
these conclusions carried into the London Tirmes. This controversy almost led to Galton's resignation as honor ary presi-
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dent of the newly formed Eugenics Education Society, since
the president of this sociery had openly criticized the conclusions in a manner that was thought to be preiudicial to the
growth of the eugenics movement. The "Cambridge Economists," John M. Keynes and Alfred Marshall, also assailed Pearson's investigation. This in turn led to a spirited reply by Pearson to the "Cambridge Economists." (r89.)
Two questions with regard to Pearson's work will now be
considered: (a) Were Pearson's conclusions generally iustified
on the basis of his data? (b) If nog was the direction of logical
error consistent with his general positionP Pearson's investigation dealing with the mental and rnoral qualities of i**rgranrs
into Great Britain will provide the enswers to these queitions.
T'his investigation was begun before r9o8 and some of the results were published for the first time in rgz 5.,
In lgoi the question with regard to the quality of the racial
stock immigrating into Great Britain received much discussion. Pearson \Mas expressing a common attitude of the time
when he wrot€:
The whole problem of immigration is fundamenral for the rational
t-eaching of national eugenics. What purpose \Mould there be in endeavouring to legislate for a superior 6redd of men, if at any rnomenr
it could be swamped by the influx of irnmigranm of an infirior race,
hastening ro proq ui *e high; civilizafi;;a; tdioved humaniry? (ry+,p. 7.)
!

In presenting the historical background for the selection of t
particular alien group for analysis, he wrore:
In the

ye.ets precedltg the Great War e quesdon of indiscriririnate
llnmrgration-especially that of the Polish and Russian Jews into the
East End o{ London, and the poorer quarters of other-larger rowns
in Great Britakr-had become e very vital one. Ir was ,rr.ri.d on the
one hand that the immigrants wer! a useful class of hard workers
fully uP to the level of-the English workman in physique and inplligence, and on the other han? these- immigranti #er. painted in

,lwid colours

as ureeklings, persons

with a loiv standara df 1ife and

r Margaret Moul wes poeuthor in these published reports.
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cleanliness, underbidding' native workers in sweated' trades and
spreading anarchic doctrines, so that the continued inflour of this
fopulation \Mes leading not only to economic distress, but to e
spread of doctriRes incompatible with the stabiliry of our social and

political systerns. (r94, p. 7,)
Pearson added that facts were necessary in order to determine
the truth of the various assertions. It is important to note that,
according to Pearson's own statement, these immigrants were
selected not "because they were Jews, but because they formed
a large and accessible body of immigrants who could be worked
relatively easily from one centre" and for the further reason
that "over them the fight waxed hottest." ( r94, p. 8.)
The plan of the study was simple i a group of Jewish boys
and girls (typifyirg alien stock) and a group of Gentile boys
and girls (typifying native stock) made up the experimental

of both groups were taken,
involving intelligence, cleanliness, and physigue. Following che
plan of his snrdy of ryo+ which utilized pre-Binet methodso intelligence was rated by teachers on L seven-point scale. Comparisons were instituted. On the basis of these comparisons
i'.rrron concluded that the Jewish group was not of , ttigfr.t
intelligence than the Gentile group,-aod ihrt the Jewish gioop
was inferior in physique and somewhat dirtier (rg+, pp. +T f .).
In reference to the determination of national policy on immigration, it was concluded that "the welfare of our own country
is bound up with the maintenance and improvement of its stock,
and our researches do not indicate that this will follow the uorestricted admission of either Jewish or any other type of immigrant-" (, 94, p. rz7.)
There are some important defects in the data that vitiate all
comparisons benreen the Jewish group and the Gentile group
with regard to intelligence.
First, in estimating the intelligence of his groupsn the criterion
was the i.rdg*ent of teachers who indicated a rating based on
a seven-point scale. By this method it was found that there were

samples. Various measurements
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marked average differences between the intelligence of Jewish
bgyt and of Jewish girls, the boys being coruiderably more intelligent. (In this connection no sex differentiation was found
in the Gentile gro-up.) Pearson then proceeded to make separate comparisons for boys and girls throughout the discussibn.
Instead of taking this sex difference as an indication of possibly
faulty.data, the authors framed an admittedly speculaiive hypothesis to gxplain this fact, a hypothesis involvirg differential
selection of immigrlnts from Europe. Present-day psycholo-boys

gltp, however, would ref ect any analysis that treats
and
gitlt as two distinct groups u,ith regard to average leve[ of in-

telligence.
Second, in comparing the Jewish group with the Gentile
grouP' sex by sex, it is observed that the differences between
the Jewish boys and the Gentile boys are insignificant-differ-

T..t

-

only- emergi"g when Jewish girls are compared with

Gentile girls. This fact, which invalidates a comparisbn between
Jewish and Gentile groups as groups, was nor explicitly srared.
Its recognitionn howeveq was implied in the sratemenr of the
conclusion that "taken on the oaerdge, and regarding both sexes,
this alien Jern'ish population is somewhat infeiior pliysically and

,o the native population." (rg+, pp. r25 f.)
Similar comments apply to the compariions drawn between
,lr: two groups with regard to cleanliness. Furthermore, probably owing to eugenic zeal and patriotic sentiment, the conclusions and interiected comments involve an unscientific comPonent. For example, after concluding that the Jew is "dirtier,',
he stated that

me_ntally

It does not seem to
to be drawn from

us that there can be any
these- results, especially

doubt

as

to the inferences

when we remember that

Personal cleanliness of the childre" il laigely a measure of parental
standards in these matters. The standardbs'tlte Jeasish dlieis in the
?natter_of personal cleanliness is substantially beloas that of eaen'the

poor Gentile children. The fyll gm."iy of this result *iit only be
realized when we remember how vitaliy imponant it would d., ii
London were struck by r greer epidemil. ( ri+, p. 47.)
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Nowhere does Pearson allude to the possibility thet the slurn
environment of the Jewish children may have determined their
personal habits. This point is significant because the Gentile
Lnitaren did not come from slum areas. Since Pearson's discrilssion presupposed L racial point of view, his results were llndoubtedly meant to support this point of view. Thus, it wes
suggested that Jews as a raie tend toward radical doctrines and
ciqf life ( r94, p. zz)
Pearson thought that the only desirable immigrant group
wits one that could raise the English racial level. He proposed,
thereforq that such an alien group should ben on the average,
25 per cent "higher" physically and mentally than native stock
in order to be admitted into Great Britain. If Pearson's purpose
was to show that the Jewish immigrant group did not possess
these high qualifications for admission into Great Britain, then
his study was virtually unnecessary since it would have been
readily conceded that no alien group possesses these qualifications.2

Pearson's errors of logic, his interpretations of the data, and
the direction of his conclusions, all tended to support a particu-

lar attitude toward immigrant groups.
A central feature of Pearson's thinking rves the notion that
nature and nurnrre were disjunctive factors which constituted
the basis of individual achievement and national progress. This
is exemplified in his series of lectures on eugenics in which he
dealt with social problems from the above point of view. For
instance, with these lectures in mind, he rvrote:
Have not the numbers given in the past lectures taught us then e
first fundamental principle of pracdCal Qlqenics? It is five to ten
times as advantageous to improve the condi'iion of the race through
parentage as through change of environment. (r93, p. 8.)
Equally central to his thinking was the notion that emphasis
on either nature or nurtlrre implied incompatible social policies.
- 'Ilr.stigations undertaken to check Pearson's results with regard to
intellectual comparisons between Genrile and Jewish groups, )rieid con-

tradictory results (Zl I e r o) .
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Thus, in a discussion of alcohol as a "tacial poisor," he wrote
that there were two "attitudes":
(, ) AU use of alcohol will lead pro tanto to defective children.
Its abuse is due to opportuniry and to defect or moral influence.
(z) The abuse of alcohol is one of the stigmata of degeneracy.
It is not the cause of degenemcy but its product. As the production
9f degeneracl-yhether in the form of mental def.g,,..p.tltp:.I .ot
insaniry-is checked, to that extent the abuse of alcohol will be
checked.

He then continued:
The acceptance of one attitude involves the demand for the cessation . of all import, manufacture or sale of alcoholic drinks. The
acceptence of the other demands the cessation of perentage on the
part of the epileptic, the insane and the mentally defective. . . . It
is for the Eugenist to consider the evidence for either policy. . . .
The two policies are not in my opinion compatible. ( r9r, p. 4o.)

in British life
and attributed it to 'ufactory legislation" which he thought
detrimentally affected the racial composition of the population
by introducing differential birth rates in the various strata of
the population. He predicted that the current efforts of legislators and politicians would result in a further widening of the
chasm in relative birth rates. According to Pearson, the most
effective way of introducing desired iocial changes was by
improving the racial stock. In his many public lectures Pearson
urged legislators and politicians to favor "Nature's method" of
natural selection. However, Pearson recognized that civilized
conscience would not permit the unmitigated struggle for existence in the social sphere. He advocated, therefore, a system,
Pearson observed an increasing "degen eracy"

of artificial selection (eugenics)

as a

substitute for nafire's harsh

method.
Pearson's initurction that the selective birth rate should, rcplace the selective death rate was a restatement of his preceding

suggestion. Pearson's foregoirg views shaped his solution to
questions raised by such issues as irnprovement of general health,
gqneral amelioration of the conditions of the poor, elimination

3
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of tuberculosis and alcoholism, and improvemenr of eyesight.
In- asserting that eugenics and medicine are opposed in their
effects, Pearson did not explicitly argue againsi humanitarian
practice as such. Yet his views were stated with such positive
assurance and overwhelming pessimism that they would tend to
discourage efforts aimed at immediate human betterment. For
example, the auditors to his lecture, "National Life from the
Standpoint of Sciencer" must have felt powerless before nature's
forces arrayed against human progress. This mood is exemplified
in the .on.lodirig senrences o? pirrson's lecrure:

Mankind as a whole, like the individual *1., advances through pain
and suffering only. The path of progress is strewn with the-wieck
of nations; traces are evErywherb td be seen of the hecatombs of
inferior races, apd of_victirirs who found not the narrow lvay to the
greater perfection. Yet these dead peoples ere, in very uoth, the
yeppiltg-stones on which mankind hai arisen ro the higher inrellecnral and deeper emotional life of today. (r87, p. 64.)Pearson's general position with regard to social and econornic measures intended to ameliorate society is set forth in
his statement of rgtz that
Selection of Parent egeis the sole effective process known to science
b.y whi"h.. race can continuously progresi. The rise and fall of nations are in tmth summed in th-e maintenance of cessation of that
Pro.cess of selection. Where the battle is to the capable and the
*"{.y, where the dull and idle have no chance ro propagare their
kind, there the nation will progress; €v€n if the lani U6 sferile, the
environment unfriendly, and educational facilities small. Give educational facilities to ali, limit the hours of labour to eighrr-qrypr.oyiding leisrue to watch trro football matches a wEek-grve t
minimum wege with free medical advice, and yer you will fin-d that
the
.u,lemplofables, the degene-rates and tfie'ph1reical and mental
weaklings increase rather tlian decrease. ( r88,
io.)

i.

In this discussion of

Pearson's social views reference to his
earlier socialistic position was omitted. At the age of nnrenryfour, Pearson lectured to revolution
clubs and-working-cliss

ry

on various socialistic issues. His pamphler, Socialisw in
fl-ouPs
Tleeory and Practice, appeared in r 884. Here tre expressgs coo-
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ventional socialist views resemblitg those of the Fabians. He
begins this pamphlet with the statement, "During the past year
there was a great deal of discussion in the newspapers--and out
of them-concerning the dwellings of the so-called poor." He
raises the question as to why their condition is not alleviated.
His answer is implied in his remark that "the labour which
should be devoted to improving them [the poor] is consumed
in supplyirg luxuries to the rich." With regard to the laboring
classes he writeso "[t is the fault of our present social system,
and not a law of histoy, that the toilers should be condemned
to extreme misery and poverty." As a solution to the social
problem he advocates, rather than a "revolution," the education

of the "capitalist" to a "higher morality." (r82.) During the
of firry "Songs of Socialistsr"
songs which appealed to the "proletariat" to realize its power

same period he translated a series

'With

and to unite.
reference to his later views on the inequaliry of man, it is interesting to note a few lines of one of these
social-democratic songs :

fi.l,lxl ;ilt"Tff:J.'l:ilf,l?,,,,

p j3)

In r 894, in a review of Benjamin Kidd's book, Social Euolw
tion, Pearson dissented from tfre idea that socialism was inconsistent with evolutionary doctrine.

If

we accept the standpoint of ttre socialist, that the evolution of
civilised rnan depends on other factors of natural selection than
intra-group struggle for existence, Mr. Kidd's theory of social evolution falls to the ground like a pack of cards; it finds no bottom on
great "biological truths," and the supposed incompatibility of socialism with the laws of nanrral selection is only a bogie set up by
individualist thinkers to scare the socialist, and if possible to check
social changes for which they personally have no liking. (r84,
pp. 13r f.)

A few pages later he added, "The pious wish of Darwin that the
superior and not the inferior members of the group should be
thl parents of the future, is far more likelf to be realized
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in a socialistic than in an individualistic state." (r8+ P. r38.)
That the content of Pearson's socialism during thii'period
was about the same as that'expressed ten years. previoorly is
evident in another revierv in which he dissented frorn the theses
that "the present relations of capital and labour arise from f,
'law of natur€r' and that a 'law of nanrre' cannot change." Furthermore, in the review of another book, Pearson inclinea to the
acceptence of "the general:desirability of our factory legisla-

tion." ( r 83.)
From these citations it is apparent that Pearson's early attitudes inctrudedi @) e, generaf invironmentalistic position, (b)
the view that eugenic notions had a better chance of success
in a socialistic state, and (c) the view that the stratification of
sociery was not the result of biological factors, Beginning with
his lgoo lecture, "National Life from the Standpoint of Science," Pearson definitely contradicted, through hii all-inclusive
use of the notion of natural selectioil, his earlier views.E From
I goo onwerds Pearson interpreted natural selection as the chief
source of social progressf To Pearson natural selection implied
that heredity is more important than' environrnent, that the
individual makes his environment, that social stratification is the
result of biological factors, that "racial progress" along eugenic
lines should precede any attempts et sotial-reconstruCtion, and

that "factory legislation" is "cacogenic" in its effects.
It iS true that after r goo Pearson still termed himself a "socialist." Thus in a rgrz lecture, in alluding to an "enti-socialism
campaigt" in the academic field, he described himself as a
political socialist. In defending himself against Dean Inge?s srerement that "the consistent Socialist hates eugenics as- much as
he hates Christianiry, because that science maintains that narure
is more important than nurture," Pearson replied, "Well, 0s t
consistent Socialist I mean in and out of season to preach to the
inconsistent Socialist that nanrre is more important than rllrs

The change T P:Son's g.o.-rf,- orientation

has been nored

Egon S. Pearson in a biograpf,y of his farher (r8o).

by his son
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ture, and that no social changes can be stable which neglect
this great truth." (rgr, pp. 3 ff.) That the content of his socialism had changed, however, is readily seen in comparing his
social views of 1884 with those of rgoo or rgtz, For instance,
in tgrz he wrote:
If we have grasped the very essence of Darwinian theory, if we have
followed the recent evidence provided for the relative parts played
by nanrre and nurture in the case of men, we cen hardly accept the
position that our tradition and our environment will echieve much.
(rgr, p. 9. )

This quotation should be compared with Pearson's pamphlet
on socialism or his review of Kidd's volume.
In summty, Pearson can be classified as both hereditarian
and conservative in outlook, with considerable interaction between both attitudes, In his early years, Pearson uras a socialist
and an environmentalist in so far as the rejection of the application of the principle of natural selection-to human affairs was
concerned. In his early works, Pearson made no reference to the
nature-nurture controversy although he was familiar with the
writings of Galton and Darwin. ATter r9oo, when the naturenurnrre controversy became more definitely structured, Pearson
assumed the hereditarian position, and the political concomitants
were conservative. However, no implication of causation is
intended concerning Pearson's changed orientation or the interrelationship of his icientific and political attitudes.
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Wrr,rtArvr BernsoN, t leading figure in the development of
modern genetics, did much to advance the study of heredity
through his early and vigorous espousal of Mendelism. Of him
R. C. Punnett wrote ( ry26):

It

was well said of Darwin that his chief tide to fame was that he
first taught men to beleve in Evolution. It is likely that future gen-

erations

will single out Bateson's,

name as

men to believe in Heredlty. (2o8, p. 8o.)

of him who first taught

With regard to the applications of heredity, of Mendelism in

particular, to man, Bateson's presidential address before the
British Association for the Advancement of Science (rpr4) was
significant. In his Herbert Spencer lecture, "Biological Fact and
the Strucnrre of Society," delivered at Oxford in r 9o, a lecnrre
which Bateson considered as "one of his best," the applications
of biology to social and political questions were the outstanding
features.

In stating his views on herediry Bateson assumed the hereditarian point of view. In his ryr+ address, in demonstrating the
application of Mendelian analysis to man, Bateson said:

I admit that an assumption of some magnitude is involved when we
extend the application of the same system to human characteristics
l* g.lerql, yet the assumption is one which I believe we are fully
iustified in making. Wittr little hesitation we can no\M declare thdt
the potentialities and
pfysical as-well as mental, sex, colSptituges,

of work or invention, liability to diseases, possible
duration of life, and the other feanrres by which the membbrs of a
mixed population differ from each othei are determined from the
moment of fertilisation; and by all that we know of heredity in the
forms of life with which *e tan experiment we are co*prttt.d to

ours, .powers
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believe that these qualities are in the main disuibuted on a factqrial
system. By changei in the outward conditions of'life the expression
of some of these powers and features may be excited or restrained.
For the development of some an external opportunity is needed, and
if that be withheld the character is never seen, any more than if the
body be starved cen the full height be attained; but such ihfluences
are superficial and do not alter the genetic constitution, (8, p. 298.)

To Bateson, the differentiation of individuals according to
occupations lvas an aspect of biological differentiation ( 8,
p. 3 r o). He traced the decline of early Greek civilization to
racial mongrelization (8, p. 3r r).The new knowledge of heredity, he thought, implied "reform of medical ethics" since "medicrt studentr nrc taight that it is their duty to prolong life at
whatever cost in suffering." (8, p. jo7) Considering Itir as e
kind of "occult view," Bateson thought that it would be 'nrnore
humane" if doctors did not interfere to preserve "an infant so
gravely diseesed" that it could never be hrppy ( 8, p. 3ol) . Interesting from the rnodern point of view is his statement in the
same address that
The long-standing controversy as to the relative importance of nature and nurture, to use Galton's "convenient iingle of words," is
drawing tq an end, and of the overwhelmingly greater significance
of nature there is no longer any possibiliqf of doubt. (8, p. 3r3.)
While accepti.g eugenic

ideas, Bateson

did not participate

actively in the eugenics nrovernent for he thought that biological
evidence was insufficient to iustify such L movemenr (8, pp.
jl r f . ). Of his ferv lectures on eugenics, he wrote, "Three tirnes
I have come out as an Eugenist, yielding to a cheap temptarion."
(8, P' 398')

In line with his attitude that "genetic science musr profoundly influence the course of human thought and ultimately
the conduct of society" Bateson demonrtr*ted the possible relevance of biology to society in several papers. He discussed
democrac/r socialisffi, property rights, education, and extension
of political power in terms of biological doctrines. In these discussions, Bateson accepted a conservative frame of reference.
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In his Herbert Spencer lecture,

Bateson raised certain ques-

tions:
And now regardirg the cenual problem of social structufiE, the conditions of stability in the relations of the human classes to each other
and to the State, has biological scienee eny counsel of value to give?
Is there eny observetion that nenuelists have made, knowledge acquired, or principles perceived in their snrdy of thi manifold forms
-this
of life, which in
period of grave anxiety they dare to offer as a
contribution to political philosophy? (8, p. 348.)

In the light of these questions, Bateson examined the validity of
the claims of the "political reformer" who attempm "to raise the
standard of e population" by ameliorating the conditions of
life. Though these claims might lead to admirable results, Bateson thought them unsatisfactory because they could not lead to
perrnanent racial improvement. Thusn using the analogy of e,
gardener rvho is able to increese the size of his plants through
proper cultivation, Bateson wrote, "So with the crowded masses
of humaniqy. They ma/r so to speak, be 'potted on.' Given
hygienic conditions and better opportunities, they may develop
into decent specimens but they will not turn into better kinds."
(8, p. 3Sz.) This method will not lead to progress, since "It is
upon mutational novelties, definite favourable variations, that all
progress in civilisation and in the control of netural forces must
depend." (8, p. 352.)

In

discussing democtrcf t he wrote:

The essential difference between the ideals of democracy and those
which biological observation teaches us to be sound, is this: democr:acy regards class distinction as evil; we perceive it to be essential.
It is the heterogen€iry of modern man which has given him his control of the forces in nanrre. The maintenence of that heterogeneity,
that differentiation of mernbers, is a condition of progress. The aim
of social reform must be not to abolish class, but to provide that
each individual shall so far as possible get into the right class and stay
there, and usually his children after him. (8, p. 3j3.)

In t9r9, in his presidential

address before a local scientific 8s-

sociatioh, Bateson again turned to the question

of democracy.
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Democracyr the rystem which confers egual political power on individuals, in defiance of genetic inequali*, may, by foregoing thaq
material prog.r.ess. whicl, *. know as civilisation, produce e case of
spurious equilibrium, the equilibrium of chaos and disruption, but
the nanrral'instability caused by the fact of physiological inequalrry
is not unlikely to produce, as heretofore, its recurrent effects. (8,
P. 36o.)

To Bateson, democracy \Mas the "combination of the mediocre and inferior to restrain the more able." (8, p. 360.) On economic matters Bateson likewise maintained a conservative view.

In

t9r4, after observirg that "the rewards of commerce are

grossly out of proportion to those attainable by intellect or industryr" he wrot€:
Nevertheless, capital, distinguished as e provision for offspring, is
an eugenic instinrdon; and unless human instinct undergoes some
profound and improbable variation, abolition of capitxl means the
abolition of effort; but as in the body the power of independent
growth of the parts is limited and subordinated to the whole, similarly in the
we pa1 limit the powers of capitaf pTe"o.*p"niry.
serving so much
inequaliqy of privilege as coffesponds with physiological fact. (8, p.3r5.)
Bateson's views were colored by his acceptance

of Malthusian

doctrine which induced an unusual degree of pessimism in his
discussions of human rfrtirs. FIe thought that British economy
was inextricably dependent upon its available coal supply. Foreseeing a decreasing coal productivity in a relatively short period
of tirne, he thought that there should be a corresponding decrease in the size of the population if living standards were to be

maintained (8, pp. j+6 f.).
Although the concept of mutations usually underlay Bateson's
scientific thinking in relation to human affairs this was not always the case. Influenced by the applications of Darwinism to
man, he expressed the followirg views in a letter which was
written in r 887 while he was on a scientific expedition in Siberia:
When I had seen even less of the world than nou/, I got somehow
the idea that all men were equal and had equal rights. Hence it
seemed to be clear that no one could be justified in appropriatirg
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his nerghpour's goods or in controlling his neighbour?s actions. A
slight experience suffices to shew the preposterous fallacy of
this view. All rnen are no more equal than ail ariirnals and plants are
9qual. A Russian is ng m9r. tq..equal of p Englishmen, and a negro
is no more the equal of a white- man than a- Kirghiz pony is the
equal of an Englis'h racer, or the phylloxera the i{ual bf the vine.
If'you thilk thEse things iif. rtopJ rtiort for yo,r. Llf. withour killing and wit!.ory ?:ryggle cannot gq on. It is-polsible probably- to
increase or diminish the intensiry of the struggle, but that is another

vfly

thing. (8, p. r4.)
In summa{/, Bateson can be classified

tarian and a conservative position.

as

having both a heredi-
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Tnrs EMINBuT English-born psychologist came to America in
tgzo to assume chairmanship of the department of psychology
at Harvard Universiqy. McDougall was a pioneer in the development of modern psychology, and his name is chiefly identified rvith the doctrine of instincm, a doctrine which exerted a
wide influence in psychology and the social sciences. His writings cover the maior aspects of
biology, philosophy and history. Of
wrote, in r93o,
"There is perhaps no man living who has had a more intensive
and varied training in the nanrral sciences." ( r4j, p. zo7 ) In
addition to his scientific writings, McDougall has written extensively on political and social questions, chiefly after the first
World War. The better known of these books are Is America
Safe for Denrocracy? (r9zr) and Ethics and Some Modern
World Problems (rgr+). Practically all of McDougall's books
dealing with political and social questions, and his scientific
writings as well, involve extended discussion of nature-nurhrre
questions and their various social implications.
Perhaps the most outstanding feature of McDougall's thinking is its pragmatic orientation. With regard to psychology he
wrote, "The aim of psychology is to render our knowledge of
human nature more exact and more systematic, in ordei that
we may control ourselves more wisely and influence our fellow
men more effectively." ( r jo, p. r.)
In describing his life airns in t93o, he wrote, "[ still hold, as
I held in my youth that it [psychology] is the science of mosr
urgent importance in the present age, when, for lack of sufficient knowledge of human nature, our civilization threatens
to fall into chaos and deca1r." ( r56, p. 2 2r.)

I
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The relationship of human nature to the surrounding world
was a favorite theme with McDougall; he thoughto for example,
that if psychology had been given more emphasis in Great Britain the difficulties in dealing with India and China might have

been avoided (,Sj). The implication that psychology should
be a stabilizing influence in society was made explicit in a discussion of the social effects of "Freudianism." He declared:

The relations benreen the generations are already endangered by
the many violent changes of the social order which we owe to
physical science. It is for psychology to prevent, to provide against
and to rectify the disastrous consequencbs of these ioo violent and
disnrptive changes. But instead, the Freudien psychology has worked
as en additional disruptive force, especially among the strete of our
communities which more thrn any other have the power and funcd6n of rnoutding social tradition and practice. ( 16o, p. 196.)

McDougall's attitude toward the interrelationships between psychology and socieqy will be considered in the section dealing
with his social and political views.
In his Introduction to Social Psycbol,ogy ( r9o8), e text which
has gone through more editions than any other text in pqFchology, McDougal[ developed his doctrine of instincts into
e comprehensive theory of individual and collective behavior.

According to this doctrine,
The human mind has certain innate or inherited tendencies which
are the essential springs or motive powers of all thought and action,

oi collective, aind are the bases fiom which the
character and will of individuals and of nations are Eradually developed under t\. Syidance of the intellectual facultiis. Thesl priTary innate tendencies have different relative strengths in the native constinrtions of the individuals of differenr racei, and they are
favoured or checked in very different degrees by the very diffbrent
social circumstances of men in different irates 6f culture; but th.y
a.rg pr.obably common to the men of every race and of every age. if
this view, that human nanrre has everywhere and at all tihel this
common native foundation, can be established, it will afford a muchneeded basis for speculation on the history of the development of
human societies arid human instimtions. (r'4jrp. rg.)

whether individuil

t
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In examining the whole range of individual and collective behavior, McDougall, in practically all cases, utilizedeither a single
instinct or a combination of instincts as the fundamental €xplanatory principle. McDougall's exclusive emphasis on innate
petterns was not a necessry outcome of the doctrine of instincts. According to his own definition and usage of the notion
of instinct, the stimuli adapted to the instincts are necessry
conditions for the appearance of instinctive modes of action
(rq6, p, z9). Therefore, logically speaking, neither innate petterns nor their eppropriate stimuli enioy a distinctive primacy.
McDougdl, however, proscribed the causal role of environmental factors in his explanations; this represents a iudgrnent of
choice on his part. Assurnirg the validity of the doctrine, not
only McDougall's emphasis upon the innate aspects of behavior,
but also his use of particular instincts in the interpretation of
various behavior patterf,s, represent a choice. McDougall himself recogntzed the arbitrary namre'of his interpretations when
he wrote, in discussing the applications of "primary tendencies
to socieqr":
The processes to be dealt with are so complex, the operations of the
different factors are so intricately cornbined, their effects ere so
variously interwoven and fused in the forms of social organizations
and institutions, that it would be presumptuous to attempt to prove
the truth of most of the views,advenced. . . . In spite of the dogmatic form adopted for the sake of breviry and cleirness of exposition, my aim is'to be suggestive rather than dogmatic, to uti*Lhte
and promote discussion rather than to lay down cwrclusions for the
acceptence of the reader. ( r 46, pp. 265 f ,)

McDougall's exposition of the doctrine of instincts, the €nthusiasm for which "spread like wildfire" (168, p. 29j) when it
was first published, was no longer regarded as acteptable fifteen
years later in either psychology or social science. The change in
the scientific acceptance of this doctrine is largely the rezult of
the vigorous glg\rth of the "anti-instinct" movement which began in r gry with the critique by Knight Dunlap and ended, in a
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formal sense, with Kuo's complete reiection of the notions of
instinct and heredity (r4r). John Dewey's acceptance of the
doctrine in \y7 and reiection of it in tgzz indicates the reversal
in aminrde that took place (l S; 76).
A question can be appropriately raised concerning the factors involved in the acceptance of the doctrine by McDougall
and by others. Althoughn in a strict sense, the answer to this
question is not relevant here, nevertheless it touches upon the
nature:nurture controveiqy. Psychologists found the doctrine
useful because it system atrzed certain aspects of their field ( r r 6).
Sociologists and social psychologists accepted the doctrine because, expressed in a biological vocabulary, it represented a"
trend away from the prevailing "imitation and suggestibiliqy"
and "intellecnralistic" schools which were thought to be sterile
(e+). Yet another factor lies in the field of English history. The
eugenist movement, which had cry{allized as a distinct movemenr severel years before McDougall's publication of his Social
Psychology, placed emphasis upon the view that intellecnral
abiliqy was inherited and not easily modifiable. The next logical
srep would be to bring impulses, or urges to action, within the
same framework. Now the writing of the Social Psy chology
was suggested to McDougall by one of England's leading eu'\
genists of the periodn C. /'. Saleeby (?rr, P: ry4). It is e
[tausible interpretation that McDougall, himself e, zealous eugenist, undertook the task for the purpose of lrengthening
eugenic docuine. McDougall's emphasis on herediry i. his exposition of the instinct doctrine is thus consistent with the
eugenist's emphasis on the innate asPects of intellect.
McDougall's emphasis on herediqy also extended, as is to be
expectld,. to-the question of the-origin of individual differences in intelligence. He wrote that "innate capacity for intellegtual growth is the predominant factor in determining the
distriburion of intelligence in adults, and that the amount and
kind of education is a factor of subordinate importance." ( r48,
p. +7 ) Consistent with this view is his assertion that the "re-
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p$ cent of the populaintellectual developfor
tion has not sufficient innate capaciry
course."
high-school
usual
ment to enable it to complete the
( r48, p. 16z.)
McDougall's emphasis on heredity was conioined to his attitude that the innate \Mas unmodifiable. In ryJ+ he wrote, "fn-

sulrs of army tests indicate that about

7S

nate constitution can be only superficially modified by enviroll-

mental influences, whether in physique, in temPerament, h dispositiotr, h temper or in intellectual capacities." (r Sg, P. r 8i.)
Or, as he more tersely put it in the same yearr "Neither teachittg
nor preaching, nor both together, can do much to modify the
actions, the feelings, and the emotions of men." ( r i9, P. 2oi.)

McDougall's espousal of the doctrine of racism is still tnother example of his emphasis on heredity, but this time on
racial herediqF.t The characteristic features of French and E glish institutions and traditions, for example, are explained in
terms of the larger amount of "Nordic blood" possessed by the
English ( r48, pp. 72 f .). The evidence McDougall adduces to
support his views is quite weak. Typical of his logic,z in this
resPect, is the staternent that
the colored men of the Northern States showed distinct superiority
to those of the Soufr, in respect of their performance in the army
intelligence-tests. Have they not a larger proportion of white blood?
I do not know, but I suspect it, ( r48, p. j4.) s

Of interest to

psychologists is McDougall's reiection

of

psy-

choanalysis as a generally valid doctrine, a relection which involves racist views.

McDougall had submitted himself to Jung for analysis in
order to determine whether there was any truth to Jung's claim

that 'he could discover the racial affiliation of an individual
through the agalysis of dreams. To McDougall this claim was
r His bookn Is America

point of view.

Sdf e f

or Democracy?, is written frorn the racist

- 2 This exemple is cited because it presents another interpretation
*filf,:9"?1.1r northern Nesro on the armv resrs'

of the
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of "first importancer" for it "would carry the doctrine of racial peculiarities of mental constitution much further than I
have done so far." ( r48, p. rz6.) McDougall was not satisfied
with Jung's analysis because only "faint and doubtful rraces"
of his "archeqFpes" were uncovered, However, he continued:
One of Jung's arguments weighs with me e good deal in favor of his

view. He points out that the t-amons theory of Freud, which he himself at on6 dme accepted, is a theory of tli*e developmenr and work-

,lg 9{ .h. Tort d which wes evolved by a Jew who lirs stodied chiefly
Jewish pajrems;.an$ it segqs ro appeiJ yery sr-rongly to Jews; many,
perhaps the maiorityr of those physicians who accepr ir as e new

ggtP:I, e new revelation, are Juyr. It looks as rhough this theory,
which to me and to most men of my sort seenu so strange, bizarie,
and fantastic, may be approximately true of the Jewish -race. ( r+8,

P. r 27.)

McDougall, in Is America Safe f or Democracy?, indicates
the historical basis for some of his own psychological invesrigations as well as those of his students. In an earlier phase of his
thinking, about r 9o8, he was concerned with the uuth of the
ProPosition that the "opp.r social stratt, 4s compared with the
lower, contain a larger proportion of persons of superior mental endowments." He continued:
But it has be.en ,h. greatest weakness of the eugenic propaganda
that it is so largely lounded upon and assumes -the unrth oT this
ProPgsition. Foi the critics and scorners of eugenics have vehemendy denied it, or poured ridicule_upgn it; and io proof of it was

for their re-futarion. ( r48, Prbface.) '
In order to fill "rhis great gap in the eugenist argumenq', he
guided two of his students, Cyril Burt and Horace B. English,
in the lppropliaje investigations which led ro the findings of
marked class differences in intelligence-findings which iuere
int_efpreted as indicative of innate tlass diff.ren"gs (ll; gj).
McDougall's emphasis on herediqy is also nianifest in his
applications of-psychology and biology to the 'ugrear problems
of national welfare and national decay." Some of these problems, which exhibit e, wide range, are: rise and fall oi 18tions, rise of democracfr social legislation, Christian ethics,
available
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n'Indian Mutinyn' of fis1r "acquisitive societi€s," and so on
(r+8; r j3). Hil interpretations are such as to indicate opposition to democ racf r social legislation, and so orl. Before Pro:
ceeding to the discussion of his views, it is well to keeP in mind
McDougalt's own evaluation of his political outlook. In PJesenting ttre theme of Indestructible Union: Rudiments of Political Science for tbe Americfrn Ci,tizen (rgr5), he wrote:
cannot hope to have succeeded in wlitlng with strict impartialiry
on all the many qu@stions I have touched. I must confess to a coltservative bias.'. .' . This preiudice which I thus frankly avow' is
. perhaps constitutional with me. (ri3, P. ix.)

I

A recurring notion of McDougall is that the operation of
democratic forces would lead inevitably to a breakdown of civilization. In tgzr he wrote that Great Britain would decline as
a civilization chiefly because of the successful development of
its dernocratic institutions ( r 48, P. I Sl) . Several years later

he wrote, with reference to the functioning of American instinrtions, "L nution which allows itself to drift into an ultrademocracy does a gr^ve injury to civilization, to all the higher
interests of mankind." (r Sr, p. tgz.) n
A critical obstacle to the development of a, workable democracl, he thought, was the differential birth rate. Many o!
the ills of civilizati,on were attributed by him to the differential
birth rate, and a chief effect of democracy would be to sharpen
this differential (r jr, Chap. 8). McDougall was so pessimistic
over the possibilities of democracy in ry32 that he wrote:
of freedom are
The decay of dernocratic institutions and the passing-respect
for law
the natuial correlatives of the general decline of
and the immense development of crime and corruption. They have
well be questioned whether there is
already gone so far that-it mey
-democrati-c
insdnrtions in America;
anv hbJe of the survival of
wliethei ,o*. form of Fascism or oligarchy does not offer the only
hope of order and of the modest defree *hich is compatible with
such a system.

(r j7, p. 43.)

r BI "ultra-9em-ocra.y'.' McDougatl had in mind the idea
social and political equality (r jz, Chap. 4).
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The nature of the interrelationships between his psychological
views and his social outlook suggests that McDougall conceived of social action as the testin[ ground for the validity of
psychological doctrine. This conception was implied in his
view, already cited in discussing the social effects of "Freudianism," that psychology should not be "socially disruptive." ( r 6o,
p. ry6.) fni consiJiration of psychology in relation to social
and political factors was dominant with McDougall. In this
vein he criticized Locke's environmentalistic doctrine of tabula
rdsd because it "played a great paft in determining British poli"y in its relations with British dependencies and their populations, notablv India." 0+1, pp. r5z f.) He pointed out, in a iottification of the strengthening of British rule in India, that
British power there was "totterirg." ( ,5 j, p. r 36.) Evidently,
to McDougalln Locke's psychology must have been a disruptive
influence in empire relations. l\{cDougall associated the tabula
r*sd doctrine with the democratic tendencies of society ( ,58,
p. 8, ). Further, he explained, on a sociological basis, the development of Locke's political principles as the result of Locke's
attempt to iustify the revolution of r688 (r+1, p. 4).5 Its widespread influence in American thinking was a tendency that had
to be controlled (r+q). In discussing the merits of Watsonian
behaviorism, which to A{cDougall represented a reinstatement
of the tabula rdso doctrine, he wrote, "Dr. Watson's views are
attractive to those who are born tired, no less than to those who
are born Bolshevists." (r54, p. 42.) u
Just as McDougall held that environnlentalism was socially
disruptive, he likewise maintained that emphasis on heredity
5 Parenthetically, there is some truth to McDougall's view that tabula
rasd "consorted wtll with tiberatism." Thusr
l,ocke, a-n ourstanding progressive of his time, formulated a doctrine which would further progressrve
aims, On the basis of tdbula rasa, reforms are rendered theoretiballi possible, since from that vierv social arrangements and evils ere not ingrfuried in
the innate equiprnent of man.
e It is not to be understood here that. McDoug{l ref ected behaviorism
for this reason; we are simply considering
v its social effects, es conceived
"
by McDougall.
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was "socially stabilizing." This point was brought out in his
reply to his critics during the "anti-instinct" movement. In his
reply he maintained that "of all hypotheses that have been uie4
that of human instincts remains, ih rpire of much loose use of it,
the most fmitful and the one which we can least afford to reject." (r+g, p. 33r.) In clarifying this remark, a few pages larer,
he wrote:
In conclusion, I would insist that those who deny instincts to the
t-ruman speqies are not, as some of the younger of them seem to
imagine, boldly striki*g out a new line. They are tnre reactionaries.
Lastly, I would insist that the issue of this controversy is a marrer
of the largest practical importance. If the deniers of insiincts should
gain tft-e d.ay, that_ would mean a return to the social philosophy of
the mid-nirieteenth cenffiy, hedonistic utilirarianism, with its Ubtiet
in the absence of all significant differences between individuals and
between the reces of mankind, and the belief in the limitless perfectibiliry of all mankind by the processes of education alone.- To
some of us it seems that niuch harm has been wrought by these
dogmas, and that the Western world is iust now beginning-to find
a better way than that which has led td the brink of irre-trievable
disaster. I, for one, am convinced that social health and national
prospetigl tnq -stabiliry require that we shall fully recognize the
complexities of human natur-e and the large differences of innare constitution between one man and another. -( t49, p. 333.)

This attitude is reflected in his books on political and social science, which were written in the same period. The common element in these books is the emphasis on the importance of innate
qualities in human affairs.
In brief, McDougall may be classified as a hereditarian and
as a conservative. fn terms of his own statements, there is evidence to indicate that his social views were instrumental in
molding his psychological theories. However, it is quite unknown whether his own statement of the origin of tris ideas is
correct in terms of underlying motivational patterns. Even if it
is correct in relation to McDougall, it does nor necessarily indi:1te a g_enerafly valid causal relationship, either with regard to
his total thinking or with regard to the thinking of other individuals.

CHARLES B. DAVENPORT t866-t9j9

Lrrn MANv of his contemporariesn who have been considered
in this study, Davenport had both a, scientific and a popular
side. In science he was a biologist, and on the popular side he
uras the outstanding exponent of eugenics in America. His two
books on eugenics (r9ro, rgrr) were among the first to be published on the subiect. He was president of the American Genetics Association, an editor of Biometrika, rnd director of the
Experimental Station at Cold Spring Harbor for more than
twenty-five years. In his studies of heredity he was well known
for his adherence to Mendelian explanations rather than to the
biometric school of Pearson. Davenport and his followers published many monographs which exhibited the influence of
herediry in various phases of genetics, eugenics, psychology,
and medicine.

With regard to the nature-nurture controversy Davenport
consistently emphasized herediqy. His very search for Mendelian ratibs in'family lines wiitr refererr.t to all qualitiesintellectual, characterological, emotional, mental and physical
disease-denies the possibilrty of any influence of the usual Gnvironment. It was a common attitude that if a qualiqy "mendelised" then "hereditary transmission" was effectively demonsuated with the implication that environment was of no effect.
Davenport's emphasis on herediqy can be undenstood in this
light. Illustrative of his attitude is his remark that "sinceriry or
insincerity, generosiqF or stinginess, gregariousness or seclusiveness, uuthfulness or unmuthfulness, are all qualities whose presence or absence is determined largely by the factor of heredigr."
(7o, p. 36.) This Mendelian type of thinking rryas severely criti-
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by Pearson and his colleagues. They criticized the illdefined nature of"Davenport's terms and pointed out that corsidering feeble-mindedness as a simple Mendelian recessive wes
inconsistent with the known facts ( r r8). Davenport vigorously
cized

contested these criticisms (7 r). However, the modern errtphasis iustifies Pearson's criticisms.
Nowadays it is definitely known that pellagra is the result

of dietary'insufficiency, .r.n though theie *-ry be a genetic
component in determining susceptibility. In ryfi the specific
dietary factor involved was unknown; but prevailing opinion,

nevertheless, assumed that pellagra rvas the result of some agency
of the environment, such as L gerrn, inadequate dieg or poor
sanitary conditions. In studying this problem, Davenport 8c-

cepted the view that pellagra is "in all probabiliqy a specffic
infectious disease communicable from person to person." (72,
p. z.) However, he attempted to bring out the hereditary factor by demonstrating constitutional susceptibiliry to the disease. To strengthen the hereditarian view of the disease, he
observed, correctly, that there is a definite mental component
associated with the physical symptorns of the disease. With this
relationship in mind he wrote:
The mentally insufficient il€, on the whole, Iess likely to appreciate
the importance of sanitary snrroundings and less abli to ariil thernselves bf thern, and the r6pors of thJpeilagra commission prove a
close relation of pellagra to poor sanititipn. (7r, p. 2.)

In other words, pellagra is fundamentally the outcome of an
innate individual defect. Here, however, Davenport is really
concerned with locating responsibility for the disease rather
than determining its cause, for he tacitly accepts the then common view of its causation but minimizes its relevance by introducing the notion of responsibiliry.
Davenport's bias is also illustrated by his view that diabetes,
epilepsy, feeble-mindedness, dementia praecox, and other charagtelistics, are Mendelian factors (66, Chap. 8). To his way of
thinking, the irnportance of herediry implied that the exiiting
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environment was of no influence, and that hereditrr could not
be overcome by an altered environment. This view, as stated

ws implicit in his search for Mendelian ratios. He gave
an explicit statement of it in an address to the International
Congress on Hygiene and Demography in ryr3:
Society is trying to deceive itself into a belief that improved nurrure
can take the place of deficiencies in breediog. And so this congress

before,

meets this week, largely inspired by this hope. Vain hope! You-may
paint gut Ih. lg-oprtd's spots, but her cubs-will have them iust the
same: And, while you are reducing the death rate from tuberculosis
in this generation, you are spoiling nanrre's beneficent work of the
pst, so that, after man has finished with his meddlesome interfergnce, she will have to do it all over again. For the high death rate
frgm nrberculosis in the early years of New England- had left the
old stock a highly resistant ti"e. But now *. ,rJraving those with
the consumptive diathesis to use as breeders of the nexi generation.
Ygy may'listen to the snrdent of herediry or not; but he tells you,
without a shade of hesitatioil, that permairent social improvemeht is
got only by better breeding. (6g, pp. 6Sg f.)

Hb concluded his talk by referring to the "present menace that
hygiene offers to the race." (6g, p.6s9.) Not only does DavenPort present the existing environment as a fait occompli, but
he also expresses a definite attitude toward "social improvement," an attitude unfavorable to plans for "social reformism."

To

of biology and social trends suggested the idea that heredity and social reform were opposed
in their actions. fn an article entitled "Euthenics and Eugenics"
( , q I I ), such an antithesis is discussed. He opened this article
by discussing various social evils like pauperism, crime, feeblemindedness, and so on. He then posed the question, "What is
the cause and what the remedy of this state of things?" He suggested two answers:
Davenpoft, the facts

The answers to this inquiry take two general trends. One set of reforrners urges that the _qocially unfit aie the product of bad condi-establishment
tions and that they will disappear with the
of some
modern Utopia.-Thg other sii of reformers urges that the trouble
Iies deeper-in the blood-,and is the outcome oT bra breedinS; the
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marriage matings are made wisely. (6j,

P. 16.)

Henry George and other reformers were quoted in order to
clarify the first answer. Conuasted to the answer of the reformers is the one of "Eugenics." In this latter answer DavenPort discussed the usual facts of inheritance. In conclusion, he
wrote that "improvement of conditions is only palliative. Our
only hope, indeed, for the real betterment of the human race
is in better matings." He continued, herediry, to the eugenist,
is the "great hope of the human race" and "its savior from imbeciliqyr poveW, disease, immoraliqy." (65, pp. 19 f.)
In the same period, the conservative nature of his position
is further made evident in his application of the priniiple of
natural selection to some of the iionomic questions that were
then being raised. Thus he wrote that "wageso salaries, profits,
honors are rewards that socieqy gives to those who are its effective and good members." (7o, p. 3Z ) Further, he observed
!hr!, " 'big business' has come to constitute the governing class"
in America by the fact that the "strongest men" are "lured" into
it ( 6l). These views of Davenport are applications of the principle that an individual's worth, os measured by various concrete
achievements, is af ur test of his genetic status. The conservatism
of his position is indicated by the fact that there was an insufficiency of evidence for the view that "big business" attracted
the best and most capable individuals.
In brief, Davenport can be classified as a hereditarian on
natnre-nurture issues and as a conservative in his socioeconomic
views.

FREDERICK A. WOODS t873-rgig
Wooos, wHo HAs been described as the "American Galton,"
earned his scientific reputation through the extension of biological principles to social science. He was a lecturer in genetics

Massachusetts Institute of Technology from tgo3-zi,
editor of Journal of Heredity, and a vice-president of the International Congress for Snrdies on Population Problems (Rome,
Italy, ry3r ). Born in America, he resided there until rgz9 when
he left to take up permanent residence in Rome. His fundamental contribution to the nature-nurture controversy u'as his
book, Mental mtd Moral Heredity in Roydlty ( 19o6), which exerted wide influence in psychology and eugenics by its demonstration of a quantitative relationship between intelligence and
morality.
Woods was concernedn in most of his scientific writings, with
determirirg the relative significance of herediqy and environment. His emphasis was consistently on the predominant importance of herediqy. His scientific goals with regard to the
question were set forth in a paper to the First International
Eugenics Congress ( ,gr 2 ).
The eugenics movement, in order to iustify itself in the eyes of the
body politic, must first of all emphasize heredity; but it must do
more than that. It is incumbent on the advocates of eugenics rc prove

at the

that the desired betterments in the social organism cannot be looked
for as e consequence of environment; for, if they cen, then why take
up a neur remedy? Every research in anthropology and history,
which shows that nature is *ronger than nurnrre, adds that much
to the eugenist's capital. (283, p, 2+6,)

liloods then proceeded to discuss one of his researches which
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tended to "strengthen our belief in the importance of inborn
qualities." (283, p. 246.)
His point of view on nature-nurture questions is well represented in his statemenr ( r g, S ) that

yhlt th.y ar-!r.very largely, if nor almost enrirely,
rqson of their inborn qualities depending on their differencls
already contained in the "ihromosonies" ofthe germ cells from
which they are developed and born. This stetemenr rests on the
results of reseerch woik done within the last twenty-five yeers.
Human beings prg

b-y

(286, p. j33.)

Woods was much interested in developing a science of hisIgry for which he coined the word "historLmetry." To him
biology was the "masrer-key of history" (rB+, p. viii). By this
he meant that the basic causes of historical change *eie inherent in the "germ-cells" and in the principle of nitural selection (?r+, P. 2T j_). Thus, he attributed wars to the innate qualities of man, and consequently, he thought that wars cou[d be
eradicated only by natural selection (286). Social progress and
r-etrogress were explained in terms of the activities of excep-

tional ruling monarchs (r84).
Woods' hereditarian bias is clear in his interpreration of his
results pertaining to the correlation of intelligence and moraliry in rcyalry. IJsing the "adiectives" of historianr, Woods rated
European monarchs, those who lived from the tenth through
the nineteenth centuries, for intelligence and morality on two
sePerate scales of ten stePs each. He calculated a correlation
coefficient which ttrrned out to be o.34. In order to determine
whether this correlation was the result of genetic factors he
correlated Parents' ratings with those of theiioffspring, followitg Pearsoi's methods, a'nd obtained a value of o.io oi. This result was a decisive reason "for the belief that heredity is almost
the entire cause for the mentel achievements of therb rn.n and
women." However, the average coefficient obtained by Pearson on Parent-offspring correlations \Mas o.Io. Woods; result,
then, is significantly different frorn that of Pearsol's, whose
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one. Noting this discrepanc/r
val.ue was the generally
^ccepted which, however, was inconWoods ventured an explanation
clusive. He added that "*y own figures must stand for what
they are worth." (28o, pp. z7z f,.)
His emphasis upon.herediqf and his denial of the potency of
the environment led Woods to posnrlate i biological law to
account for the ineffectueliry of the environment. Ffe postulated an inverse relationship bennreen the influence of environment and the degree of evolutionary complexity. The higher
up one goes on the evolution scale, the less the influence of environment. In lower animals and plants environment is important, but with respect to the highest of the evolutionary
characteristics, mental and moral, "we can expect the least results from outward forces." (282.)
Woods has been explicit in the statement of the social implications which he thought followed from his work. Furthermore, there is evidence that Woods' choice of problems for investigations was influenced by current social issues. For instance, in his basic work on intelligence and morality, he wrote:
l.

The primary objecl of the research, the results which lie within these
to determine the proportionate share taken by heredity in
the formation of mental and moral life.
A score of probleffis, like the negro question, self-governmenr
for the Filipinos and practical philanthropy, r*rit the gulding finger
of science on the very cardinal point. Are-our netures piedeteimined;
or will fine and fit surroundings, iust laws, hygiene, education, or in
other words, equality of opportunity, bring about the long looked
for Utopia? John Brooks says, "I have rarely heard a debatebetween
one who thought himself an individualist aqd one rvho claimed to
be a socialist that did not, at bottoffi, turn upon the inquiry about the
relative importance of man's character and that of his iurioondings."

page!, is

(28o, p. vi.)

It is evident, then, that Woods was not alone in maintaining
that the success of social reformism depended upon the relative influence of herediqy and environment. Woods' emphasis
on heredity, therefore, should have meant to him that social
reformism was not based on fact. f{e vrrote:
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All the evidence that w€ possess renders it highly improbable'that
of the ordinary diff6rences in human .Irt ironrri.nt, such as

any

riches and ppverqyr. gqod or bad home life, have more than a very
sligh.t effecf in mtidiiyryg qhgse complex and high organic functioris
-wffich
the improvement of
is the hope of the-altruTst and the re-

former. (282, p.

fi+)

This outlook was fundamental to Woods.
ln his study on intelligence and morality, Woods interpreted
his results to indicate the general supeiiority of the ;'royal
breed" which was ultimately derived fiom Nordic stock
de+,
p. 257). In his second book, lnfl.uence of fuIonarchs (rqr3), his
theme was that the source of all national progress resided in
the.germ cells of ruling monarchs (rB+, pb. ies ff.). Woods
subiected this hypothesis to an extensive historiial, statistical,
and biological analysis and concluded that his doctrine was
valid. The arbitrariness of his methods in arriving ar this conclusion is brought out in his selection of criteri, ,r1o what constitutes the goJdness of a nation under the rule of a monarch.
The question of political liberty and how far this is to be considered
a material and how f.u a spiritiral advantaglr sometimesn though nor
often, enters in.a way to cause perplexigr.-One frequently finis that
under strong king_s ihe country flouristied in almo'st .r.'ry wny excePt that.h-. p:gple.werg oppr-essed. It is nauurally dfficult .o ;righ
the value of-pblitigal and pdrsonal liberry against prosperiry ir,
"ofi.
melcial, industrial, or other materialisiic -.erirsi Uut the' question
which I am dealing ryith is as far as possible the economic or marerial
side apart from tli'e intellectual or Lthical. (2g4, p. ro.)
In this same volume Woods contrasted the "democratic force',

with the "aristocratic force." Ffe \Mrote, "The democratic force
fu
n
T1d. P for the most part of impulses belonging to the mi,liut,
to ideasn institutions, combinations on the
fariof the prole"
tariaq revolutions, diffusion of rights of sufiroge, and pirhaps
to- the greater extension of education." (rg+, p'. joz.) b' th.
other hand,

The aristocratic force is mads up of impulses Iying in the genncoltin'ually
No matter whaf may be the form of gov.rri*.rrt,
"ffifit-io-tt."fore.
,r5, how much

pl-asm. Im consequences have beeir
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the laws of man gr.re power, in theory, to the peopler es loog es
with like, just so long the laws of
mental heredity wilt work towards the formation _9f -govqning
classes inherenily superior to the sons of other men, Universal suffmge and univeisal Education, the most carefolly equ4lzed scheme
of Iocial opporrunity cannot prevent this tendency of the homogeneous to prs into [h. h.t ro[.rr"ourthis qplittit g op -of mankind
-treird of organic
ilrto sub-vaii"ti.r, castes, and bieeds. It is pert bf the
evolution. (28q, pp. 3oz f.)
Woods has developed these ideas into L sociological theoqy
cdled n'social conification" which purports to explain the "increasing stratification of soci.qf into two classes" and the rise

sexual selection tends to mete like

and fall of the

".pptr

classes." (r87.)

Woods' views on herediqy and their alleged social implications were colored by his acceptance of the Nordic docuine.
To hh, historical progress was iargely due to the Nordic stock
(z8S;286).In a discussion of the "Boston Police Strike" (r9zr),
he commented that there was a "racial element in the production of anarchy." (286, p. fig.) On the other handn in this same
situatioo, 'nthe 'aristocracy' ioined hands like a, flash and took
control for law and order. It would seem that all the Nordic
peoples have an instinctive horror of anything other than well
organized governmenu" (286, p. j3g.) He pointed out that
the United States should not fear "an upheaval" as long as it
has a "substantial percentage of Nordic stock." (286, p. j39.)
Although Woods' views on social questions are always stated
in some biological context, nevertheless, he can be classffied as
being opposed to social reform and in favor of the stdtlts quo,
For his views were not the necessary consequences of biological
doctrine. It is interesting to note in this connection that Woods
completely identified democracy with environment and aristocracy with heredii.
In brief, Woods may be classed as a hereditarian in science and
as a conservative in his social and political views.
'

:

EDWARD LEE THORNDIKE t8T4TuonNDrKE, an outstanding product of the New Psychology
of the r 89o's, and a student of William Jarnes, attained scien-

tific

eminence at a comparatively early age. His well-known
doctoral dissertation was written at twenty-three, and at twenryfour he became professor of educational psychology in the
then newly organized Teachers College, Columbia University,
where he remained until his retirement in tg+o. Thorndike's
original experiments and vigorous exposition of psychological
and educational principles have assured him a permanent position in scientific thought. His influence, however, was not confined to pure science, for his investigations were of general
interest. Furtherrnore, Thorndike, with his pragmatic orientation, wished to see his results direcdy applied to socieqy. Thus,
he expressed his views in diverse ways: publication in scientific
and popular iournals, books, public and classroom lectures, and

direction of doctoral dissertations.
Much of Thorndike's thinking in psychology deals with the
nature-nurgu.re problem and its various implications for society. Two of the three volumes of his epoch-makin g Educational Psycbology ( rqr l) are devoted to discussion of this
topic. His contributions to the nature-nurture problem, which
include both interpretations and experimental investigarions,
still form part of all adequate thinki.g on the subiect
The principal feanues and tendencies of his thinking relevanr
to naflrre-nurture issues make it possible to classify him as a,
hereditarian, a designation which,he himself seems to accept.
Typical of Thorndike's outlook is the emphasis upon quantirative measnremenm of individual differences in such psylnologi-
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cal traits as intelligence, learning, ability, and emotional behavior. In recent years, he has undertaken the novel investigation of measuring and correlating individual differences in the
"goodness of life" or "welfare" of American cities.
Such demonstrations of individual differences usually carry
along with them the idea that these differences are "enormous"
or'owide." Q+5, p. j.) Characterization of differences as "wide"
implies an evaluation of the importance of the differences rather
than a statement of fact, for there exists no obiective frame of
reference for f udging the size of such differences. The evaluative
nature of the concept of "width" can be iudged by the type of
context in which it appears. For example, in one context, Thorndike discusses the "enormous differences of original nature"
which, according to his way of thinking, should serve to dampen
the enthusiasm of philanthropists (,57, p. ++z) .
In discusions pertaining to the causation of individual differences, Thorndike interpreted his own results and those of others
to support the genetic interpretation. For example, in r9r r he
wrote, "On the whole, intellectual and moral individuality
seerrc to be determined to L very large extent in the germs."
Q+5, p. +3.) To Thorndike this idea implied that the differences
in achievement of individuals living in the same socioeconomic
environment are also the result of innate factors, for in r 9o3
he wrote that "differences in achievement are largely due to
differences of inborn r1ature." (243, p. 43) [n g43, by which
time statistical technique had advanced considerably, he gave a
quantitative statement of causal relationshipr. In a discussion on
the causation of "welfare," he wrote:
In the cese of the million or so persons coming of ege this year in
the United States, about three fourths of the -'variatlon in abstract
intelligence is attributable to the genes they were born with. I venture the estimete that at least haff of the irariation in health, charecter and other abilities than intellect is attributable to the vgenes.
Welfare then depends upon who is being born,

(rjg,p.

r7

Similarly, in a discussion of "weHare" or "goodness"

j)

of cities,
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he localizes the chief causative factors in the genes (r54,

With regard to those features of behavior which
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p. 74).

deal with
impulses and wents, Thorndike has consistently maintained the
hereditarian view. This attitude is implied in his statement of

rgr3: "Eveqy hurnan being . . . tends by original nature to
arrive Lt a status of mastery or submission toward every other
human being, and even under the more intelligent customs of
civilized life somewhat of the tendency persists in many men."
Q+1, p. 93.) In rgr2 he thought that "much of the misery of
the world has been due to the misdirection of the mastering
and hunting instincts." (246, p. 86.) He has expressed similar
views in r94o (r1g, Chap. r). Thorndike attached special importance to his investigations dealing with the relationship of
intellect with morality. He explained the obtained correlation
of approximately o.jo in terms of genetic factors ("f. z1i).
Thorndike has attributed "one fourth of the world's progress"
to this relationship ( 248, p, I q2) .
In his early stetemenm ( rgoo) Thorndike placed some stress
upon environment, tt least in so far as it was responsible for the
inculcation of moral principles. He stated, too, that environment was the "decisive factor" in causing criminal behavior
Qyz, pp. rg+f.). However, after 19o6, he emphasized the genetic causes of crime and of morality. Frederick A. Woods'
study, Mental and Moral Heredity in Royalty (19o6), which
emphasrzed a genetic relationship between intellect and morality, may have been partly responsible for Thorndike's increased
emphasis upon herediqy (cf. 2jo). Thorndike's long-standing
interest in the laws of learning may be taken as recognition of
environmental effects. It should be mentioned, however, that
this point was not a controversial one in nature-nurture discussions.

To man/: the crux of the nature-nurture controversy was
not the existence of inherited intellectual differences but rather
the modifiability of such differences. On this point, Thorndike
supported the view that such differences are largely unmodi-
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fiable within the existing range of the social and economic environnirent in the United States (zSr, p. 4S).
A distinctive conceptual tool, which Thorndike used in inrerpreting results of nanrre-nurture investigations, was the principle of environmental selectivity: genes or irmate factors of man
are such that, in general, they lead the individual to choose
or create that environment for which he is best suited (r+4,
pp. tzz f.). Thorndike used this principle to interpret Cattell's
finding that scientific men come from cities with grearer proportional frequency than from rural areas. Thorndike explained
this finding by asserting the hypothesis that cities attract the brilliant, and that consequently one should expect to find brilliance
in the cities (rq4, p. rzz). It is to be realized that Cattell had

of an environmentalistic hyfor developmenr.
Most of Thorndike's recent work, in which a hereditarian
point of view prevails, extends correlational analysis ro the

interpreted his findings in terms

polhesis, cities offering greater opportunity

sociological problem of the measurement of the "welfare" status
of cities and to the determination of weights to be attached to
various ceusative factors (rS+; 256;2j8). In this extended investigation Thorndike studied hundreds of facts concerning e

city, facts referring to the broad areas of popularion, eduiation, religion, health, and so on. He defined, quantitatively,
three maior characteristics of a ciqy-its "G" score, its 'oI" scoie
and its "P" score. The 66G" score of a ciy is a measure of its
welfare status; the 33I" score refers to the income of the city
and is a rough measure of environment; the '(P" score refers to
the person?l qualities of the inhabitants of the ciqF and is a rough
measure of herediqF. The first obiective in this investigation was

to display the wide variation among American citils in their
(3P"
scores. The second obiective was to obtain
"Gr" 'nrr" and
some numerical estimate of the relative importance of the (6I"
factors in determining the variabiliqf in the ('G" factor.
Utilizing the techniques of multiple and partial correlations and
path coefficients, with the 6'c" factor as the independent variaand

(6P"
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ble, Thorndike calculated the percentage of variation in 33G"
attributable to each of the "I" and 3?" factors. In his study of
t++ smaller cities Thorndike concluded that the '3P" factor
was responsible for most of the variation in the 3'G" factor.
With this fact in mind Thorndike wrote:
The main cause of a good commurrity life is . . . the intelligence
and moraliry of its residents, or whatever the personal qualities are
which make them literate, free from syphilis, averse to homicides,
given to owning their homes and having telephones rather than to

for excitement and vice. (258, p. 73.)
The limitation on causal relations, implicit in this last quotation, was removed when he wrote that "everywhere we look,
we find the personal qualities of the population the most important cause of a communiqy's welfare" (z 58, p. 7 ). Thorndike's causational analysis implies a method of reformi.g a community. He wrote, "bities aie made better than otheis in this
country primarily and chiefly by getting able and good people
as residents . . . the second important cause . . . is income."
QS+, p. 67.) Thus it is that Thorndike is led to advocate the
eugenic program as the proper way of inducing desirable community changes (r S+, p. 6l).
Thorndike has used the correlational technique to determine
the effectiveness of educational efform in producing changes in
welfare. This phase of the stud/r which was an aspect of his
expenditures

investigation on the welfare of cities, was stimulated by Bagley's
Educational Determiruisrn ( r9r j). After the first World War
the results of testing soldiers with the army intelligence tests
received considerable attention. There was much variation be-

tween the states on these tests. H. B. Alexander, followed by
Bagley, calculated correlations between educational stanrs df
states and average test scores achieved

by their soldiers; "high"

correlations were obtained. Both Alexander and Bagley interpreted this to mean that available educational facilities were r€sponsible for variation benueen states.
Thorndike considered this same problem in his Educdtioy, 0s
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Cause m,d as Symptorn (rgll). On the basis of obrained correla-

tions, Thorndike allocated most of the variation in (6G" score
to fedtors other than educational status. Thorndike concluded
that education was a relatively impotent factor in securing the
good life for a community, as the ve{y tide of his book suggesrs.
On the whole, the facts which I have reported probably arrach less
aia speci"l formi of training
than ..\" general opinion of educators has alaached to rhem. Thef
certainly
-alldo not support the promises of educational evangelisis
that, if
the childreh for a gdneration or two had enough .?o"rtion of the nght sort,.they wolld be healthy, wealthy -and wise,
living in peace and amiqF, free from vulgariry and meinness, busy
causal efficacy to schooling, home life,

with noble thoughts and deeds.

If one has beEn nourished by the hope of reforming the world
in short order.by extgndirg sch6oling to atl to age zt (oi 6r, for that
matter), !. will be disappointed to find that the quantity and quality
of a state's schooling iri i 9o9 caused less than zo per cenr of it's *.[fare smtus in comparison with other states in rgio. If one has imagined that giving die intellectually underprivileged the advantages 5f
-encourage
a home where the parents have able miniis and
intellect in
their gfftptTg w-ould ga-use the genes of, a, moron to?errelop into
a- mind equal to that of the average present-day European, or cause
the genesbf a "dull normal" to divel,op into r *irrd ab'le to graduate
from e reputable law school, he will be disappointed to learn-rhat differences in home life and training probablytause less than a fifth of
the variation among individuals in I.Q. (r'j j, p. 67.)
The editor of the series of which Thorndike's book was a parr
tersely stated the issues in the Preface: "Dr. Thorndike is Convinced that the genes are more important than educatiorl."
(z S S, Preface.)
Thorndike has been

explicit in the statement of his views pertaining to various aspects of the social order. He discussed extensively tl"h topics as relations of capital and labor, principles

of ownership, social effects of advertising, disuibution of c[arcausation of "social evils," system of doles, and so on. His
huge volume, Hunrnn Nature and the Social Order (rp+o), is
the most complete statement of his views. In this volume most
of the statements with social contenr involve psychological

iy,
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dike,s own
principres whi ch
periments on learning. This interrelationship is significant because it indicates that Thorndike probably considered the data
of psychology, and specifically, nature-nurture investigations,
as involving a particular set of social implications.
Thorndike has always emphasized the practical implications
of his scientific thinking. Practical issues, in turn have been
instrumental in shapirg his scientific thinking. FIe was foremost
in the application of psychological principles to educationa f act emphasized by his professorship in educational psychology for forty yeers. Reciprocally, controversial educational issues have been the starting point of many of Thorndike's
investigations, leadirg to the reaffirmation or discovery of psychological principles. For instance, the general educational belief before rgoo that training in such subiects as mathematics
and classical languages enabled the student to become a better
thinker in other subiects was subiected to an experimental test

Tlorndike and Woodworth in r9oo. The conclusion of this
experiment, that the doctrine of formal discipline was incorrect,

Uy

had profound consequences upon educational reform. Other
problems rvith which Thorndike was concerned originated in
the business and industrial rvorld. Thus, in r 9 r r, when the industrial psychology rnovernent was in its infancy, Thorndike
wrote on the "psychology of advertising." Ptobably the maior
source of Thorndike's problemi, however, was the development of scientific thought.
Thorndike's general acceptance of the idea that under our
present economic system the measure of the worth of an individual is found in money or wealth attainments,l probably
suggested to him a method of measuring individual abiliry and
wants. In tgtz he wrote:
The mere fact that the world pays a money-price for a quality is
nothing against this qualiry. It is only because people in general are
1

Proof for this statement is given in many of the quotations cited in

this section.
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gnrpid' and because the greet benefactors of mankind do not drive
hard bargaury,- that th-e re"U), valuable service is ill paid. . . . The
more rational human beings become the more will thi monev-price
approximate the real valudr.in cases where the thirg can be'bo'ughr
and sold at all. (z+6, p. ,r23.)

That money price is a measure of 'ability is brought our in the
following vi"* also expressed in tgt2i

It has been unfashionablen particularly in high schools arrd colleges,
to teach anything because it has a sure udliry to the world measuled
by
The gradgate who has leirned nothing for *fri.f,
the ^mo-qef-prici.
world will pay may in a few rare cases be a grear scieitisr or poer
or social reformlr, birt he will far more ofteln be e mere indompetent, (246, p. 22,)
In many of his investigations of the r93o's on the disuibution
of human wants and abilities the idea that money price
is an
r
adequate measure is fundamental (r ST, pp. t Sz f.i.
Thorndike's political thinking is consistent with a laissez
foire philosophy. This strain in his political thinkirg probably
stems from his explicit acceptance of part of Herbert Spencerts
philosophy (, ST, p. +66). Part of Thorndike's outlook involved
the acceptance of the idea that the social order is essentially fair.

In ry4o he wrote

that

The poor in civillzed countries now receive very much better value
from the world than they give to it so far as puichasable goods and

seftices are concerned. Ori'the whole, modern civilizatioti has been
beneficent to th9 p9or, and its failure to prevent various misuses of
Ity i1 question is,like its failure to prevent various misuses of auromobiles, printilg-presses, b an ds, Iab or-unions, m orp hine, d emocraclr,
and other useful inventions, in some walzs a relatively unimportant
matter.
It is well to remind ourselves that this social order, which also
permits mely-ganssters and racketeers to terrorize whoie neighborhoods and industries, many robbers and bums to live ofr the iecent
and industrious, many feebleminded to commit arson for pleesure,
many moth-ers to pawn their children's clothes in order to g6t drunk,

1nd -?ty fathervto use their children as means of sex-gritifi"ation,
is nearly or quite as good es eny that man has yet operaied, and that
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the difficuldes mey lie more in the persons themselves than in the
social order by which th.y are managed. (r17rp. 956.)
The unemployed, according to Thorndiken should realize that
periods of "lean years" follow those of prosperity. Consequentlf, they should be "frugal" during prosperous periods in
order to be able to maintain themselves during the lean periods
G7 S, p. +gr ). The failure of many of the unemployed to save
during prosperiqf implies, therefore, a partial responsibiliry for
subsequent hardships. Thorndike's attitude that the "world does
not owe eve{yone a living" is an expression of the same viewpoint (r1r).In effect, Thorndike is asserting that the present
money measure of a commodiqy or an ability is a iust measnre
of its value in our society. The idea of a "just price" is evident
in his view that "certain powerful labor unions attain a certairt
degree of monopoly and hold wages far above what men of
similar ability and training receive in generd. But this is usually

tempotaty," (zST, p. 658.)
In L discussion of rulers, Thorndike favored an intellecnral
aristocracy. In a comparison of our present economic systern
with those proiected by reformers, Thorndike suggested that
the capitalistic system is closest to the ideal of an intellectual
aristoctucy,In our economic system, the "able" are to be found
among "entrepreneursn" "men of affairsr" and "capitalists." In
rg+o he wrote, "Psychology supports economics in its general
emphasis on the advantages of having those own the instrumenrs
of production who can use them well and the relative unimportance of minor iniustices and immoralities." QS7, p. 689.)
Individuals in authority are of higher average intelligence and
moraliry than those whom they direct or manage. Thus it is
that Thorndike wrote, immediately after the first World War,
that'nit has p"id the masses to be ruled by intelligence." (rsr,
p. _2 3i.) With explicit reference to capitalism and to psychological experimentation, he wrote:
Capitalism has the very great merit of using rewards rather than
punishmenm as its

mfi

motives. Recent psyihological experiments
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reinforce very suongly the argument that freedom of contract is
superior to coercion by either Custom or government. (rr7rp. 7or.)

With regard to the possibilities of democracy Thorndike was
quite critical and pessimistic. Universal suffrage, and humanitarian ideals embodied in the notion of social justice usually
considered as aspects of democracf t were unacceptable to him
(r57, p. g1z).It was easy for Thorndike to be critical of the
democratic concept for he equated democ ra,cy to the actual
workings of present political systems. In ry+3 he wrore, "In a
democracy the will of the maiority operates by means of, or
qt tirnes in spite of, parties, parry bosses, committees and active
members. . . . The representatives operate by means of, or in
spite of, coalitiorc, blocs, trading, propaganda." QSg, p. roj.)
The same attitude underlies his discussion of "methods of selecting rulers."
The great bulk of people

-d_o

not wish to rule. . . . They let the

rule rather than trouble to attend the primaries, find out what
is h?Ppe.ning, and influence the course of events political. When a
tota[tarian state replaces L democ rucy so that their vores are ineffective, many of them vore as happily as before. (rsl,p.7gr.)
bosses

'

Even individuals favoring the democratic concept might adrnit that there is much validity to Thorndike's views, but they
#ould maintain that such milpractices indicate an imperfect
democ racy and could be eliminated by the proper sort of education. To Thorndike, however, educational channels were not
Yery efficacious means of correcting malpractices. Existing defects, accorditg to Thorndike, are the result of man's naturehence Thorndike's faith in eugenic reform (r+g). To rhose individuals in the r93o's who placed faith in "governmenr inrervention" for the purpose of mollifyirg the effects of economic
vicissitudes, veqy little sustainirg supporr could be found in
Thorndike's outlook. Some of Thorndike's most extreme utterances have been directed against "government intervention."
(cf. z 57, p. 67 +.)
Implicit in Thorndike's writings is a governmenr constinrted

Edw;ard Lee
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views-(a) education{ oPPorTtiry

and political and economic power should be distributed ullequaliy to favor the intelligent and the moral and (b) the "uPl
p.r classes" contain the laqger proportion of the intelligent ?nd
ilre good-definitely imply that superior politicaL _and other
forrns of power should reside in the "opptr classes." In expres::
irg this vilw explicitly, he leaned strongly on P. Sorokin's Soeial
tutoO;tlty (rgzl), a book from which he quoted iz entenso.
In the chapter entitled "social Stratification and Intelligence
and Other Mental Characteristics," Sorokin Presents various
Iines of evidence which he interprets to mean that "the more
strata and
intelligenr parr of the population rises to the
"PP-T
tends io concenrrate principally in upper classes while the rrel}tally inferior gravitatis to and tends to concentrate principtly
in the lower social layers." (zrz, p. 3o4.) Sorokin also makes the
point that the "oppir classes" decay when they become dominated with "humanitarian ideas." (zrz, PP. 3o8 f.) To maintain
power, considered as an intellectual question, th.- "uPPjr classes"
must resort to "insinceriqy, cynicism, manipulation of ideas and
convictions." (zrz, PP. 3o8 f.) In accePting these views, Thorndike wrote

:

this charac terization is essentially true one moral would seem to
if the able and good wish tb rule the world to its advantage
they musr nor only splnd the time and trouble necessary to exert
pressure within th6 reaf government by :erying people as the bosses
i.ru. them and direcdng selections and elections through 1 -"*3chiner" but also conducl a "strong" government, using ruthlessly
whatever means the end justifies. (r57, P. 596.)

If

be that

Aside from the merits of the foregoi.g analysis, it is clear
that Thorndike's cornment on the behavior of the "able and the
good" is an evaluative iudgment. The methods of maintaining
por,)rer can hardly be classed, accordi.g to contemPo \ ry 1an{;
irds, as moral behavior, an interpretation which Sorokin himself
supporrs. But Thorndike has always emphasized the inherent
reiationship between intellect and morality and has rnaintained
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that the able and the good usually act for the common \Melfare
QSr). Obviously this is at variance with the above quoted corrment of Thorndike in which he urges that the able and the good
resort to immoral measures in order to maintain their advantage. Furthermore, since the able and the good admittedly preponderate in the "upper classes" Thorndike is, in effect, urgitg a rype of soci.qF constructed along "class lines." This perticular interpretation receives further evidence from the fact
that Thorndike disposes of those 'omethods of selecting rulers"
which favor "selection by maiorities." QST, pp. 7y f .)
In brief, Thorndike can be classified as a hereditarian with regard to nature-nurnrre issues and a conservative with regard to
,

social and political questions.

HENRY H. GODDARD t866Goonann, e sruDENr of psychology under Hall at Clark {.Jniws long interested in questions pertaining to the growirg child. His position as director of the department of research
ol the Training School for Feeble-Minded Children, Vineland,
New Jersey (19o6-18), provided him with the basic data for
his many studies on the feeble-minded. Goddard was the first
to introduce the Binet test in America and to use it for the purpose of classifying mentally defective children. His boolis, The
Kattikak Fmnily ( rg, t) and Feeble-Mindedness: lts Cduses and

versiqy,

Conseqaences (rgr4), brought him international renown. The
Kallikak Family was much quoted by eugenists in support of
their views on the importance of herediry. The latter volume
was a standard reference for proof of the Mendelian character
of feeble-mindedness. He is responsible for the introduction of
the term "moron" into psychology as L scientific concept
( r9o9).

Goddard's theme, which he developed in several books, involved the concept of "mental levels." In elaborating on the
rneaning of this concept Goddard maintained that individuals,
as the result of innate factors, reached a certain level of intelligence which could not be altered by environment (rol). This
notion of mental levels, which he considered to be a direct
deduction from the facts of mental testing, combined with the
thoroughgoing acceptance of the idea that intelligence tests
measure "inborn capaciry" and "not attention, or memor/r or
reasoning, or any other thingr" of necessity led Goddard to emphasize herediqf and to minwize the role of environment (ro6,
p. z6r). His ernphasis on heredity is indicated by the doctrine
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of mental levels, the belief that feeble-mindedness was inherited
and that it was responsible for crime, and by the idea that prostitution, pauperism, disease, and so otr, were effects of low intelligence ( ro4; roB).
There were tr,vo separate ideas which Goddard considered
to be equivalent: inheritance of various physical and mental
characteristics, and the unmodifiability of that which has been
inherited. This equivalence is brought out in his discussion of
the relations between feeble-mindedness and criminality. Thus,
in an article in rgzo,which he hoped would help decide policy
toward criminals, he wrote:
Recent developmentsin criminology lead inevitably nor only to the
idea that treatment of the offendei-for the pu{posl of refoiming is
inrpracticable but also rather definitely to thi tolical conclusion t-hrt
il t large propgrtion of the cases it is impossibleJmpossible nor from
the nanrre of the crime but from the nature of the criminal, not on
account of the suength of the habit that may have been formed, bur

on account of the weakness of the mentaiity and consequenr inability to correcr any habit. ( ro8, p. 426,)

Consistent with his attitude on the essenrial unmodifiability of
the criminal, he urged "rough and ready" merhods for dealing
with the criminal ( ro8, p. +32). In his Kallikak Famity he ex-Pressed the same idea but with reference to a different class of

individuals:

A study of it will help to account tor the conviction we have that
no amount of work in the slums or removing the slums from our
cities will ever be successful until we take caie of those who make
the slums what they ere. . . . If all the slum districts of ollr cities

were removed tomorrow and model tenements built in their places,
we would still have slums in a week's time, because we hav6 these
mentally. defectivq people who can never be taught to live otherwise
v
than as they have been-living. ( roj, p. 7o.)

This last quotation mal, in additionn be taken as an example of
his concePt of mental levels-individuals of a given menrai level
can gtly function in an environment which ii an expression of
that level.
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Goddard's acceptance of Mendelian notions of inheritanc€,
undoubtedly an influence of Davenp6rt, served to place €IDphasis upon the unmodifiability of innate characters. Goddard
considered feeble-mindedness to be a recessive trait and "normal
intelligence" to be a dominant character (rc2, Chap. 7). It is
not surprising, then, to find that Goddard conceived of the
feeble-minded as a different strain of humans. That he had this
in mind is borne out by his view that "the feeble-minded stock
may be primitive and possessed of much animal strength" or
that o'we come back again to the view of a more primitive
form of humanity, a vigorous animal organism of low intellect
but strong physique-the wild man of today." ( roz, p. 5o8.)
Such an attitude toward feeble-mindedness, no longer entertained today, made it difficult to think feeble-mindedness .as

anything other than an "incurable" condition. The modern
view, now accepted by Goddard, does not place the same sqreps
upon the ineducabiliry of the feeble-minded (ro9).
The idea that "stigmata," such as il drooping it* or glazed
expression in the eyes, mark the feeble-minded is consistent with
the Mendelian conception underlying Goddard's work. This
is evident in Goddard's observation that experts are able "to
recognize them almost at a glance. Every superintendent of an
institution for the feeble-minded can do this, and so can the
other officers and the teachers." ( ro3, p. xviii.) The Binet
method, he continued, corroborates this- impressionistic classification so that "either one is entirely satisfactory." ( r olr
p. xviii.) This method of detectirg the feeble-minded which underlies, in part, the collection of the data upon which both of
his books on the feeble-minded are based, is a faulty one. A few
quotations, not at all aqypical, from his Kallikak Family will
make this clear. In the dlicription of one case, he says, "Three
children, scantily clad and with shoes that would barely hold
together, stood about with drooping iaws and the unmistakable
look of the feeble-minded." (roj, p. 77.) In another case, "a
glance sufficed to establish his mentaliry which was low. The
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ft*ily was l living demonsuation of the futiliry of uyto make desirable citiiens from defective stock through maki"S
yS and gnforyirg compulsory education lavr/s." ( roj; p. 28.)
In a series of sketches that Goddard presenred in order ro
"enable the reader to iudge of the reliability of the dara" as colIected on the field, the highly subiective character of the procedure is brought out. For instance, the field worker noted that
there wes no fire in their eyes: bya a languid dreamy look, which \r'as
p*py due, no doubq to unwholesom.;rqf envirorunerrt. . . . Stagnation was the word written in large charicrers over everyrhing. ffinumAed by
+is display of human Iegeneracy, the field workei*.rr
out into the icy srreet. (ro5l, p. 7r.)
These quotations indicate Goddard's tendency to inuoduce
other than stricdy scientific issues into his work and to express
them in a rather popular and dramatic style. In fact, Goddard
, admitted, in defense of his work against critics, that The Kallikak Family was "merely a striking illustration" of data presented in Feeble-rnind@,ness: Its Caases and Conseqaences
(tro). But in this last-named volume he uses the same descriptions and methods as appear in The Kallikak Fmtily. Furthermore, the book was well received by scientists as i scientific
contribution to the question under discussion and should, thereforen be considered i1 this light. It was not until ry2 S that eny
extensive criticism of this book appeared ( r 69).
If the purpose of The Kallikak Fami,ly was to demonstrate
whole

that feeble-mindedness was inherited, in that it followed family
Iines, the purpose of the second volume was to demonstrate that
feeble-mindedness behaved as a Mendelian recessive. It was in
this sense that the latter volume was cited, forming part of the
standard references on the subfect But the second volume, in
addition to the ill-defined rnethod of gathering the data, contains i statistical error which precludes any Mendelian interpretatigt:- To plole Mendelian inheritance it was necessay,
first of all, to define the various characteristics in Mendeliin
ttrrns and then to show that they were inherited according to
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the Mendelian ratios. In presenting the data, Goddard's tables
showed a high proportion of cases, almost one half for some
categories, which were not classffied. These cases were not
classified either because of death in infancy or because, as in
most of these doubtful cases, a classification could not be made
in a decisive fashion. This has been interpreted as evidence of
the caution involved in making classifications. But since it was
obviously unkno\r/n whether those of the unknown classifications fitted into the Mendelian picture, it could not be argued
that those definitely classified could fit into a Mendelian picture, unless some circulariry of reasoning was involved. However, in Goddard's procedure the tacit assumption was that
those of unknown classification fell into the Mendelian pattern,
which was the very thing to be proven (roz, Chap. 8).
The two books were consistently practical in Character and
much can be understood about thirn from this point of view.
In the final paragraph of his sequel, for example, Goddard
wrote:

In conclusion, we believe that we have demonstrated that feeblemindedness is sufficiently prevalent to arouse the interest and affracr
the attention of all thotful lsicf people who are interested in social
welfare; that it is mostly heredita ry'tthat it underlies all our social
problems; that because of these facts it is worthy the attention of
our most thotful statesmen and social leaders; that much of the time

and money and energy now devoted to other things may te more
wisely spent in invesiigating the problem of feeble-i"irradaness; and
that since feeble-mindedneis is in all probabiliry, transmimed in accordance with the Mendelian Law of here{ity, the way is open for
eugenic procedure which shall mean much for the ftinre ivelfare
of the rece. (roz, p. j89.)

We have gone into some detail here, first, because of the importance attached to these books in the nature-nurhrre controversy, and second, to bring out their essential practical character. The eugenics movement was formally organized in Great
Britain in r9o8. In this movement attention was called to the
"menace of the feeble-minded" and to their irremediable char-
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acter. With an avowed aim to educate the people to the importance of herediry ir social affairs, data were adduced, sometimes in a strikin g way, to support this airn. Goddard's works
forrned part of the data.
That Goddard was not concerned simply with a scientific
problem in his studies of the feeble-minded is brought out in
his statement that
The menace of the feeble-minded is not a figure of speech. It is no
undue sentimentalism that essures us that we need to take care of
this group of people. We need to study them very seriously and very
thgroughlyi lre need to hunt them out in every possible place and
take care of them, and see to it that they do not piopagate and make
the problem worse, and those who are alive todiy do hot entail loss
of life and property and moral contagion in the communiqf by the
things that tn.i do beceuse they ,rc #.akninded. ( to1, p. i7r,\

A few years earlier he wrote, with regard to the policy of "colonizetion":

y.

may reesonably hope that sugh a policy carefully followed will
in 1 generation or two largely reduce 6ur feeble-minded population,
and thereby qur problems of pauperisfil, prostitution, disease, drunkenness and crime. (ror, p. r856.)

The practical character of Goddard's thinking on these questions is sharply brought out in his political views.
Goddard's political views, which usually occur in a psychological context, are expressed in several books written in the
aftermath of the first World War. Keeping this fact in mind
will contribute to a proper evaluation of his views. Goddard's
most ambitious attempt to interpret the social order in terms
of psychological principles is contained in his Psy chology,
Nonnal and Su,bnorrnal (rgrg). In the second part of this volume Goddard is concerned with applications of principles ser
forth in the first part. Crucial to his interpretations are the arrny
test results. (He was one of the first psychologists to apply theie
results to practical sinrations.) Goddard interpreted these r€sults to mean that the average intelligence of the adult American
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was that of a twelve-year-old child (ro6, p. 25o). According to
his outlook an adult with a mental age of nrrelve years or less

wils feeble-minded (ro6, p. 25o). Thus Goddard was led to
the staternent that 45 per cent of the American people were
either feeble-minded or in the moron class (ro8, p. +27). Goddard's social views rest upon the implcations of these statements.

In alluding to the army test results, he wrote:
If it is ultimately found that the intelligence of the aaerage man is
thirteen-instead of sixteen-it will only confirm what some are

beginning -to suspect; viz., that the average man can manage his
affairs wrth o_nly a moderate degree of prudence, can earn only a
vfry modest living, ffid is vastly better bff when followirg direc-

tions than when tryring to plan-for himself. In other wordi it will
show that there is a fundamental reason for many of the conditions
that we find in human socieqy and further that inuch of our effort
to change conditions is unintelligent because we have not understood the nature of the average man. ( ro6, p. 236.)

He continued, L "far-reaching effect of such a discovery" is that
as "an argument against democracy." He

it could be construed
added:

It certainly is an argument_ aga9st certain theories of democracy.
Democracy means the people rule. . . . To maintain that rnediocie
or average- intelligenc-e should decide what is best for e group of
people in thqir strgggle for existence is manifestly absurd. IVe need
the advice of th9 highest intelligence of the group, not the dverage,
any more than the lowest. ( ro6, p. 236.)
To Goddard democracy meanr that "the people rule by selecting the wisest, most intelligent and mosr human to tell ihem
what to do to be hrppy." (ro6, p. z1,1.) He restared this atritude in terrns of his experience in dealing with the feebleminded. He wrote, "The truest democ racy is found in an instinrtion for the feeble-minded and it is an arisrocracy-a rule
of the best." (ro6, p. 238.) The emphasis he placed on the docffine of mental levels, with its meaning that people are born
with a fixed potentiality which determines their itanrs in so-
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cieryr'sug$ests that Goddard'would oppose plans

for most

so-

cial reforms. In stating his vie\Ms on this subiect Goddard toelyzed Edwin Markham's "The Man with the Hoer" and the
painting by Millet on which it was based.
Goddard points out that the usual interpretation of the subrcame to his condition as the
iect of Millet's painting is that he
result of social conditions which held him down." (ro6, p. 239.)
On the other hand, according to the d.octrine of mental levels,
Goddard draws the 'lconclusion that the majoriqr of such people
as the man with the hoe are where they are because of lack of
intelligence. Millet's 'Man with'the Hoe' is a rnan of arrested
development-the painting is a perfect picnrre of an imbecile.'
( ro6, p. 239.) Here Goddard adopted again his earlier view that
the feible-minded are marked by r..ogfuz"ble stigmata. Stating
a further irnplication of his concept, he wrote:
:

This is a d"y of social uplift. Thousands of people have become interested in tfresesocial piobl.*s and are worlii"g to uplift the masses.
Ma-ny of the efforts have come to naught, are coming to neught,
and will continge !o come to naught until this princrple of mental
levels is recognized. (ro6, p. zqj.)

Goddard stated many applications of this principle. For inlow *rntrliry determin.i low iurgo ( ro8,
p, +27). In another application, Goddard \Mrote that "Iocial inefficien ey" was the result of the lack of proper placement of individuals according to their level (ro7, p. j7).
In brief, Goddard's views on herediqy place him in the category of hereditariens. Correspondin gly, his attitude toward social and political issues makes him conseryarive.

stance, he held that

LEWIS MADISON TERMAN t877TenmAN Is generally known for his work in standardizing the
Binet test as a measure of intelligence and for the applicarion of
this test to the extended study of the characteristiCs of gifted
children. His first revision of the Binet test (1916) served as a
standard device for measuring individual intelligence until $37,
when it was replaced by another equally suCcessful revision.
Terman's work along this line, with actual applicarions to education and indusuy, has been a powerful siimulus to the development of the mental test movement in America.
A follower of the Galton uadition with its emphasis on individual differences, Terman has extended the range of this tradition throug! ,!. direction of the doctoral work- of many wellknown psychologists. Of the twenty-r'wo doctorares foi which
he was responsible up to tgSz he wrote, "It is perhaps indicative
of my own concentration of interests that a[ but tliree of these
theses belong

in the field of individual differences." ( z

3

8,

P. 327.)

Terman was early interested in the quesrion of individual

differences and the allied questions of genius and precocity. His
doctorate dealt with the question of "genius and srupid iry" as
revealed in the intellectual processes of a small group of "brighr"
and "stupid" boys (19o6). Some of his previous itudies .irer.
concerned
-by
-with questions of "leadership" and "preco"ity.,,
(zzo.) In these
studies Terman was admittedly influenced

9. Stanley Hall and by E. ff. Lindley who had received his
doctorate under Hall. The child study movemenr in America,
with its emphasis on the scientific study of the child through
the questionnaire technigue, was developed at Clark Unirr.rsi-ty
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under the tutelage of Hall. Because of his work in child study
at Clark Universiqy, Terman probably was a ready recipient to
Binet's ideas on measuring the intelligence of children.
An early and enduring influence upon Terman's thinking
was the pragmatic trend in America, a trend personally fostered
by Hall in relation to psychology and education. Terman's
acute awareness of this trend is brought out in his dissertation
in a section entitled, "psychology and life," As a young scientist seeking iustification of a relatively new science, he wrote,
"One of the most, serious problems confronting psychology is
that of connecting itself with life." (zzr, PP. 3o7 f .) In corltinuing this trend of thought, he wrote that "humaniry has a
vested right to demand of the scientist now and then that he
show his hand. The ory that does not some way affect life has
no value." (rrr, pp. i,o7 f ,)
Terman's life activities testify to the strong influence of his
pragmatic evaluation of science. His interest in the hygiene of
ihe-child and the teacher, his interest in the practical applications of intelligence tests and his willingness to attack new
problems of general interest, as illustrated in his snrdies on sex
and marriage, are examples of the search for a better articulation of psychological theory with socieqy. The broader problems of nature-nurture issues, which were e meior determinant
of Terman's thinking, were also perceived by him as significantly related to society (rr5, Chap. r ).

To the nature-nurture controversy Terman

advanced the

concept of a relatively invariant I.Q., in so far as the influence
of exiiting environmental differences was concerned. This idea
was expressed in many ways: "intelligence is chiefly a matter
of native endowment" (23t, PP. 656 f.); the I.Q. is 'orelatively
constant" and "not easily influenced by environmental factors"
Q 1.6, p. 3lo) ; in an extreme statement Terman inclined to the
view ihrt "children's intelligence quotients depend chiefly on
the germ cells of their parents." (233, P. 3+o.) On the other
hand, Terman has frequently pointed out that the [.Q. is in-
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constant. For example, in his evaluation of the evidence presented in the Thitty-ninth Yearbook of the National Sociery

for the Study of Education ( r94o), a yearbook which deair
with the relative influence of nature and nurture on intelligence, he wrot€:

It is unfortunate that the controversy should have become so €xclusively concerned with environmental influences upon the IQ.
An obtiined IQ is not o-"1-y.t"bject to chance errors resulting from

inadequate sampling of abilities, but also to numerous constant errors,
including practice effects, negatiuil-, or shyness, the personal equation of the examiner, and standardization errors in the test used. For
these reasons an obtained Iq, as I have many times pointed our,
should never be taken as a final verdict, but ohlv as a boint of de-

parture for further investigation of a subject. (r+o, p. ;66,)
ln this last quotation it should be noted that the factors mentioned by Terman as causing I.Q. fluctuations are technical
in nature and are unrelated to the question of measurable I.Q.
flucnration due to differential environmental influences. This
interpretation seems to be borne out in Terman's continuation
of the discussion of the question. On the followirg page of the
same evaluation, he wrote:

The

issue is

not.simply whether IQ's can be influenced by differ-

in the environment and trainin-g. !!at_ to some
are so influenced, no one has ever denied. Whether
ences

degi-ee they

-a

in
typicil
American community the influence is relatively small (as I beiilve)
or quite large (as some believe) is less impoitant than whether ir
has a permanent effect upon capeciqr for achievemenr. ( 24orp.
467.)

Terman then cited two women (Helen Keller and Anne Sullivan) rvho had "suffered extreme educational deprivation" in
childhood but who still attained high achievemeni in larer life.
He concluded that "case histories of this kind render almost
foolish the belief that intellectual potentialities are permanendy
affected bI a little more or a little less attendance ai particular
^
nursery school." (r+o, p, +67 )

The notion of a relatively constant I.Q. underlies Terman's

interpretation of his widely quoted results on the stratificarion
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of the intelligence quotients of children aecording to parental
occupation. This stratification, he held, corresponded to the
everage differences of the innate potentialities of the children,
and, ultimately of their parenrc (4+, p. 66). Thus, in a chap
ter entitled "Relation of Intelligence to Social Status" (rg\),
Terman wrote, after considering various lines of evidence:
After all, does not common'observation teach us that, in the main,

native qualities of intellect and character, rather than chance, determine thb social class to which a family belongs? From what is already
known about herediqy should we not naturally expect to find the
children of well-to-do, culnrred, and successful parents better endowed than the children who have been reared in slums and poverqy?
An affirmative en$wer to the above question is suggested by nearly
all the available scientific evidence. (226, p. 99.)

to a hereditarian preconception is also
statement of his "credoes" (rglz) in which

Terman's adherence

brought out in

t

he stated the belief that "the maior differences in the intelligence
test scores of certain races, as Negroes and Whites, will never

be fully accounted for on the environmentalist hypothesis."
(238, p.28.) On the other hand, Terman wrote in r948r "I
stil suongly suspect the existence of race differences, but I
am now inclined to think that they may be less than I formerly
be[eved them to be." (r4r.)
It should be mentioned that in his various discussions of intellecnral differences among groups classified according to race
or social status Terman usually emphasized the magnitude of
overlap. It should be borne in mind that in all his discussions pertaining to the nature-nurture controversy Terman never r€garded the controversy as closed. Despite his definite stand,
he continually pointed out the incompleteness of the evidence
and the necessiqy for further research. Furthermore, it should
be noted that Terman inclined toward environmentalism in
his books on school hygiene. For example, tuberculosis was interpreted by him ( rq q) as "largely t social and educational
problem." (rrq, p. rz8.) With regard to the probabiliqF of
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of highly intelligent individuals, Terman placed
of chance or accident (4r).

89
some

stress upon the role

The logic of Terman's position partly depends on the acceprance of the assumption that all individuals who come within the
scope of the test standa rdization have had equal opportunities to
gain the necessary experience to deal with the test situations

Qll). It is in this vein that he claims that "mere schoolirg"
affects the vocabulary score on the Stanford-Binet but "little,

very little." Gl3, p. ig.) Actually, what Terman has in mind is
the effect of schooling on differences in vocabulary scores and
not the total score itself, for it is patent that vocabulary, as
achievement, is strongly affected by schooling. If the assumption
is a valid one, then the differences that emerge on a test cannot
be easily ascribed to environmental factors. But at the time he
was writing, this assumption had not been validated. Some critics
of the hereditarian school called this assumption into question
and considered it a" significant part of the controversy (rZ8;
z r8). From a logical standpoint, Terman's tacit adherence to the
validity of this assumption is consistent with his more or less
explicit position that an intelligence test would be invalidated if
unduly influenced by environment (116, p. 3o2).
Over the years Terman's position with regard to neturenurture issues has changed somewhat, especially in so far as the
influence of personaliqy factors is conCerned. Where he had
previously- accepted the view that e low intelligence quotient
was largely responsible for delinquency, he now aCknowledged that this association had been overemphasized by psycholo_grttt and consequently sought the crucial factors in ttre personaliry and emotional aspects of the individual (rl5; 237).
As mentioned previoytll, Terman's outlook *rr consistently
directed along practical lines. Furthermoren he was also consistently aware of various social iszues and their possible solution by science. This social avrareness, quite evident in his early
discussion of leadership and genius, is particularly clear in his
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discussion of the influence of the pragrnatic movement upon
educational doctrine (r9o9).In an article, suggestive of his later

views, entitled "Commercialism: the Educator's Bugbeat"
(rgog), Terman thought that the movement toward industrial
and vocational education \Mas in line with the latest developments in educational and psychological theory and did not
necessarily reflect the influence of the "spirit of commercialisrn." In stating another reason for industrial and vocational education, Terman further revealed his social awareness (not without some conservative implications) :
It would be altogether calamitous were our youth to receive an
education so exclusively "disciplinaryr" or "culturelr" that their
practical tendencies were thereby blunted.

In Germany there is the rather enomalous problem of tn educated
proletariat. Thousands of graduates from the classical Gymndsien,
which for the most pert ignore the problems of real life, find themselves misfits in the industrial and political world and drift about
discontentedly until finally they contribute to swell the now forrnidable errny of German socialists. Through the influence of the
energetic emperor, the Re alschulen are coming in to mend the situatidn, though they have to fight for every Inch of ground they
gein. But in this country our more practical sense has brought it
about that few of our second ary schools dish out the formal snrdies
to all indiscriminately. The result is that our high-school graduate
more frequerdl finds place in the world where he can expend. his
I
energies, not only to his own profit, but to the advantege of society
as well. Indeed it would be gready to the credit of our secondery
educational system to bridge even more successfully than has yet
been done the chasm that has always existed between school and
life. Education, for most youths, should be an epprenticeship suitable for a bory practical life. When it becomes that, then its infuence instead
9f stopping with the close of student days, will continue
with increasing momentum. (222, pp. ryqf .)

Terman's view on a restricted education for most people, in
the sense of urging an industrial and vocational rype of educetion for the maioriqy, as he seems to imply in the precedirrg
paregraph, is consistent with his unflattering appraisal of the
Iearning capaciy of man (rr3). With the advent of the mental
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test movement, with its focus on the intelligence quotient, Termen and his school brought forth evidence to indicate that individuals of low I.Q. 'were proscribed in their educational and
industrial possibilities. This point of view is advanced in an

article entitled "Adventures in Stupidiqy: a Partial Analysis of
the Intellectual InferioriqF of a College Studenr" (ryzz). This
article represents a descriptive analysis of the intellectual func-

tioning and school failures of a freshman student of age zo and
mental age t2y2 (his mental age thus gives him an I.Q. of about
8o). With regard to some of his many shortcomings, Terman
wrote that this youth could not read L newspaper, could not
follow extended directions, could not be creative, and was weak
in constructive imagination (2r8, pp. 35 f .). The implications of
this description of the subnormal youth were both political and
industrial. Terman thought that the abilities of this young man
lent themselves to some occupation stressing manual skill. With
regard to the political thinking of this young man, Terman
wrote:
As a voter, he will never glimpse the fundamental problems relating
to taxation, tariff, government ownership, systems-of credit, educa-tion, labor or.capita.l. ff- he ever concernJ himself at all with political
matters, it will prgbably
as 1 loyal adherenr ro his parqy and
^
devout repeater of its citchwords. (228, p. 4o.)

!.

In this analysis of the particular young man Terman seemed
to describe the many people just at average or sligh.ly below

average intelligence, and the majority of individuals classffied in
some particular national or racial categories. He wrote:

The details of K's [the identifying name given the youth by TerT.t ] te:t performances have not been setJorth meiely as amusing

illustrations of intellectual gaucherie. Let us see whit light thef
throw on the psyclrology oT stupidigr, for the essential ri'rrore .if
intellig.enc: or stup-l-ditl is best giaspid by thoughtful observations
of the bright or dull mind in aciion.
First, however, it will be well to note that the degree of stupidity
with which we are here concerned is really not extreme. f ir i;
fact only moderately less dull than the averige of the genus homo,
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iudging from the intelligence scores made by nearly two million

His intelligence is probably not egualled or exceeded by
more than 70 per cent of our white voters, by more than 5o to 6o
'seriri-skillsfl
laborers, b)r more thai 40 to 5o pef cent of
Per cenE of
oarbers or teamsters, or by more than zo to 30 per cent or our South
Italian or by more than 20 to 30 per cent of our Mexican irnmigrants.
Compared to the average American Negro, K is intellectually giftedn
being equalled by probably not more than ro to rj per cent of that
.race. Among the jukes, Kallikals, Pineys or Hill tiolk, he would
represent the aristocrlcy of intellect. Just as we are prone to forget
how the other half lives, so we are egually likely to forget how the
soldrers.

other half thinl$.

It is now fairly well established that the stricdy

median individual of our population meets with little success in
dealing with abstractions more difficult than those represented in a
rypical course of study f.or eighth grade pupils, that the large maioriqy of high-school graduates are drawn from the best 2j per cent
of the population, and that the rypical universiry graduate ranks in
intellectual endowment well within the top ro per cent. (228,
PP. 34 f.)

The position expressed in this quotation \Mas interpreted by
some educators as antidemocratic in implication (r7, Part IV).
The maladaptabiliry of the dull in conjunction with their fertility was the basis of Terman's belief in the relative unimportance
of political institutions as contrasted with biological potentialities. In an article (rgrz), with a section entitled "the birth-rate
differential," Terman noted that u'the average feeble-minded individual leaves two or three times as many offspring as the
average college graduate." (4r, p. 658.) With this in mind,
he wrote:
As a nation we are faced with no other issue of comparable importance. It is a question of national survival or nadonal decay. Unconscious of the
-danger that impends we haggle over me$ers of governmental poligy that are infinitesimally trirrial in comparison with

the problerir of iifferential fecundiqF. t't . sinration wilf not be fully
grasped until we have come to think more in terms of individual
differences and intelligence quotients. (r3r, p. 6j8.)

The position expressed in this quotation is sometimes interpreted
as indicative of-a conservative-orientation (rog, Chap. ,i),
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The notion of, a constant intelligence quotient, coupled with
the results of intelligence tests (results which received wide attention in the period ryryz 5) which demonstrated tesr differences among various segments of the population classified according t9 nationality, race, and occupation, was interpreted by
critics as being il"g"sistent with traditional ideas of dimocracy
(+; 6). One such idea that \Mas thought to be ar stake, for instance, was the belief in the essential equality of all, irrespective
of background.
Terman's explicit position reinforced the notion that psychology and den:ocracy were antithetical. In tgzz, in a discusiion of
the "new approach to the study of genius" through intelligence
tests, he wrote:

Until our knowledge of the social significance of genius has been
oul conception o-f democ racy iritt remain en
illogical patch-work. Until an appreciation of the'extenr and meanmade more exact,

ing of individual differences hai become more gexeral, the eugenics
movement will remain a futile hobby of a handlul of enthusiasis, the
Present unfavorable birthrate will iontinue, and for want of creative thinkers and doers, the struggle of civilization will be, nor to
advance, but to hold its own against a relatively increasirg spawn of

inferior mentrlity. (rr7, p. 316.)
Or as he once plrased the antithesis, democracy "should square
itself with the demonstrable facts of biological-and psychoiogical science"
lrrg, p. 6z), a sraremenr to which fiagl.y to-ok
strong exception (+).
To Terman's way of thinking the prevalenr notion of democt-r.y assumed that all men were born biologically equal (with
the possible exception of the extremes, the-feebie-minded and
the brilliant). Certainly, to this notion of democracy the results
of.intelligence testing were quite relevant. Terman ihooght that
this notion of democracy should be replaced by the nJtion of
equality of oppornrnity, a notion that was consistent with both
psychology and sentimenr.
It was in this vein that Terman argued in his controversy with
the iournalist Walter Lippmann (rio). Lippmann, howevlr, de-
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nied that he held the conception of democrucy that Terman
attributed to him (r+l). Within the scope of the same controversy John Dewey asserted that no maf or philosophical thinker
assumed the truth of the biological equality of man (ll; 78).
Thus, in a sense, Terman was arguing agilnst a straw man.
It is possible that Terman's conception of the prevalent notion of democ ra,cy was tt the basis of one of his "credoes"
(ryzz ) that "on the whole, I am inclined to be pessimistic about
present trends in democracy." Ql8, p. 33o.) Thus far only the
evidence available in print up to about tg1o was utilized in an
attempt to evaluate Terman's social, economic, and political
position-evidence which seems to indicate a conservative orientation and which was so interpreted by some individuals.
Fortunatel/, however, a recent precise written statement of
Terman's social, economic, and political attitudes is available
(March, r9+8), lnd this will be given here practically in toto.

I grew up a Republican, but in my voting habits soon became an
independent. For example, I voted for Wilson in r 9r2, for Franklin
Roosevelt in 1932, r9j6, and $44, and for Willkie in rg+o. Among
present presidential possibilities, I would put Vandenberg or Stassen
first and (not counting the impossible Wallace) I would put conservative

Taft

last.

As for political ideology, I hate every form of national totalitarianism, whether of the Stalin, Hitler, Mussolini, Frenco, Peron, or
Japanese variety. I contributed money to the Spanish Loyalist cause.
I favored stopping Mussolini in ry35 and Hitler in 1938, by force if
necessary. Long before Pearl Harbor I favored an embargo on shiprnent of oil and steel to Japan. I favor the European Recovery plan
now before Congress as the best meens of stopping the wesnvard
march of soviet totalitarianism; and I favor giving such aid rvithout
regard to present socialization trends in the countries of Western
Europe.

I
. Though am not a socialist, I am not afraid of the partial socialization norv operating in Britain or Sweden, or Norway. I don't believe
rvith Hayek that every move in that direction necessarily carries us
further on the road to serfdom. We have socialized education,

for

I

and

have believed that every argument for socialized education is valid, also for socialized medicine. fn one of my early books
3
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P" ghild hygiene I deplored the fact thadmany in the medical pro-

fession see-med to reg-ard disease as a reso*"d to be conserr.d fot
their linancial benefi[ rather than as an evil to be gor rid of.
. I am emphatically not a free-ente_{priser _of th.-NAM variety. I
favor social and ecdnomic planning. I
like to see the counrry
blanketed with TVA's. I fivor fed'eral-would
soil-and-forest conservatiori,
and increased federal aid to education. I believe in stiff inheritance
til(es, old-agg Pensions, social securiry measures, unemployment insurance, mini*TT
Yage laws, and th-e enforcement of faii-.*ployment practices. I believe in federal price controls, within limits, er6r,
in peace time. I believe in the nec6ssity of labor unions and oppose

the article in the Taft-Hartley labor iaw which forbids unions to
expend funds to influence elections.
Most of all, I believe in civil liberties of the kind supposedly guerantee{ by the Bill of
$ghts. Our failure to insur. tfior. riglitr to

minorifl gtooPs consider a national disgrace. Nothing distu-rbs me
I
more than our
racial and refgious discrimlnation. I beYd.ryread
lieve in universal suffrage with-out regera"'.g race, ploper*r or political faith, and I would- extend it do#n to the ase bf ig vears.
I beliet . it . complete freedom of speech- and -'of th. pi.rr excepr
for such minimuni
Iimitations as ar. absolutely ,r.".rirry for ,r"-

tional securiqy in our troubled world.
I hated the Dies commimee and I detest even more the witchand character-sm3$"g activities of the Thomas congresl,:irr,"g
sional committee and the Tenney commirree in California. T5 me
they a_re about the most un-Am6rican thing in the USA. I feel so
strongly about such threats to civil rights thi't if called before one of
these commiftees I woul{
So tofrl ri-ther than answer any qomiiont
about my political beliefsir affiliations. (r4r.)
In Terman's statement of his beliefs it is to be noted that the
tendency is to stress those questions which became dominant in
American life in the depression y€ars. In terms of the hypothesis
of this study, then, Terman as a hereditarian, could be classified
(on the basis of the available evidence) as a conservadve up to
the beginning of the depression. However, in the over-aU pic-

ture' Terman rePresents a contradiction to the hypothesiias
a. generally consistent hereditarian he maintains itiong liberal

vlews.
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PAUL POPENOE t888PornNor, THE popuLAR national lecturer on sex and marriage,
was an early adherent of the eugenics movement. He was a
biologist, and he edited the fournal of Heredity from r9r3 to
,9r7.-His textbook, Applied Eugenics ( tpl8),' was perhaps the
first textbook published on the subject and is still used as L
standard reference. For eleven years he was secretary and director of research of the Human Betterment Foundatioq a
Californian orgun$zation devoted to the dissemination of eugenic
ideas. He is the founder and director of the Institute of Family
Relations, an organization devoted to advising individuals in
their marital problems. Exposition of the eugenic standpoint is
the unifying factor in his diverse activities as editor, writer,
biologist, and lecturer.
As an exponent of eugenics, Popenoe stressed those findings
of psychotogy and biology which supported the hereditarian
poinr of view. For instance, in tgzz, in a review of the educational limitations implied by the army intelligence test results,
he wrote:

The conclusion that differences in mental abiliqy, ts measured
by modern intelligence tests, are irmate and germinal, and that they
represent not diferences in education and environment, So much
as-differences of heredity, seems sound.
This fact of inherited mental differences is the very foundation
of eugenics. Its confirmation with slrch a large bo$y of material is
of the greatest importance. Ffenceforth, those who advocate any
methotof permanent race betterment not based on eugenics can
only plead indifference to facts. (ro4, p. r9o.)

This hereditarian interpretation of the army test results is
only a particular instance of his prevailirg outlook. In an edir Rowvell Johnson was the coauthor.
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torial to the f ournal of Herediry entitled "Nature or Ngrture?,,
(rgl5), Popen:e^elpressed his basic point of view. Citing investigaqory of Galton, Pearsor, wdods, and Thorndik; he
coFcluded that the 'oinfluence of heredity" was "ovenuhelmhgly predominant." (zoo, p. 238.) In a stire*ent of, a numeri.d^::mparisotr, he held that the influence of nurnrre is "orly

a fifth or
tenth that of rsrur0---herediry.,, (zoo,
_perhaps ?
p. zz7.) He
asserted that the "facrs of biology,, leaa ro' the
:xPectrt gt that "heredity should be nearly a[-p6werful and the
forces of environment ilight." (zoo, p. 2r8.i Expressing the

view that heritable factors are not modifiable, he wrore tf,at if
heredity is defective then it is "hardly worthwhile to improve
the environment; certainly it is a wastl of time if it is done wirh
the idea of thereby
iytt:vjng a sueam of bad herediry." (zoo,
P.- J?8.) 11 his Applied Eugenics there are numerous Loamples
of his emphasis on "inborn nature.,,
In a discussion on the relative importance of infection and
Poor environrnent, and inborn ryrc.ptibility in causing death
from nrberculosis, Popenoe concluded, "It seerns evidJnt that
whether or not one dies from tuberculosis, under present-day
urban conditions, depends mainly on the kind of ionstitution
one has inherited." (zot, p. rr7.'1 According to Popenoe, the
operation of natural selection in man led to itocks iesisranr ro
tuberculosis, for those not naturally immune would succumb
lPon being infected. Thus he asserted, "There is no escape,
then, from the conclusion that in any individual, death from
tuberculosis is llge-ly a mafter of natural selection.', (zor,
P: t27.) The rapid decline in the death rare of this diseaie in
Massachusetts over , fify.)rear period, according to popenoe,
demonstrates that "weak lines of heredity ,were rapidiy
cur
off.' (zor, P1 rz8.) Acknowledglr.g that i,.rb.rculoiis is particularly fatal to the
race," f,. mrintained that ,,deslpite
fJegro
all the efforts of medicine
and sanitatiotr, it is Iikely that it.
Negro death-rate frop phthisis will continue higtr'for some
years, until what is left of the rece will possesm i*gree of
re-
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sistance, or funmuniryr not much inferior to that of the whites
emong whom they live." (rol, P. I3o.) In his views on tuberculosis, Popenoe is expressing the notion that heredity will out.
Popenoe also utilized the argument of natural selection to GXn'aborigrne_s
of America"
plain the rapid disappearance of the
upon conquest by the "white manr" and the "decrease of rl8-

tives followi.g the Spanish conquest

of tropical America.,"

(ror, p. I3I.)

In his various explanations and solutions of problems confronting contemporary society, Popenoe usually assumed a
hereditarian point of view. In r9r8 in an article entitled "Is
War Necessary? " he offered liale hope to those who strove
for peaceful international relations. To him war was L "biologiCal problem" and a, "normal state." He held no hope for
an "early abolition of war." (zoz, p. z Sg.) He did not particularly favor the abolition of war, even if it could be abolished,
for he thought that it was necess Lry as a source of national energy (zoz, p. 2Sg). Efe maintained these views despite the fact
that most eugenists considered war to be dysgenic. With r€gard to the problem of increasing moraliqy in the United
that this increase could be attained
a, close inherited rela(ro3). In ry1+ he
morality
tionship benreen intelligence and
implicitly commended the eugenic measures legislated by the
German government as L guide to action in other countries
(ro7).
In Popenoe's way of thinking there was an explicit connection
benreen aspects of the philosophy of liberalism and the naturenurture controversy. For instance, in biis Applied Eugenics, in
the introductory paragraph of the chapter entitled "Differences
Among Menr" he wrot€:

Srates Popenoe maintained

only through eugenics since there was

While Mr. Jefierson, when he wrote into the Declaration of Independence his belief in the self-evidence of the truth that all men
rights
are created
T:I.II, he
fgual, mey have been thinking of.legal
was expressing an opinion common emong philosophers of his time.
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J. J. Rousseau it was who made the idea popular, and it met with
yrdespread- ecceptance fo_r many yeers. If ii not surprising, therefore, that the phryse has long been a favorite with the demagogue
and the utopiah. Even now the doctrine is by no means deadl fhe
American educational system is based largely on this dogma, and
much of the political system seems to be firounded on ir. it can be
seen in the tenets of labor unions, in the plactice of many. philanttropies-traces may be found almost enywhere one turns, in fact.

He continued:
In view of its almost universal and unquestioned, although half uDconscious, acc€ptance es part of the strucfirre of societyr-it becomes
of the utmost-lmpoltance that this doctrine of human eciuality should
be examined by scientific methods. (zor, p. 7j.)

After citing the results of the investigations of the Galton
school, Popenoe wrote, "The evidence allows no doubt of the
existence of considerable mentel and physical differences be-

tween men." (zor, p.83.) With regard to the origin of these
differences, Popenoe, in the final paragraph of the chapter,
interpreted the evidence to imply that "the fundamental differences in men can not be due to anything that happens after
they are born." (ror, p. 83.)
Popenoe's orientation on social questions, partly determined
bv his views on Jeffersonian equality, involved the acceptance
of the stafi$ quo as a guide to contemplated social action. This
orientation is involved in the interpretation of mortaliry in
terms of natural selection. He wrote, after some discussioni
In general, then, one may believe that more tfian

a

half of the persons

who die nowaday^s, die because they were nor fit by nrtui. (i.e.,
herediry) to sunrive under the coriditions into whith they \f,,ere
b9T. They are the victims of lethal natural selection, nearly'always
of the non-sustenative type. (zor, p. rzo.)
This statement has meaning only

if it

is assumed that the condi-

tions of existence are normal, for altered conditions of existence

could lead to different death rates. This fact, was recognizedbv
Popenoe when he asserted that medicine and philanthropy tend
to suspend the effects of netural selection. Therefore,- it e rs-
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zumed connection benveen the death rate and natural selection
is contingent upon a value iudgment that society should remain
as it is. A similar attitude prevails in Popenoe's analysis of family life and suggestions for its improvement. For instance, in his
Conservation of the Family (ry26), he wrote, "My discussion

is based on the existing social and econornic organization of
society." (ro5, p. T,)

Popenoe's conservative orientation is evident in'his discussions
of social, political, and econornic questions from a eugenic point
of view. Thus, Popenoe expresses opposition to the dernocratic
concept (ror, p. 36r), to minimum wage legislation and trades
unionism (ror, p. 375), and to the American public educational

system ( zo6)

.

In summary,

Popenoe can be classified as both hereditarian

and conservative.

LETA S. HOLLINGWORTH t886-t939
LBre S. HontNGwoRrH is known in the field of educational
psychology for her work on (a) adolescence, (b) identification
and utilization of the abilities of the gifted and the subnormal,
(c) special talents and defects, and (d) sex differences. Her
books pertainirg to these topics are still considered "classics"
in educational psychology. She received her doctorate from
Teachers Collegen Columbia University, where she taught from
1916 until her untimely death in rg3g, She was active in framitg community policy in which she sought practical applications of educational psychology.
The identification of superior and inferior deviates and the
Proper utilization of their talents was an early and abiding interest of Hollingworth. There is evidence to indicate that this
interest was derived from sociological considerarions, rather
than from theoretical considerations of pure psychology. For
example, in a posthumous publication ( rg+o), one finds:
More and more it is realized that "the mass of menr" those finding
their place in the middle 50 to 6o per cent of all who are borri,

create no spgcial problems for themielves,- educational, social, economic, moral, or legal. As 1 grolpr rn€o of normal (average) intelligence, lhe "mass of menr" iend heither to creare social flrobleffis,
nor to solve pr.obl-.-*t created by the forces of the physicai envirorrment. It is thb intellectual deviaies who creare for rirar,t irra the great
proble*t of crime, depend€ilc/r unemploymenq and like difficrilries.

(r3rrp.43.)
This sentirnent is a conspicuous feature in her writings. If
the "minus" deviates are responsible for social problerns it
would be wise for socieqy, from Hollingworth's point of view,
to know whence they emanate and what can be done about

r
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in order to minimize their social effects. Similar cpnsiderations are involved with regard to the "plus" deviates; if it
is they who are the benefactors of civilization it would be wise
for society to know who they are and how to maximize their

them

potentiality and good effects.
Hollingworth analyzes the origin of these deviates from a biological point of view-deviates represent the varying results
of genetic combinations (rzg p. vii). Implicit in such an interpretation is the view that environmental influences are relatively
ineffective in producing deflections in the tested intellectual
status of an individual. It is in this vein that she speaks of the
normal distribution of intelligence as a sort of "biological law."
(rrg, p. i.g.) Her hereditarian point of view is demonstrated
by (a) choice of an explanation in biological terms where other
explanations are plausible, (b) interpretation of various rypes

of

data.

In her volurne, Gifted Cbildren she presents evidence to show
that men of eminence preponderate in the upper classes and in
cities. She cites the two "conflicting interpretations of the
facts": (, ) the interpretation popularized by Lesrer Ward that
such agglomerations of eminence are the result of inequality
of opportunity and (r) the Galtonian interpretation which
explains the same facts by the principles of nanrral selection
and the inheritance of mental abilities. Hollingrvorth chooses
the Galtonian interpretation, that is, the hereditarian one. She
mentions a difficulry involved in this interpretation. For, "If
inherited abiliry, and not opportunity, is the primary condition
of greatness, and if sisters are not great, yet have the same tncestry as their illustrious brothers, their failure must be explained
on some basis other than lack of oppornrnity." (rrg, pp. j f.)
In resuming the discussion of this difficulqy in a later chapter,
she concludes, after demonsuating that males and females have
equal test performances, that "we must assume that there are
powerful determinants of eminence besides intellect." (rrg,
PP. 6s f .)
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The n'deterrninents" include a varieqf of environmental and
spetial circumstances which affect the woman adversely. Since
Hollingwofth accepts the environmental hypothesis in this particular case, she should have altered her original hereditarian
position which excluded the positive role of environmental opportunity upon "greatness." If her principle of explanation is
accepted with regard to the position of woman, then the logic
of the situation implies that the same principle may be utilized
to account for differences in the production of eminence arnong
the social and econornic classes as well es differences between
urban and rural groups. The fact that Holling\Morth did not discuss this point shows that she did not fully perceive the logical

possibilities

of her stated position. Furthefinore, there is an

inconsistency between her position on the prepotency of heredity and the acceptance of the environmental hypothesis for
a perticular simration.

With regard to questions concerning the causes of intellectual differences between rural and urban groups, between Negroes and whites, and between individuals identified accordirg
to nationality, Hollingwofth has consistently accepted the hereditarian position. That is, the differences obtained among the
various groups reflect genetic differences (rzg, p. j8).
Hollingworth's theoreticel position on the above questions is
related to her program for educational reform. Education, she
thought, should favor the gifted. Since the gifted individuals
are responsible for the advance of civilization and are natural
leaders, fhe gifted should be trained as leaders-sflucational
programs are to be adiusted accordingly. In her thinking, the
great hump of the normal curve, the "mess of meor" receives
no special consideration in educational plans. This, of course,
is consistent with her attitude that the mass of men does not
create any problems.
Hollingurorth's social criticisms involve the scientific falseness of the belief that "all men are created equal" and the implications of this belief in politics and education. In the chapter
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bn "Organlzation and Curriculum" of her Gifted Chi;ldrffit_she
u/rote:

of the social attitudes induced bv past utterances about
democmcy in this counuy, educators ere'himpered by e certain
embarrassment in making frank provision for eifted children. It is
fql-, that explicit recognition in ed^ucational polEy of the facts about
giftgd-children will [ive offense to e communiiy grounded in the
faith that all are equai. (rrg, pp. z96 f .)
Because

She continued, revealing a possible source of motivation for
of her scientific thinking, "A campaign of education in biology would be necessary in order to
modify the current social philosophy, which has had for a resome of the popular aspects

sult the policy of indiscriminate training for all alike." (rrg,
p. 296.) She associated the literal acceptance of the "dogma"
that "all men are created equal" with "humanitarianism." 7rrg,
p. vii.) This "dogma" was a factor which impeded adequate
control of the feeble-minded, for
In a democrucy no one feels fully qualified to "pass upon" the bioIogical rights of another, even though that oth.r riry pilfer his
goods, contaminate his clrildren, and 5e supported at hii eirpense in
prison, almshouse, or refuge. (rr7, p. 236.i'

Hollingworth exaggerates the consequences of the cornerof the Declaration of Independence that "all men are
created equalr" especially when she asserts that the movement
for compulsory education is a direct outcome of the assumed
validitf of this "dogma." Historians, however, in dealing with
,the public education movement trace its development to other
stone

factors (l+;62).
Undoubtedly, according to Hollingrrorth's partern of thinking, the fact' of biological inequaliqf wes inconsistent with
democratic sentiments. For examplen after discussing the "lower
half of the distribution" and the possibilities of deriocracy, she
wrote, "ft is the politics of their presence that causes concern

under a democrac/i for they are enfranchisedr )ret without
Iesrnhg they are political dependents." (ra8, zoe.) The same
Pattern of thinking underlies two questions thar she raises:
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Is.1t possible for education to prepare the lower half of the distribution curve for self-governmenf? C,onsidering recent discoveries
as to the meqtal capaciqy which characterizes th-e lower half of the

PoPul?gonvhen adult, is it possible that education will ever be able
to nullify the charlatan influlnce of demegogues,
whose eppeal is to
v
prejudice and cupidiry? (r28, p. zo6.)

She does not provide the answers to these questions. Ffowever,
the very wording of the questions suggests an answer, an answer unfavorable to the democratic concept.
Hollingworth has been explicit in the siatemenr of her economic allegiances. She was convinced that the justness of the
Present economic system was assured because it was rooted in
psychological and biological law.
A competitive social-economic system . . . secures the full services
of the rntelligenq
the commbn use. These services could prob-

fgt

not be.secured in an_y other wa)rr human nature bein$ what ir is.
*ly
Not even intellect is liliely to wdrk hard and long f6r nothing.
(rrgrp. 3r8.) '

The biological comPonent is manifest in the following srarethe logical outcome of the facts pre$.9"gft^y.1t_
sented in her Gifted Childrm:
One who comPrehends at first hand the facts which we have €1deavored to diicuss in this volume, has insighr in the failure of realization, which has been the common lot 5f various schemes pro-

ment that she

for.economic Utopia. These schemes do not found themselves
on the existing distribrltibn of biological endowmenr. Their authors
do not always rememP.t that merihave for their susrenance only
that which they are able to obtain from the earth by mental .tr'd
physlcal labor,-and appareldy .El do not know thit only , f.*
Pen have, or ever can iievelop tyq;ient poryer of thinkirg ro secure
largg surplus returns for th6ir labor. The immemorial iiririon of
mankind into "Iourerr" "qiddler" and *upper" classes, economically
speaking' rests on a biologig{
-foyndation wtrictr gueranrees tt . *,rdb.oT
P:rTanence with wtrictr it persists in spile of all efforts ro
Pose-d

it by artifice. (r 29, p.36o.i
ITpti.ations of the above statement concerning the underIying causes of the disuiburion of "\Mealrh," ',p6p. rtf ,r, ,,inabolish

r Ffowever'
ln 1916 Hollingrvorth favored a sysrem of scholarships for
the indigenr talented childreri (r3o).

r
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come," and the "reward of intellect" are explicitly stated elservhere (rrg, pp. i S3 f.).
In summery, Hollingworth can be classified as both L hereditarian and a conservative.

EDWARD M. EAST r87g-r939
AN AlaBntcAN cENErICrsr with en established position in science, East was foremost in applying biological principles to the
problems of society. This fact is outstanding, for example, in
his text, written in conjunction with D. F. Jones, Inbreedi,ng
and Outbreeding: Thei,r Genetic and Soci,ological Significdnce
(rqrg). This text is essentially a contribution to biology. His
volumes, Mankind at the Crossroads (rgr+) and Heredity and
Haman Affairs (rgr7), are devoted primarily to a popular discussion of social issues in a biological setting. His views, as L
scientist, have been frequendy appealed to in order to fustify
particular doctrines.
East's general position, in the application of biology to societyn has been that of demonstrating the relevance of Malthusian doctrine. This is clearest in his rtfankind at the Crossroads.
In addition, he has emphasized the importance of 'herediqy in
understanding social issues and in framing social policy. This
approach underlies all his r,vritings on human affairs. His way
of thinking is based on the conception that "social progress
depends primarily upon the genetic constimtion of the people
of which socieqy is composed." (83, p. r9j.) In statirg his ideas,
East was usually critical of those studies r,r,hich supported the
environmentalist position, and he accepted the results of investigations which favored the hereditarian point of vierv (8r,
Chap. z),
For instance, acceptirg a racist position, he interpreted the
results of Boas' snrdies on head form of irnmigrants, which according to East supported the "environmentalistic dogma," in
terms of the effects of "racial crossing." (Br, pp. zot ff.) In
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counteracting Clarence Darro\M's attack on eugenics in which
Darro\M espoused the environmentalist point of view, East
wrote:
There are at least 2orooo,ooo people in the United States-+nd t
similar proportion in other countries-whose nervous systems ere
too defective for them to appreciate what is demanded of them in
modern society. This good-ly quota of irresponsibles are such because of their heredity. Their children will tend to be like them. And
I do not see that anything satisfactory biologically cen be done
about

it.

(8e, p.

47.)
In stating a similar view, fot the expression of which he was influenced by the army test rezults, he wrote:
The intelligence tests for that selected group of young men, our
army recruits, show that 7 j per cent did not have sufficient innate
mentality to finish L high-school course with credit. With due
allowance for reiected inferiors who did not have the chance to
come up for these examinations, one is forced to conclude that less
than 20 per cent of our totel population is capable of understanding
these facts upon the possession of which we have so prided ourselves,
upon the application of which the destiny of the nation depends.
Think of this matter! And remember that we live in a democracy!

(82, p. zgg.')

In r93t, evidently influenced by his acceptence of the army
test results, East inclined to a fatalistic view of heredity. He
wrote, "There is no point in trying to teach our twenry million
rnorons to read and write. It is hardly worth while to prod another twenqF million dullards through grammar school." (81,
p. r 88.) East fully accepted the family snrdies, such as those
of the Kallikak Family, the Jukes, and so otr, which were histories of degenerate families and rvhich rr/ere usually cited to
support the view that degeneracy was a matter of herediqy
(8r, Chap. r2). A criticism sometimes made of these family
studies tvas that such families were enmeshed in a bad environment and consequently it was difficult to evaluate the proper
influence of either heredity or environment in the determination of degeneracy. In discussing at length Dugdale's investiga-
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tion of the Jukes and its follow-up by
East wrote:

A. H. Estabrook in
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I have discussed this family in soqe detail because in :pitq of a widespread superficial knowledg. of Dugdale's investigations, there
seems to be no general appreciation of the fact that the Juke history
is a.history of mental defect. There was, it must be admitted, a bad
environment; but this environment was genetically br{, the ryp.
which leads to inbreeding, and thence to an opporruniry for the
segregation of defectives, rather than bad in the sociological sense.
As Estabrook remarks, "one rarely gets a bad environment where
the parents are healthy and intelligent." Man makes his own environment. (8r, p. 2 32.)
Thus, according to this statement, even though a bad environment may have an adverse effect upon the individual, this environment itself is a manifestation of the inferior genetic qualities of the individual who accepts this environment, or of his
ancestors who created

it.

East's emphasis on herediqy will also
of his social views which were stated

be evident in the discussion

in the vocabulrry of biology and demography.
As previously stated, the fundamental postulate underlying
East's thinking is that social progress depends upon genetic
factorFmore specifically, "the progress of a people depends
largely upon the upper one per cent" in the scale of generic
fitness (83, p. r9o). That the genetically fit control the course
of civilization in an immediate sense can be inferred from East's
observation in ry3r that our "prosperity" is due to a "small
group of uained men of high intelligence, the men who deal
masterfully with the problems of science, art, politics, and business." (83, p. tg+,) The same postulate is evident in East's assertion in r gry that
The Negro is

t

htppy-goJucky child, nanrally expansive under
simple conditions; oppressed by the restrictions bf civilization, and
unable to essume the white men's burden. Ffe acceprs his limitations;
indeed, he is rather glad to have them. Orrly whtn there is white
blood in his veins d;s he cry out against th[: supposed injustice of
his position. (8o, p. 6u r.)

r
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In stating an idea of Social Darwinisrn, he wrote, "Among biologists a defense of private properryn free enterprise, and a
competition which does not interfere with the social order, is
unnecessary. These things must be, in order to bring out the
fittest to survive." (8o, pler3.) This staternent is consiJtent with
his view that

Superignty is a matter g{ mind.and body above the average.- Ir
"
of genes, not by murarion. And a
!y proper combination
givilization"to be worth while needs a high rather-than a low average
iq t-hese qualities._Now, good combin.tlonr of genes rise to the ,5p
of the social mass like cream, and when th.y are ikimrned off by relatirg steriliqy the mass is just that much iloorer. Economic worrh,
,-biliry gain a college degree, eminence, are simply general indicac9T9s

-to

tions_of genetic fitness. They ere among the best iritelia we have of
social value. We use them n6t because they are absolute meesures but
because they are serviceable meesures. (8i, p, z6q,)

Expressing his Malthusian outlook, he held that social and po-

litical problems have their origin in the "overstrain" resulting
from overpopulation (8r). Thus he was led to his fundamental
suggestion for correctitg the ills of society. He wrore, "The
biologist therefore demands cures instead of first-aid measures.
The cure, in so far as a single remedy will save, is birth-control.
There is no other corrective." (82, p. 15ol.)
East was not very receptive to the democratic concept. Acknowledging that in the United States "the maior premises of
government are included in the one catchword 'democrsc/,'"
he maintained that this was acttrally t "biological posnrlate."
(82, p. 2gg.) Believitg that the uaditional interpretation of democracy required the literal acceptance of the doctrine that
all men are born egual, East cited evidence to show that this
doctrine was biologically incorrect. As evidence East used the
army Tr! results which purportedly demonstrated that "r S per
cent of the adult population" was illiterate and that a like ptrcentage was "inherently unqualified to pass beyond the elementary school." (82, p. zgg.) Thus he asserted that "our whole
governmental system is out of harmony with genetic common
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p. zgg.) In his conuibution on heredity to the volin Human Affairs, which he edited, East again
Biology
ume,
with the social order. He wrote:
biology
linked
Suppose we accept this genetic philosophy; to what practical conclusions does it drive us?
In the first place, it seems to ffie, must come the relinquishment of

sense." (8r,

our professional acceptance of Jeffersonian democracy-. Men are not
created equally free or essentially equivalent. . . . Sustained and,
for the most part, logical action based on the doctrine of human
parity has been carried out only by the Soviet Republics. The k.ystone of Communism is t religious acceptance of two biological
errors, to wit, that all persons have the same innate intellectual
equipment, and that acquired characters are inherited. (83, p. r88.)

In summar/r East can be classified
of the status quo.

as a hereditarian and

in favor

LESTER F. WARD r84r-tgtj
Lnsrrn F. Wano, the "first great sociologist this country produced," was attached to the government in the various capacities
of clerkn botanisto geologist and paleontologist. While working for the government, he obtained his education at Columbian
Universiqy (now George Washington University). In addition
to his bachelor's and master's degrees, he obtained degrees in
law and medicine, but he never practiced in either field because
his "conscience" would not permit it. He was internationally

known for his contributions to geology and botany (S+). In
19o6 he left government service for a professorship in sociology
at Brown University. Though Ward was generally unknown
to educators and psychologists, 'fA/'. C. Bagley favorably discussed Ward's views on nature-nurture as expressed in his Applied Sociology (r9o6). Individuals espousi.g the point of view
of the "laboring classes" found Ward's writings strongly appealing (267, p. zjt).
Ward's sociological aims were formulated at an early date in
an article entitled "The Rising School," published in the lconoclast in r 87o. He wrote, with regard to philosophy, that "rhe
age of speculation has gone by." A "rising school of phiIosophy," based on science and following Comte, Spencer, and
evolution, is taking its place. "Its aims are all utilitarian, end its
principles humanitarian." The "grand obiect of this system"
is to "reforrn humanity." Ffe continued, "Education is the k.ynote of this sociological school of philosophers, and they intend
to ring the changes upon it until all the world shall be wakened
to its incalculable importance." (266, pp. r ro f.)
Ward constantly reaffirmed his belief in the necessity of a
science of socie$r, sociolo gf , as a, means of advancirg human
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goals through organized co-operative efforts. It is this belief
which underlies his proposal for a National Universiqy and L
National Academy of Social Science. Among other things, such
organizations would gather facts and investigate hypotheses use-

ful to legislators. Society, he claimed, should be willing ro tesr
the effectivefiess of various proposals in actual situations (268,
P. zo)

.

The pervasiveness of his scientific outlook is evident in his
views on measurement of the mind. Of interest to educators is
Ward's unpublished manuscript on education written in fi72
and originally intended for his Dy nami,c Sociology. He wrote :
The truth is that every man's calling should be made the subiect of
close scientific observation and eiperimenr. Precisely thd same
method should be adopted to disc_over what a human 6eing is and
what qualities he poss6sses as would be to discovir the nafiir. and
ProPoltions of an unknown substance or an unlrnown force. Experimental tests, multip-lied repetition, varied iudgmgnr, minute inipec'
tion, careful recordhg; these are the means i"t i.t all science .*pJoys, and without ,f,T. ngthqg valuable cen be known. Apply
these to the human mind and wriig out of ig its exact chara"t.r i"h
qualities-, tTd then develo_p and expand it along the line which nature
has marked out; thus only will yi" succeed in economizing mental
forces and securing full-rehrn for the labor of educatidn. (z&,
P. 232.)

Fundamentally, Ward's distinctive thinking erose from his
efforts to combat Spencer's doctrine of laissez Saire. Thus, his
first published volumes, Dynmnic Sociology (1882), were written "to ogr:t Spencer's erroneous social philosophy.,, G+,
P. 3j.) His later writings indicate that his-intereit was still
"Spencer-smashing" r in many of its manifestations. Ward
thought that whereas the lower animals were under the control of their environment, man, on the other hand, controlled
his environment. This view, to Ward, \Mas a direct deduction
from the facts of biology and psychology. Just as rhe individual

could control his destiny through hG radonal faculqy and
r f,. L. Youmen's phrase to describe the critics of
Spencer.
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efforts, sociery, in the same wafr could and should control its
environment for the good of all. The medium through which
sociery could intelligently order its future was education. Ward
was as much of an apostle of education as he was an "apostle
of human progress." (267, p. r7z.) The forces inherent in rtature tended, through their uninterfered operation, in the direction of progress. This progress could be considerably accelerated, accordirg to Ward, if men learnt from nature and
applied the same principles to the reconstruction of society
along "sociocratic" lines. Briefly, his notion of "sociocracy" is
a system of organized, intelligent planning by society for the
happiness

of all (263, p.

3r3

).

With regard to the problem of nature-nurture, Ward

held

that the production of genius and talent could be increased perhaps a "hundredfold" through conuol of nurture by the extension of opportuniry to all (26+, p. zoz). The core of this
ttrinking is surnmed up in his "principle of intellectual egaliarianism," a principle accordirg to which all social classes have
the same proportion of genius-and men of talent (26). Un-

doubtedly Ward interpreted the emphasis upon heredity and
the exclusion of the possibilities of environment as part of the
lai.ssez faire philosophy. This is brought out in a letter that

to Ward upon receivi.g Dynamic Sociolog!, e
letter which 'Ward used in order to set off his own views.

Spencer sent

Spencer wrote:

I infer that you have a good deal more faith in the effects of right
theory upon social practice than I have. The time may come when
scientific conclusions will sway men's social conduct in a consider-

able degree. But, es you are probably eware, and as I said very
emphatically-when in America, I reg.ard social progre-s: as mainly
t question of character, and not of knowledge-or-enlightenment.
The inherited and organized netures of individuals, ody little modifiable in the life
9f , ge_neratiog, erssentially determine, for the time
being t!r" tlpe of social organization in spite of any teaching, spite
even of bitter experience. (S+, p. 3o8.)

Ward was a confirmed believer at an early age in the potency of education and environment. This is well brought out
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ir ln entr.y in his diary in 186o !rr3, p. 69). Ward's early go
perience included working on farms, in factories, and at the
same time attempting to pursue his education. With this in
mind, he wrote:
Perhaps the most vivid impression that my early experience left on
my mind wes that of the difference between an educated and an uneducated person. I had had much to do with the uneducated, and I
could not believe that the chasm bennreen these and the educated

people wes due to any great extent to their inherent nature. . . .
The influence of education and environmental conditions took on
an ever stronger hold of me. (j+, p. 3o.)

In

discussing the development of his thinking which underlay
his Dynamic Sociolog!, L work that took fourteen years to
complete, Ward referred to an "oration" on the "Importance
of Intellectual Culture" which he had written in r 866. With
regard to this oration, he wrote, "It reflects this long-standing
view of mine that culture, or 'Educationr' is everything. From
that date on my ambition was to expand that idea into a book
and give all my reasons in extenso." (z67rp. r48.) The outcome
of this "ambition" was his work, Dynamic Sociology. It is ro
be noted that Ward identified education with the full range of
environmental impact-it was not limited, by any means, to
the range of experience obtained in the classroom.
Ward's most complete expression of his views on nattrrenurture questions is to be found in his Applied Sociology ( 19o6),
a book which is devoted exclusively to these questions. In this
volume, he is interested in controverting Galton's "subsidi^ry
thesis" that genius is relatively unaffected by adverse environment. Ward did not question Galton's primary hypothesis that
g.nios is hereditary." fn order to refute the former hypothesis
_
Ward appealed to Odin's study, Genise des Grands'Iiorrrmes.
In this study Odin, after selecting an appropriate list of more
than 6oo geniuses and men of talent covering the seventeenth,
eighteenth, and nineteenth cennrries, investigared the conditions associated with genius. Among certain highly related
conditions, Odin found that genius is related to-social class,
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to city life, and to education. Ward placed complete confidence in the reliabiliqy and conclusiveness of this study (268,
P. 2go).
Ward wished to establish the truth of his basic proposition
that the expression of genius is either hampered or favored occording to the type of education genius receives. Although
Ward thought that he had proved this proposition, his demonstration was not convincing. Ward attached decisive importance
to the fact that a good education was an invariable concomitant
to productive genius (16+). In fact Galton did lry stress upon
the view that genius would overcome obstacles in its striving
for attainment. If the education or surroundings were impoverished, Galton thought that genius, in the usual run of things,
would naturally surmount them (gl). The invariable concomitance of a good education with genius, a relationship which
Ward sought to establish, is a sufficient refutation of Galton's
view. But the determination of the validiqy of the basic proposition is independent of Galton's exposition. The point that Ward
overlooked, vitiating his whole analysis, was the possibiliry of
alternative explanations of this concomitance. A plausible alternative is that genius is accorded a good education because it
seeks it, develops it, and profits by it. This alternative \Mas
brought early to Ward's attention by Grant Allen in a review
of Dynamic Sociology (r).
Ward's adherence to a particular interpretation underlies his
acceptance of De Candolle's view, which he quotes:

If natural talent . . . were the sole causes that determine the career
and success of men of science, there would have been infinitely more
scientific men issuing from poor families than from other sourcescerrainly the number of savants from rich families would have been
very small relative to the others-which has not been the
(16+, p. 2o4.)

Tffi,

case.

however, is the basic proposition which Ward originrlly
It is to be noted that his basic proposition was
incapable of proof. Since achievement was the only basis then
set out to prove.
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for selecting geniuses, there \vas no way of determina certain proportion of those who did not achieve
distinction were geniuses. Therefore, ainy statement with r€gard to purported cause is a clear indication of an underlying
evaluation of this whole problem.
Fundamental to evolutionary thinking wes the notion of individual differences. Ward reiterated the fact that his views
on education in no w^y conflicted with this notion. Ffe freely

available

irg whether

accepted the fact that men were not born equal. However, some
of his statements indicate some confusion over this point. Not
only did he minimize the importance of individual differences,
but at times he wrote as though they were nonexistent. For example, he states the view that "almost anyone with the proper

training and adequate facilities can prosecute scientific r€search." (16+, p. z+r,) In a discussion of the "power of circumstances" he writes that "the common intellects of all but
the congenitally feeble-minded will hold the greatest truths
that have ever been discovered." A further example can be
cited:
There are differences not only in the talents of men but also in their
It is in these latter rather than in the former that they differ
t
rlure.
Almost anyone has sufficient talent to cultivate almost eny
!y
fiLta, but there is litdL hope of success uriless the field coincides witir
his tastes or prefererlces." (164, p, 276.)

testes.

A possible source of confusion in Ward's thinking is the
double meaning attached to the word "rnen." This word sometimes refers to men as a collection of individuals and sometimes
as a sociological concept. To say that "all men are born equal"
might imply that samples of men from different social classes
are equal. This is clearly the interpretation that Ward sometimes attaches to the phrase. However, this does not suffice
to account for some of his extrerne views. This is evident from
a study of Ward's last published writing.
In his last publication, Ward first presents Galron's view that
ability conforms to a triangular distribution and then Ammon's
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view that abiliqy is distributed noffnally.' Ward believes that
both distributions overemphasize the proportion of defectives
in the population. Ward, asserting his view that abiliry folIows L rectangular distribution, separates mankind into the
norrnal-minded, consisting of gg.S per cent of the populatioo,
and those that form the extremes (defectives and geniuses),
consisting of the remaini.g o.j per cent of the population. Except for the extremes, Ward in effect denies the concept of individual differences (165).
It is important to note that Ward's thinking on nature-nurture
questions followed nineteenth-century formulations. In that
period such questions resolved themselves along the line of
causation of genius. After rgoo there was a considerable tccumulation of quantitative evidence (the studies of Karl Pearson and Frederick A. Woods, for example) which Ward never
evaluated. Where Ward stressed qualitative differences benveen
genius and mediocrity, psychologists, begin.irg with Galton,
stressed continuiqF of abiliqf which, of course, is embodied in
the concept of the normal curve.
The following statements are corollaries of Ward's main
views: wealth is not a measure of ability (z$, p. 26+); the
propensities of man are essentially good (263, p. r r4); social
progress results from equelizaaon of opporruniqF Q63, p. 3 zl);
happiness is dependent upon external circumstences (26+,
p. 3 27); the "perfectibility of men is absolutely indefinite." G+,
P. 506.)

As Ward's pronounced views on the importance of education and environment would lead one to expect, definite sociopolitical ideas were implied by his position. Since social and
economic instinrtions form aspects of the generalized notion of
environment, the transforrnation of men is to come through rppropriate changes in institutions. To Ward, instinrtions would
be transformed through educational processes, broadly conz Ward somewhat inaccurately describes Galton's view, for Galton subscribed to the normal type curvi: and not the triangular distribution.
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ceived. When people are fully informed, they would naturally
engage in co-operative action to ensure the good life for all.
This was Ward's view. A separation of Ward's views on science and society was effected for logical purposes only. To

Ward, there was a direct and immediate relationship which
ylt always evident in his thinking. The unity of tris itrirkirg

is brought out in his extemporaneous address on "Education and

T*gt:tt" to the students of the Central Labour College, Oxford, in tgog. This college was an institution that appJaled ro

members of the "laboring classes" and atrempted 1o inform
them on various issues pertainirg to sociology, pfrilosophy, and
so on.
. FIis opening remarks were ",. . I am a democrat . . . my
democracy is not merely nominal, not merely political: it is a
democra,cy which is ingrained in every fibre of my narure."
He Proceeded to discuss his opposition to the eugenics movement. He stated his usual attinrde that the "human brain" is
adequate if only it is given the necess ary opportunities for development. "social classes," he asserted, aie "artificial." He
continued at_a later point: "You ask ffie, do I deny natural inequalities? Not at all. . . . The great value of human life re-

sides in the fact that the native iapacities of mankind differ."
What'he wishes to have is "full exeicise of all . . . capacities of
all mankind." Social inequaliqF, he added, makes this impossible.
In his concluding-remarks he refers to the coming ro pbwer of
the "fourth estate":

What do we hear all over the world? Nothing but the subrerranean
roar of that great mass of mankind,-infinitely lirger numerically .t r"
all the othef classes pq together; that class'is ru?r![ng and r.i,.fri"g
and working, and comingio consciousness; and when"they do comE
to consciou:3e.ss th.y w-ill take the reins of power in tlieir hands,
and then will have lieen abolished the last of a[ the social classes.
(r7orp.34o.)

There

uras a1 equivalence

in Ward's thinking on nature-nurnlre
of soci.ry.

questions and atdnrdes toward the reform

r
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Just as Ward's belief in education and opporarnity dates back
to his early years so too does his belief in the potentialiqy of the
"proletariat." Ward was outspoken against those insdnrtions
which, in hir prrceptionr were trammeling the expression and
growth of that potentiality. His expressed views reveal him
to be a sharp critic of the stotas quo.
Ward questioned the validiry of the competitive principle as
a means of attaining social progress. This principle, he thought,
had some validity as a description of the activities of the "animal world,".but for man it was wholly inadequate because of
man's highly developed "mind." In addition, when the competitive principle operated in society it led to results quite different from those anticipated by the adherents of this principle.
The competitive principle involved "enormous waste" ratjrer
than efficiency and led to the growth of "monopoly" which in
turn abrogated the operation of his principle (r8).
The followirg quotatiotr, in addition to illustratirg Ward's
thesis that free competition is scarcely possible in sociery except for the simplest operations, serves to exemplify some of
Ward's analyses of institutions:

The chief difference between employers and employed until

.rB-

that the former have used the rational method while
the lamer have used the nanrral method. Capital has always combined
and cooperated while labor has only competed. . . . Lafterly, however, lab-or has begun in a small _wai to call to its aid the psythological economy of cooperation. So strange and unexpected did this
seem that it was at first looked upon as a crime against sociery, and
many still so regard it. Indeed, all the laws of modern nations are
framed on the asiumption that capital naturally combines while labor
attempts 03. the. part of labor to combine
naturally c.on3petes,
against capital are usually suppressed by the armed force of the stare,

cently

has been

r*

while capitalists are protected by the civil and military authority of
the state against such assumed unlawful attempts. (r6j, p. z6q.)

Ward was opposed to the usual view of Social Darwinism that
the individuals who survived in the competitive struggle were
the able and the moral ones. In statirg his position, he accepted
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the validity of natural selection in the animal world. Then he
went on to say:
But when mind enters into the contest the character of competition
is at first completely ch_ang9{, ?nd later competidon itseif is altogether crushgd out, and while it is still the stiong that survives it
is a strength which comes from indirectionn from d'eception, artfulness, cunning' an{
_shrewdngs-s, necessarily coupled ivittr stunted
moral qualities, and largely aided by the aicident of position. (263,
P. 27+.)
with regard to the callsarion of evils, he wrote:
_

The evils of. socit!), are due to the competitive sysrem in L srate
of artificial inequality of intelligence, ,rd as this rtrt. has always
existed it is supposed that it alivays must exisr. . . . All kinds

false notions pievail on the subiect, such as that the only morives
"t
to indusffX are the fear of want and the love of gain. To sdme minds
the idea of e stete of sociery without cgmpetitiSn for gain is inconceivable. . . . There are **ty- other thinls to comp.ir for besides
money or wealth. (26+, p. 32o.)

in

Ward did not think that the solution to social problems lay
al1 "oligarchy of brains" or in a eugenics program. Rather

he thought that

The true solution of the g!9at social problem of this age is to be
found in the ultimate estabfishment of a genuin e peoplZ's go,uerfiment, with ample power to protect societf against all'formi of iniusqcg, from whatever source, coupled wiih
and dutiful re"''***
g.r:d tot the true interes$ of each and all, the
poor as well as the
rich. (263, p. 3 2g,)
In summary, it is evident that a central feature of Ward's
thinking is the almost naive belief in the power of the environment as oPPosed to heredity, a feature which is interrelated with
his sociological aims and his liberal sociopolitical views.

a

CHARLES HORTON COOLEY t864-r929
Coor,ny, one of the "Fathers" of American sociological thought,

was an early critic of Galton's doctrines. His evaluations of
these doctrirro formed part of his sociological theory throughout his life. Independently of Lester F. Ward, Cool.y wrote on
the nature-nurture controversy as early as r 896. In figT he
wrote his well-known criticism of Galton's views on the relation of genius to socieqy. In rgro he engaged in private correspondence with Frederick A. Woods on the nature-nurnrre
controversy. In tgzo they resumed correspondence on the
same subiect, and this correspondence was published in the
f ownal of Heredity.

Cooley's position on the nature-nurture controversy was

essentially formed in figT in his critique of Galton. He interpreted Galton's Hereditary Genius as follows:

In this book the author, though concerned primarily with herediqF,
it necessary to hit p*pose to formulate roughly and to
defend n theory of the relation between genius and fame. This
theory . . . may be stated, so far as it is capable of brief statement,
somewhat as follows: Fame-on the whole, and reserving the right
to allow for special conditions-is a sufficient test of genius. Fame
can seldom be attained without genius, and genius es e rule achieves
fame. Social conditions, though sometimes important and occahas found

sionally decisive, may on the whole be regarded as disturbing forces,
not at all comparable in influence to natural capacity. This is so far
the cese that the number of illustrious men L race is capable of
producing from a given population may be used as e criterion of the
ability of the race, and upon this basis comparisons may iustifiably
be made between races so remote from each other as the ancient
Athenians and the modern English. (6r, p. rzz.)

In presenting his own theory Cooley maintained that "every
able race probably turns out a number of greatly endowed men
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many times larger than the number that attains fame." (6r,
p. r 22.) [t follows, therefore, that

Th.

which, if aolrr of these geniuses are to achieve fame is
by histgrical and social Londitions, and these vary so

qu.esti-on

determined

much that the prgd"9q.gn of- great men cannor jusrifiably be irsed
as a criterion of the abiliry- of races^ ex-cept undei rare ani peculiar

circumstances hereafter to be specified. (-6r, p, r 22,)

- Cool.y thought that "illiteracyr" "underfeedingr" and like
factors, were important hindrances to the development of
geniul among a people of a given nation and a given-historical
period. With regard to the question of differentes in the proportions of geniuses between "different countries and different
times," Cooley held that the "historical tendency and the spirit
of the age" were sufficiettly "real and powerfui to contro[ the
produgtiol of famous men." From thii point of view Cooley
maintained, in conuadiction to Galton, that the English people
\Mere not inferior to the ancient Athenians with re ard to itre
produgtion of superior men. In evaluating the evidence in favor of the notion that the rise and decline of civilization was
due to changes in the racial composition of the popularion,
lo.oley was not convinced that such evidence was really decisive.

We must believe that the natural characteristics of a race are com-

it takes a long time, as a rule, to rransform
them into somethirg quite different. Eefieving that we cannor exthe instances of iapid rise and decadencE, of which history is
fliq
full, by saying that they are due to changes in breed. (6r, p, r q7:)
P.aratively stable, and that

Without denying the effects of heredity, Cooley manifested
his environmentalism in a variery of situations. In a discussion
of the meanings that could be lnached ro the phrase human

nature, he wfot€:

But, in the more general

sense, it is a nauure whose prim ary t rit i,
teachab.ilqf, and io does not need to change in ordtr to be an inexhaustible source of changing conduct aila institutions. We cen
make it work in almost ant iray, if we understand it, as L clever
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mechanic can mould to his will the universal laws of mass and rlo:
don. (j9, p. 34.)
His favorable attitude toward the "plasti"iry" and "teachability"
of the human being undedies his many evaluations of the causes
of crime, vice and social wrongs. Conuasting his o\Mn view
with that of Lombroso, he wrote in r 896 that "the criminal class
is largely the result of socieqy's bad workmanship upon fairly
good material." (SS, p. +%) Unlike some psychologists who
placed much stress upon an organic relationship benn een moraliry and intelligence, Cooley held that "our native traits are for
which are morally indeterminate
tt r most part vague
and out of which, for better or rvorse, the
at the outset of life, "rpr"ities
most various kinds of behavior may grow." (5 T, p. t7 S.)
Cooley's attitude toward the relative importance of herediy
and environment is clearly set forth in his exchange of letters
with Woods, otr exchange initiated by Cooley's comments on
the book, Applied Eugeni,cs, by Paul Popenoe and Roswell H.
Johnson. With the obiect of effecting a synthesis between the
biological and sociological points of view, Cooley raised the
question: "Without doubt eugenics has as yet rnade a f,* slighter
impression upon students of the social sciences than its importance entitles it to make. Why is this?" (j8, p.8o.) Asserting that Galton had iro conception of sociology, Cooley cortinued:

I take it that the misunderstanding

benreen biological and social
science is one that can hardly be healed by en appeal to specific
facts, because it rests rather on a difference in the presuppositions,
the points of.view, hypotheses and pSobltms which control the perception 3lqd interpretation of facts. I seldom quarrel yrS the facts
prt forth !y eugenist, but can very often see an entirely different
interpretation" of them. (58, p. 8o.)
Offerin g a t'constructive suggestion" toward a "clearer funda-

mental theory of the underlying relation benreen the social
and biological processesr" he wrote:
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The overworking of the 'sneture rrr. nurture" antithesis has done incalculable harm in giving the discussion a partisan characrer. It
should be sypplepented, I think, b)r the conCeption that there are

two pgallel and interrelated procesies, the biological and the social,
T i*portance but quit6 different in charaiter, supplementary
to each other and noq properly qpeaking, in opposiii6n ro each
other at all. (j8, p. 8r.)
Recognition of the fact that "human herediqf is, in general , fat
more plastic than that of the lower animals" would reconcile,
according to Cooley, "the sociologist's faith in education with
!h. eugenist's conviction of the impossibility of changing inherited traim." (58, p. 8r.)
Cooley's letter, which was addressed to Paul Popenoe, was answered by Frederick A. 'Woods. Woods held that the problem
of the relative importance of nature and nurture concerned the
question of the causation of "differences." In considering given
functions or traits, Woods raised the question as to whither
nanrre or nurture had the greater effect in determining differences among individuals. Woods himself accepted the view that
heredity determines most of the differences, and advocated a,
statistical approach to the question in order ro obtain further
information. In answer, however, Cooley reiected the statistiapproach because he thought that such an approach in"d_
volved
premises which the "students of social scienies" would
not accePt. Generally, Cooley's position on the nanrre-nurture
controversy was not that of evaluating the relevant evidence
educed in the fields of biology and psychology but rarher thar
of suggesting alternative explanations based upon a 'differenr
colgePtion of the premises involved. The nature of his emphasis
might easily have been due to the special significance attached
to the concept of "social forces" in the subject matter of sociology. This explanation, however, is incomplete, for at a time
when many sociologists emphasized the doctiine of instincts in
relation to society, Loohy *irrimized irs role.
Characteristic of Cooley's thinking was his emphasis upon the
equal
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necessity to promote social change and to allocate responsibility
for various conditions of socie{y, rather than upon causal analysis. In fact, he held that the notion of cause was of Iimited

application in sociology, chiefly because of the many interlocka given situation ("f.
57, Chaps. 5, rj). This outlook would favor the notion that
control of a situation, in the sense of producing a desired change,
is of more immediate importance than causal analysis. An ele-

irg factors that are involved in producing

ment of this outlook is involved in the following statement
which was asserted after a discussion of degeneracy and its
causes:

As the social surroundings of a person can be changed, and his hereditary bias cannot, it is expedient, in that vast maiority of cases in
which causation is obscurer to assume es a working hypothesis that
the,social factor is Lt fault, and to try by altering it to alter the
person. This is more and more coming to be done in all intelligent
treetment of degenertcy. (j9, p. 4ro.)

Possibly Cooley's explicit reiection of statistics in the study of
questions of interest to the sociologist and eugenist is related to
this attitude (57, pp. 165 f.). A statistical analysis of the relative importance of factors involrred in a given situation might
be inadequate since a modification of this situation could lead to
different relative weights.
Cooley conceived sociology to be of interest in so far as it
advanced social progress; therefore, it would be expected that
he would favor those institutional trends which would accelerate such advancement. A large section of Cooley's Social Organiz,ation is devoted to a defense of the democratic concept
against the traditional charges that democ rlcy is the rule of ignorance, of the inferior, of the irresponsible, and so on. In this
discussion Cooley was partial to the place of the "masses" in

civilization. He wrote

in

ryogi

The function of leaders in defiri.g and organiz.ng the confused
tendencies of _the public mind is evident enoogh, bui iust what the
nrasses themselves contribute is perhaps not so apparent. The thought
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of the undistinguished.mTy is, however, nor less important, though
origind, thin that of the conspicuoui few; the ori-ginaliqy of
just because it is more conspicuous, being .rIy
lattei,
$e
to overestimate. Leadership is only salient initiative; and amoilg th'e
*3.ty there may well be increments of initiative which thoug[ nor
necessarlJy.less

salient are yet momentous as a whole.
The originality of the masses is to be found not so much in formulated idea as in sentiment. In capaciry to feel and trusr those
-social
sentiments which it is the proper airir of
developmenr ro excommonly superior to the inore distinP.9t:, !h"y arlr.perh-aps,
-classes.
guished

The'reas6n is that their experience
-oi priyileged.
usually k:.pt- them closer to the springs of humrn nat rrel and so
more under the control of its primiry ii"pulses. (j6, pp. r35 f.)

This attitude is quite different from the attitude of those
who emphasized the role of leaders or of distinguished individuals, in ,!. development of civilization. Cooley had an unyielding faith in the "common man." For him, dernoc racy was
rooted in human nanrre (r7+,p. 2o8). In his critique of Galton
in r 8gl he maintained that democ rucy favors the developrnent
of genius and to this fact he attributed the productiviry bf *re
men of genius of Athens and Florence (6r, p. r3 j).
In considering social evils, Cooley thought that they were
largely due to factors of social org anization and as such could,
be remedied through appropriate changes. This is clear, for example, in his discussion of poverry. To Cooley poverqF was nor
an exPression of "biologigal" unfitness but rathei of a maladjusrment between the individual and society. Rather than blame the

Poor for their condition Cooley thought that the "main blame
for Poverty must rest upon the prosperous, because they have,
on the whole, f at more power in ttie premises." $6, p. zgl.)
It is to be noted in this connection that Cooley is morle intirested in corr._"ti.g the condition than in searchirg for the cause
of it. In concluding the
on poverqF, CooIeIr expressing
a faith in human nature"ht-pt:r
which was in marked conrrasi to thi
views of the hereditarians, wrote:
If we qive the children of the poor qhe
$ght start in life, they will
themselves, in mo$ cases, devilop the inielligence, initiative, self,
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control and power.of organizyion which will enable them to look
out for their own interests when they are matrrre. The more one
thinks of these questions the more he will feel that th.y ean only be
solved by helpi.s the weaker classes to a position where they can
help themselves. (56, p. 3oo.)

discussing other economic and political issues of the dry
Cooley spoke strongly in favor of better educational facilities
for the poor, child-labor legislation, slum clearance and housing
projects, and the trade-union movement (r7+, p. zo3).

In

In brief, Cool.y can be classified as an environmentalist
with regard to socioeconomic issues, as a liberal.

and,

JAMES McKEEN CAT:IELL t|6ut944
Jevrcs McKBnu CerrELL, the "organizet of science" in America, occuPies.a
1*q1t positior rn the history of science in general, and in the developT.-n! of psychology as a science in -prr-

ticular. Cattell received his dociorate iri psychology ,rnd.t
Wundt, after hTt g tp-r-rrt about three years in tf,e ht6r's Leiplaboratory. He snrdied at Johns Flopkins in r 88 z-83 undir
lS Stanley
Hall, and was a fellow graduate student of John
9.
r887 he lecnrred hptychology at the Universiiy of
?.*-.y..fn
Carnbrifg., where he was influenced 6i Galton. [n r 8gg he
assumed at the Universiry of Pennsylvania the first professorlhip of PYchology_established anywhere in the world. In r89r
he was called to Columbia University as head of the division of
qt{.hglggh anthropology, and philosophy. He remained ar
Columbia University until tgt7. After his ieparation from Columbia University, he organrzed the Psychological Corporation
and became im-first president. Most of iris elpJrimenralind sratistical research, which was not very e*terisive, was devoted
to the snrdy of individual differences and their causatiop. Cattell devoted most of his energies to advancing science. He edited
some of the most important scientific periodicals in America.
For example, in 1894 he bought Scienie, which had
iust then
ceased publication, from Alexander Graham Bell, and subsequ.eTtly .dlr..q
for fitry years. He turned this jour..hit iournal
nal into a highly successful venturg in the way of promoting
science. He was a dominant figure in the affairs of tn. American
Association for the Advancernent of Science for almost fifry
years. A_ description of Cattell as the "organ izer of science', it
thus understandable.

r
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He was responsible for the introduction of the term "mental
tests," and he demonstrated the relevance of such tests to socieqy as a whole, and to education in particular. In addition,
Catiell was among the first to measure individual differences experimentally. HiJchief contribution to the questiot of herediqy
and environment is the snrdy, or rather series of studies, or
eminent American scientists- These studies on eminent individuals, begun in the r 88o's, were influenced by th1 works of
Galton anJ de Candolle. Cattell must have been influential in
shaping rhe development of the new psychology, for he headed
ttre Cotumbia Universiqy department, then the outstanding center, in the early years of scientific psychology.

Cattell's environmentalism is evident in his studies pertainitg
ro rhe American men of science and his interpretations of other
investigations. His conclusions in his studies on eminence were:
(a) "riide" sectional variations in the production of scientific
rnen, with Massachusetts the leading state; (b) urban superiority
in contributions to men of science as compared to rural sections; (c) with consequent repetitions of his studies over t
period of years, Massachusetts lost its predominant positionNorth Central and Southern states gaining in importance; (d)
variations according to racial stock-mulattoes and Negroes contributing nothing to the advancement of scierlce. His explanadon of these data was along environmentalistic lines.
These differences and changes the writer is disposejl to attribute in
the main to environment rather than to herediry. From the family
stocls of Massachusetts, Michigan or Louisiana, we can obtain as
many competent scientific men as we care to educate and support.
(48, p. zj6.)

In a criticism of Cattell's interpretations, Frederick A. Woods
wrote that there was nothing in Cattell's findings "to shake
one's belief in the extreme importance of heredity, or even to
show that environment is the main cause of the 'direction of
the performance itself.' " ( z 8 r, p. zo7.) Woods adduced L tacial interpretation to explain why, with the exception of Vir-
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ginia, "the entire country south of New York has done almost
nothing in producing
9ul grearest Americans." (rgr, p. zog.)
In answer' Cattell defended his original interpretition, elthough he admitted some doubt as to the conclusirreness of his
TgYmgnts. He predicted, however, that improved conditions
in the south, "*ry . produce even more lcientific men per
: -.
thousand of its population than N_.* England has hitherro produced." (4.r, p.-2o9.) In his concluding remark, which briefly
sums up his attirude on such questions, Cattell wrote, ,,What
a man can do is Prescribed by heredity, what he does is derermined by circumstance." (+r,, p. 2o9.) In explanation of urbfllrural variations he resorted to both herediry and environment;
the variations were ascribed in part to the selection of superior
people by the cities, and in part to the fact that cities ohered
superior oppornrnities (10).
Cattell, in contrastitg his views with those of the followers
of the Galton school, showed that he was a\rare of the sociopolitical implications of different emphases on the nanlre-nurhrre
controversy. He wrote:
of perforrnence could only come from superior family lines,
lf ,*."
this
would be a conclusive-argunient for a privileged class 6d for a
lrereditury aristocracy.
-If thelongenital equip*eilr of an individual
Prescnbe. compJetely what he will acComplish in life, equal::9url
,:y gI opporyqty, education, and social reforrir would
oI no
stgnrncllce. Such an extrgme po_sition, though it is approached by
men u'ith so much authoriry as Sir Francis Galtorr, t' bfessor Karl
Pearson, Dr. F. A. Woods, Dr. C. B. Davenport and Professor E. L.
t
Thorndike, is untenable. (+7, p.

il

jro.)

In a similar discussion in an article entitled "Science, Education
and Democracy," Cattell maintained that his studies on American men of science showed that environmental factors were
crucial (+S ),,
Consistent with his environrnentalism, Cattell urged widesocial and economic reforms in rgtz. He favoied socialfpread
iltic ProPosals with emphasis upon gradual change. Some of
the twenry reforrns he advocated weiet universal s-uffrage, free

|
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medical services, minimum hours and wage laws, state subsidies
for children, progressive tax on inheritances and incomes "as
large as can be collectedr" maximum annual income for an individual of not more than $5,ooo and "equality of oPPortuniqr

to all." (4j.) At about the same time he wrote that, owing to
the applications of science, "The wealth of society is now sufficient to support adequately every child, to give it the education
that opens the gateu/ay to the career for which it is fit, to provide equality of opportunity and a true social democracy."
(45, P' I56')

An abiding feature of his reformism concerned the plight
of the universiry professor. To Cattell, writing at the nrrn of
the century, nothing was more deplorable than the low position
of the academicians, who were largely responsible for the social
and economic progress of civilization but who were ill-paid for
their services. In a recurring observation, he noted that "in our
competitive and capitalistic rystem services to an individual or
corporation are paid for, often to excess, whereas ,services to
society are paid only in the fiat currency of reputation, titles,
degrees, and the like." (5 r, p. 8.) To Cattell the condition of
"intellectual liberry" was "economic liberty." (5o, p. j78.) He
accordingly urged high salaries for professors, special bonuses
for their children, old-age pensions and tenure (++). To implement his suggestions he sent out questionnaires to ranking professors throughout the country in order to obtain their reactions on various aspects of academic life-salariesr pensions,

tenrue rights, adminisuative control of the university, relation
,of the professor to the tmstees of the universiry, academic freedom, and so on. The results of these questionnaires, Cattell's ourn
observations, as well as contributions by outstanding scholars
of the period, were published by Catteil in [Jniversiiy Control
(rgr3). This book was an effective step toward the otganfrzation of professors. In an attempt to modify the plans of the Cernegie Pension Fund, which C,attell thought were unfavorable
tq the professor, Cattell published his observations and ques-
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tionnaire data in his book Cdrnegie Pensions ( rgr9). perhaps
thinking that the professors could do very little as individuais;
he wrote in rgt+2
It may be that the time has now come when an association of American universiry prgfelsors might be organized, similar to the medical and bar asJociations, wlilch woulf, be en influential force in

improving the condirions under which our work is done,. (46,p.
49r.)
In line with this idea, Cattell was instrumental in organizing rhe
American Associarion of university professors ( rgis). H;\Mas

t tPottib-le for institutirg

at Columbia University a reform in

sabbatical leave arrangements which favored the piofessor wirhout "independent means." (46, p.

4gq)

'

Cattell's criticisrns of current universiry pracdces were so
it was thought that he was- opposed to the university

severe that

idea. For his writings abound in such

ier*t and ideas as ,,aca-

demic slavery," "academic hierarchy," n'administrative autocrScyJ'"flivolous" and destructive criticisms of university presidents, and comParison of the position of the professor with that
of a "domestic servant" in which the professor comes out second best. In defense of his point of viiw, Camell wrote that he
favored a "d.emocra:I of scholars serving the larger democracy
v
to which it belongs." (44, p. 6r.)
As is evident from the foregoing, Cattell nor only maintained
beliefs concerning the naturJ of lhe social procrsi but he also

actively attemPt.q to ch-1nge its direction. This activity was
not confined simply to the-academic sinration. As a viforous
opponent of war, he circularized co$-ressmen in
ryr7 irgrng
tosuPPort pending legislation wlilch was designed to?";
I** sending
American. hr:p: abroad, excepr on a volunt
Pid.
(+g).
^i
This
activity lei to his dismissal from Columbia
!1is
univeTi? (+g).In ryil he was- "compelled to resign', from
an exclusive club because he had "obieited ro the eiclusion,,
of one of the "world's most distinguished biologists,,' who was
a member of a minoriry group
$1, p. 49r).
After r9oJ, there was a markra prttirning and interrelated-
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of C,ettell's thinking on nature-nurhtre issues and questions
dealing with the socioeconomic order. Before I9o5, there is
sorne bvidence that Cattell's views were somewhat: different,
although there is not sufficient evidence available to warrant
decisivl classifications. His earlier writings indicate an inclination to emphasize heredity in the production of scientific men,
and his suggestion for increasing their productivity is in a eugenic direction (18; 39). In the same period, his views on education tended in the direction of restricted opportunities. This
lilas in marked contrast to his later views which made equaliry
and advancement of educational opportunity acondition for the

ness

further advancement of democracy (18). The focus of his
thinlcing appeers to be that of "fitting the individual to his environment" (ll)-*hich is a static concept. In contrast, the focus of his later thinking became that of changing the environment in order to increase individual achievement.
In the seme period when C,attell inclined toward the hereditarian position, he was a distinct environrnentalist in his interpretations of the development of science. Thus in r 895, in
countering the claim advanced by G. Stanley Hall, who had
written that he and his students were responsible for the grou/th

experimental psychology in America, Cattell wrote that
"even those who have done the most [for the growth of psychologyJ are representatives of such e movement, not causes

of

of it." ( 15.)
Thus, in contradiction to the problem of this snrdy, not only
was Cattell inconsistent in the expression of his views on questions pertaining to nature-nurture issues before r 9o5, but his
beliefi on sociopolitical questions were distinctly liberal (+, );
and if attitudes toward educhtional issues are considered as expressive of an underlving orientation on broader social issues,
he tended in a conservative direction Gl; 38).
It is significant to note that after r 9o5, Cattell's views were
such as to confirm the relationship between emphasis upon environment and liberal sociopolitical views. This change may be
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explained by the fact that Cattell's fundamental interest, namely,
the advancement of the cause of science, inclined him to ad-

vocate immediate reforms to remove those obstacles which,
from his point of view, impeded the growth of science. The
general importance that Cattell placed upon improvement of
the social and economic position of the professor is consistent
with this interpretation.

FRANZ BOAS t858-t942
FuNz Boes, the eminent American anthropologist who was in
large measure responsible for the development of anthr.ofology
science, was born in Germany but resided in America from
886 to the time of his death. While in Germanl, he studied

as a
r

physics and mathematics and obtained L doctor's degree in
physics. Shortly afterwards, Boas visited Baffin Land in connection with some research work in geography. This trip
brought him into contact with the Eskimos, among whom he
lived for two years, and this was decisive in changing his interest toward anthropology. LIpon his change of residence to
Arnerica, Boas spent three years, r 889-92, at Clark Universiqy,
where he directed the first doctoral student in anthropology in
America. Of his experiences at Clark Universiry, he wrote,
"The first stimulus to my active participation in work in physical anthropology was due to G. Stanley Hall and to the arrnosphere of Clark University." (r+, p. 3o9.) He continued, definitg an important aspect of his life's work, "When I turned to
the consideration of racial problems I was shocked by the formdism of the work, Nobody had uied to answer the questions
why certain measurements were taken, why they were considered significant, whether they were subject to outer influences." (24, p. 3o9.) His basic ideas on race questions and on
growth, which formed his chief contact with the nanrre-nurture
controversfr were formulated as early as t8g4. In rgrrn he
developed iher. ideas into his well-known book', The tWma oS
Primitiae Man, the so-called "Magna Carta of self-respect for
the tlower races.' " (r r9.)
In his nurnerous articles on the race question, Boas' position
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was usually that of scientific skepticism toward demonstretions of innate racial differences ana racial inferioriry and su-

periority. He would invariably point out the diffiluhies or
which were overlooked" by those who advanced such
demonstrations. On occasior, Boas thought that the mental
differences existing among races are due tJvarious cultural factors
.!:s, p;.1!$. However, Boas usually did not preclude the
validity of a doctrine of raciat ciieerences,'alrhough he
Pg:ti-ble
did think that such a doctrine was not
iustified in rerms Jf tnt
-thought
available evidence. Cons_equently, Boas
that a cultural
ilterpretation was a zufficient explanation ofthe fac6 on hand
(rl,-p. l3T). With regard to the use of intelligence rests, he
usually indicated their "limitationso' as measures oi it nrte ability.
For instance, after a favorable discuqion of Klineberg's ,rroftu
pertainirg to positive relationship between I.Q. r-atu, and
-a
length of residence
in New York Ciry among Negro children,
he wrote that "cultural environment ir , *ori imp6rtant factor
in determining ,hg. results of the so-called inteliigence tests.,,
rq: P. 6.) According to Boas, complex activities-such as be-(
havior Patterns were extremely sensitive to environmental influences (zo, P. rrr). Immediitely following the first World
War, when rnany th9-ught that the new im-migration formed
e genetically unassimilable group, Boas insistei that evidence
to Prove_ unassimilability was quite inadequare. In this vein, he
criticized
lligham's book, A Study of timerican Intelligence,
for its "arbitrary"
interpretations of intelligence test results
of immigrant grouPs. To Boas, "social envifinment" was the
crucial factor in properly interpreting intelligence-resr differences of differenr immigranr samples (-, g
).
Boas' research on insiabiliqf of
rype is perhaps his mosr ourstanding work
ysical anthropbiosy. i, Boas pointed our,
1" qt
many althlo.p.ologisq interested in m*king racial Lo*prrisons
assumed stabiliqf of the various indices thai were used as
measures of racial characters, particularly of the cephalic index.
It
was this assumPtion of a ltable cephalic index in varying
e'issues
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vironments that Boas undertook to analyze in his work on the
head forms of immigrants and their offspring. ufq comparing
measurements betwEen immigrants and their offspring born in
America, imrnigrants and their offspritg !9tt abroad, he found
reliable statistilal differences which indicated that offspring
born in America diverged from parental rype'in the- direction
of the American ryPe. In reconsidering his early *9* i" 1938,

he maintained that-his conclusions were suPPorted by H. L'
Shapiro's srudy on the descendants- of Japanese who were born
in Hawaii. In reporting his conclusions, Boas wrote, "These
changes do not obliterate differences between genetic TPes,
but ti.y show that the rype es we see it contains elements that
are nor genetic but are i*pression of the influence of environment." (rI, p. 54) Acknewledgitg that his data were "vigorously conteit€d," Boas considered the various objections urlfounded. He wrore, "I think the evidence showing that the
form of the head is susceptible to environrnental influence is
incontrovertible. I also believe that adequate proof has been
given for modifications in the width of the face under_ changed
Ionditions of life. The causes of these changes are still entirely
obscure." (r6rp. 59.) Throughout his discussions Boas' emphasis
is on environment and "plasticiqy" of qype.
In some discussions on racial differences, the assumPtion is
made that the achievement of e given race expresses its genetic
status. If a "lower race" did not attain the same culnrral achievements as our civilization, then this was taken to mean that the
"lower race" was incapable of such achievemenB. This type of
analysis, brought into the psychological aspects of the naturenurrure controversy by Galton, was given particular Prgminence in the interpretations of the army test results. Furthermore, these interpietations assumed, in many cases, a Practical
identiqy of race with nationality. This tendency to identlfy the
concept of race with that of nationality, a source of error
pointed out by Boas, was given some prominence by e few
p,sychologists and geneticists (cf. I48).
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Against this assumption, which to him v/as "unproved," Boas
consistendy maintained a positive stand. For instance, in his
Mind of Prindtiae Man ( rgr r ), he wrote:
Historical events appear to have been much more potent in leadirg
races to civilization than their faculty, and it follows that achievements of races do not warrant us in assumirtg that one race is more
highly gifted than the other. (r2, p. r7.)

In a series of popular articles on the concept of race written
after the first World War, Boas made this assumption a central
point of his criticisms. To Boas, cultural forms exerted a strong
influence over the direction of behavior and mental functions
of various peoples. Consequently, accordi.g to Boas, cultural
differences were sufficient to account for differences in achievement without postulating some innate component ("f. ry).
An aspect of the same assumption pertaini.g to the relationship between race and culture is involved in the frequently cited
"selective migration" argument. A significant result of the
ermy tests wes the superior performance of northern Negroes
as compared to the southern Negroes. According to the selective
migration argument, the superioriqy of the northern Negro was
the result of the rnigration of the rnore intelligent southern Ne-

gro to the North. ffris interpretation ,ss.rmes that demon-

strated intellectual status reflects genetic status. In discussing
this selective migration interpretation, as advanced by M. R.

Trabue, Boas termed it an "ill-founded interpretation" since
there was no evidence to support it ( ,6, p. I Bq) . Boas then
showed the relevancy of environmental factors, such as superior educational and economic opportunities, in explainirg
the superioriqy of the northern Negro. To Boas, there was no
biological or psychological fustification for the belief in the
intellectual inferiority of the Negro (16, p. 15gz). But he did
not deny the possibiliqf that futuri scientific work might show
real differences. For instance, he wrote in r938:
It may be well to stete here once more with some emphasis it would
be erroneous to claim as proved that there are no differences in the
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mental make--up of the- \egro Iege taken es a whole and of any
other rece taken as a whole, and that their activities should run iir
exactly the same lines, ( 19, p. 268.)

Flowever, even if differences were provedn there still would
be no reason to believe that the Negro is incapable of fulfilling
"the duties of citizenship as well as his White neighbor." (rg,

p. 268.)
From the modern point of view, Boas' position on the naturenurture controversy may be described as that of en "interactionist." Accepting the laws of heredity and their applications,
he held that they did not preclude the possibiliry of environmental influence (z+, p. zS).
Boas' outlook on political issues is in concordance with his
genemlized anthropological point of view. In discussing the
central thesis of his Anthropology and Modern Life (rgli;, he
wrote:
In writing the present book I desired to show that some of the mosr

rooted gpinions- of our times
a wider point of
S*ly
-appeer fro*
view as preiudices, and that a knowledge
of anthropolot'
enables

us to look wjth greater freedom at the problems c6nfrdirdng our
civilization. (ro, Preface.)

As som. e*t*ples of "preiudices" he cited, "the identity of the
race and nation, the superioriqy of the White Race, thi identification of absolute ethics with our modern code of behavior,
the resistance to fundamental criticisrn of our civilization."

(ro, Preface.) His "fundamental criticism" extended to the
of "nationalism" and its teaching in schools, to "eu-

concept

genicsr" to educational ideals and their conformance to the deof the "impgrialistic State," to marriage and to properry

mands

relations (r9, p.
Throughout these discussions Boasl poirit
?Z).

of view is that of a critic who is desirous of establishing iloser
adherence to democratic notions. The seme point of view prevails in his posthumous collection of writings, Race and Dimocratic Society (rg4S).
For an educated intellechral, Boas' analysis of the role of the
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"educated classes" in modern civilization is remarkable. He
wrote that these classes "imbibe well the traditions of the pasr"
thus becoming "most consenrative." In contrasting the '?educated classes" to the "massesr" he wrot€:
It is L mistake to assume that their mentality is, 01 the averege,
aPPreciably highel than that of the re$ of tfie plople] . . . fnEii
average mentality is surely in no uray superior t6 thit of the workingm.eq who
!y .t. condidons of their youth have been compelled
to subsist on the producr of their manuai labor. (zo, p. 196,) a

A""-oldi$ to Boas, the "masses" are less subject to "traditional
teachitrgr" and, therefore, "the desires of the masses are in L
wider sense more human than those of the classes." In €xpressing a favorable attitude toward the "masses,', he wrote:

I,feel.strongly that the problgm itse[ as felt by them, and the ideal
that th.y want to see realized, is a safer gurde for our conducr than
the ideal of the intellectual group that itand under the ban of an
historical tradition that dullslheii feelirg for the needs of thg dap
(zo, p. r98.)

With reference to the specffic social and political .trends of
{ry, Boas criticized universlty "boards of-trusrees'i ,, being
too far removed from the wishei of the public (rgrg). He *.-,
t ltgorous
of "freedom of teachirrgr" and was critical
-exPonent
of those educational
tendencies in America which he thought
were similar to those in the Germany of tg3l. In this veirihe
wrote, "The Pjrlecution of teachers who are supposed ro be
'reds' is one of these dangers that we ought to c6mbat.,, (zz,
P. t.) He went on record in opposition to the Dies Committee
as an "un-Arnerican instinrtiott." Q3, p. t
56.) It was his attitude that a "fundamental principle of American democracy is
the

the demand for absolute freedom of opinion" and also "freedom
of exchange of
(23, p. 156.) In the years ry3g-+o he
9p-rruon."
was chairman of the American Committee foi Demo
and

Intellecnral Freedo*,

jt

organization devoted

those irrational scientific noti,ons which are used
democratic tendencies.

ro "ri"y
"o*brting
to defend
on''-
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Ah early influence on the formation of his liberal sentiments
may have-been the fact that he was raised in a home where the
"ideals of the revolution of r 8+8 were a living force." (26.) His
(lstrong liberals." If this early
parents, he noted, were
_!o*:
atmosphere influenced Boas in the direction of accepting liberal
attitudes,-and Boas was convinced of the importance of the
early years in the developrnent of attitudes-then this would
account for his later acceptance of the environmentalistic point
of view in science. Although Boas' environmentalism may have
been the expression of a scientific point of view in anthropology,
the fact is that not all anthropologists were of similar persuasion.
It should be noted, further, that the expression or acceptance of
a scientific point of view on a given class of questions is not inconsistent with an underlying emotional comPonent.
In brief, Boas was a consistent environmentalist and a, consistent liberal. There is some evidence, furthermore, to indicate
that his liberal outlook antedated the acceptance of'an environmentalist position in science.

WILLIAM C. BAGLEY

t874-tg4d

Becrnv, wuo Is chiefly known for his work in educatioo, .r€ceived his doctorate i, prychology under Titchener at Cornell
UniveltiqF. His dissertation was a correlarional study dealing
with physical and intellectual characteristics and wai well re-ceived-in psychology. Bagle/, however, joined the rapidly growitg scientific movement in education and became proflsior of
education at Teachers College, Columbia Univercity, in t9r1,
where he remained until his retirement in tg+o. He then t-ooti
over James McKeen Cattell's editorship of Scbool de Society,
which he retained until his death. In education Bagley was the
outstanding exponent of the "essentialist" movement that was in
gppositign to the so-called "progressive" wing. Bagley's parricular contribution to the nature-nurture controversy concerns his
free criticism of interpretations of the army tesi results. In so
doing he was led to consider some of the basic issues of intelligence testing. His objections were partly responsible for the
reconsideration of the whole question and led-to the two volumes of the National Society for the Study of Educarion €ntided Nantre and Narntre, Tbeir Infl.uence upon Intetli,gence
(r928).
In I9I I Bagley specffically dealt with the issues of the congolersl' jn his Educationol Valu.es. Considering the evidence
in the field up to that time, he disagreed with "Galton's faralistic conclusion" that herediry was the all-imporrant factor.
With reference to this attitude he wrote, "The iducator is and
should be predisposed to a, belief in the importance of the
former factor [experience]. To him the writinp of the environmental school are replete with inspiration." (1, p. ro4.)
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The next time he wrote on the subiect, ten years later, the
controversy had become much more acute with -regard to its
imptications for education. In his criticism of the army lest
rezults and their applications to education and sociery, Btgl.y
was essentially protesting against the claims set forth by_Lewis
Madison Terman, G. M. WhiPPlen C. J. Cannor, G. B. Cutten,
and C. C. Brigham.
The principal results of the army tests \Mere:

(a) The average mental age of the white soldier was that of

L

thirteen-year-old child.
(b) +i.l.pgr genl of the white soldiers were classed as of lowaverege or ihferior intelligence.
(c)- States differed wiilely in their average scores. The averege
for Oregon, for example, was almost nrice that of the average for
Mississippi. Northern states were superior -to the Southern states.
(d) 6{ per cenr of the Negro draff was classed as of low-averagp

or inferior intelligence.
(e) Northern Negroes were superior to southern Nggto.t.
(fl For some states, the northern Negro exceeded the southern
white in attained score. (r7o; 289.)
These results were accompanied by a hereditarian interpretation both in the official army report and in the summtry of it.
That is, the army tests were held to be tests largely of native
abiliry and not educational or environmental oppornrniry (r8g):
Accordingly, it was thought by some psychologists that mental
growrh ceased at thirteen years for the whites (about ten years
for the Negroes) and that not less than 7j per cent of the American people lacked sufficient ability to finish the usual highschool course (r4,8, p. 16z). In determining educational policy,
it was thought that it would be more profitable to enrich the
education of the relatively few intelligent individuals rather than
that of rhe dull maioriry (r7, Part IV). Furtheffnore, the feeling was that the maioriry should be uained along vocational
lines and taught to follo\M leaders (rT, Part IV).
Brigham reworked the army data in order to determine the
relative abilities of immigrants. In his Study of American Intelli-
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(tgr3), Brigham was directly influenced by such racists

as C.
Gould and Madison Grant, and his book was officially
sanctioned by the psychologist R. M. Yerkes (r8). This book
was influential in determining official legislative policy on the

immigration question (r+r). Brigham maintained that the r€cent immigrant to America was less intelligent than the immigrant of some decades earler. Furthermore, the immigrant from
northern Europe was far more intelligent than the immigrant
from the southern or eastern sections of Europe (the ne\M immigration was largely from the southern and eastern sections).
Brigham's standpoint was avowedly hereditarian and racist. He
explained his results in terms of "Nordic blood." (r8.) t
The army test results were seized upon by C. J. Cannon,
G. B. CuttenrL. Stoddard, and others, and given antidemocratic
implications. For instance, Cutten, in his inaugural address as
president of Colgate Universily, held that democracy was now
"out of the question." He argued for a "caste qFpe of socieqy." (63.)
Feeling that the "ideal of democ racy" was at stake, Bagley
called into question the assumptions and interpretations of the
arrny results. He discounted Brigham's view that the "Army
tests are trustworthy measures of native-intelligence." (7, p.
I I i.) He thought that the "teachings" of the hereditarians,
or "determinists" as he called them, were based on "bias." For
instance, he wrote,
The current teachings of educational determinism are dangerous
because they proceed with a dogmatic disregard of the possiEilities
of insuriry [rrbgress through env"ironmental a'gencies. Thi,s disregaid
is so studiedl So pointgd, as to brand the determinist as thoroufhty
prejudiced. (+, p. 376.)
In setting forth his own views, Bagl.y was well aware that he,
too, was t'biased." (7, p. r j6.)
Bagley did not deny "differences in native mentaliry" but

'+ {.y years later Brigham asserted that his book lres faulty in its
methodology and that conslquently the conclusions vrere incorre ci (zg) .
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was concerned with their meaning for education and society
(1, p. 3r). He claimed that the intelligence guotient could be
significantly changed by the social environment and that native
individual differences, which "tend to pull men apart," could
be overcome by 'tesemblances in ideas, ideals, aspirations and
standards." (7, p. 3 r.) In particular, he thought that educational
opportuniry played an important role in producing the differences revealed by the army tests. Following Ff. B. Alexander,

Bagley demonstrated a high correlation accordirg to states,

bennreen educational opportunity and attained army score (7,

pp. 68 f.). Although Bagley admitted that these results could
be explained by a o'strictly hereditarian hypothesis," he chose
to interpret them accordirg to the environmentalistic hypothesis. He explained the superior results of northern states in terms
of the better educational facilities in the North. The northern
Negro \Mas better than the southern Negro by virnre of superior educational and economic advantages.
In these discussions Bagley was not simply concerned with
the theoretical possibilities of an academic dispute. The position of the hereditarian he found "fatalistic." He described himself as a "rational equalitarian," and he maintained that education could be effective in raisirg the functioning intelligence
of the people. "Recognizihg racial differences for what they
are, he builds his program upon the far more numerous ressmblances that now exist," and, he continued, "instead of intensifying biological differentiation, he would stimulate cultural integration." (2, pp. rz9 f.) His program, he claimed, was more
consistent with "the ideals of humanity and democracy." (7,
PP. ng f .) On the other hand, "The hereditarian's solution of
the problem is intolerant of the facts that do not suPPort it; it
is openly inhumane and blatantly anti-democratic; and to make
it work would involve an upheaval beside which the late war
would look like an afternoon tea." 0, p. r3r.) In discussing
"Galtonian fatalism," he raised the question:
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W.hat, ml)r J ask, would have been the effect of the anti-slavery

agitation if the hypothesis of an unmodifiable "general intelligence'"
had been current at that time? What would bJthe case of tfie universal franchise? Indeed, yhy_ not hereditary leadership and even
the divine rig!. of
lyts:, if only these doctrines could be tempered
with a litde Mendelism? (4, p. 377.) z

In this last quotation, Bagley implies that the hereditarian point
of view is inconsistent with the concept of social progress.
Bagley: in his writings on the nature-nurture controv€rsyr
was dominated by , "social orientation." The very title of his
first article, "Democracy and the IQ," which provoked controversies between himself and Terman, as well as with Whipjs indicative of this. Dubbed a "sentimentalist" by his critics,
Pl.,
B1g-ley unquestioningly accepted the democratic point of view
with its belief in the "collective suprem acy of -the common
man." (4, p. l8z) Effective leadership, he thought, dependecl
uPon an educated and informed body of men. In obiecting to
the notion of an "intellectual aristocracy" he wrote:
I can affirm that the 9fe;t guarantee of sincere and responsible
I^e.ade.rship
.is a level of informed intelligence among the r nk and
file that will enable the common man t5 choose hiieaders wisely,

scrutinize their
with
-pr.ograTs-sagaciqy, ?nd, encourege them ;"
relinquish the duties
of- leadershifl gracefully and rp.Eaity when
^
they go wrong. (7, p. 26.)

His attitude on the "common man" is briefly summed ,p in his
fervent statement that "a little more light for the common man
t-his year, next year, a hundred years from now, and the battle
for humanity, for democroc/r and for brotherhood is won."
0, P. 32.) The principal agency through which this would
be attained was education. Ffence the orrer*helming importance
that Bagley attached to education.
In brief, Bagley-, an environmentalist, supported a,,progressive" position on democ rucy and the "comrirbn man.,,
z pagley was not ewere
that Fredericlr A. 'lVoods had asserted en
equivalent of this doctrine in his Infl.uence of Monmchs (r9r3).

HERBERT S. JENNINGS t868-t942
TnE, NATURE-NURTuRE vtuws of the eminent American geneticist, Herbert S. Jennings, called a sentimental humanitarian by
a fellow scientist, have been widely quoted, chiefly by the environmentalists. In his books, Biological Basis of Huwtan Nattwe
(rglo) and Prometheus (r9r5), Jennings has sought to align

the nanue-nurnrre controversy as uaditionally formulated (that
involvirg mutually opposed factors) to modern developis,
menm in genetics. In this reformulation his emphasis was on the

s

of environment.
In his Prometbeus, Jennings deals with the "exposition of the
relations of heredity and environment" as an outgrowth of the
"most orthodox genetics of the suaightest sect of experimental
Mendelism." O j+, p. 2.) Discussing the implications of popular

side

Mendelism, which was "grotesquely inadequate and misleading,"
Jennings wrote:
These facts-the relation of single packets (i.e., genes) to particular
later characteristics-gave rise to a general doctrine, a philosophy of
herediqy and development, e doctrine which has had and still has
e very great influence on general views of life. It is to this doctrine
that itre prevailing ideas aI to the relation of herediqy and environment, as to the relative powerlessness of environment, are due. But
it has nrrned out to be e-completely mistaken one. This fact has not
come to general consciousness; the doctrine continues to be a source
of mystification and error. Its complete disappearance would mean
a very greet advance in the understanding of life. (r34, pp. r, f.)
Jennings proceeded

to cite

experiments demonstrating the

dependence of the organism upon verying environmental conditions. These experiments, according to himr proved the falsiqy

of the old doctrine with its conception of the individual

as
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l'P1.-ordained." In a statement which expresses the "interactionirr-] poTt of view, Jenni"gr wrore, "ifhar parr of the body a
cell thq produce is not determined alone by its genes, b)r #nrt
it contains,
by the conditions rrirrooriaing-it.i' (t3+,
Po, ..gotllyMrittaining
the
idea that heredity and erivirorr-int
P. 36.)
were of equtl i*portance in the develop*errt of the individual,
he

wrote:

There is no a priori reason *lry...Tyrryg that may be done by .
chemical ptoduced from an iriaivilual's"own genes may not'be
done equally bylJht",rcal inuoduced in some-other *iy. Shortcomings dub to defective genes-qe essentially as subi."i i6 supplement and remedy as are oiher defects. (r y, p,3g.) '

proper interpreration of Mendelism, from Jennings,
Tn:,
of view, does

point
not minimize the role of environment at-ali nor
are herediqy and environment incompatible influences.
In his Biological Basis of Humun Nature, Jennings considered
,lr. question of the "relative importance of genltic consrirution and of environment for mental diversitiei,, (r.,., p. rgo.)
He phrased the question as follows:
Are more .f
S., P.r€sent differences in mentaliry T.d behavior the
result of origTtl -9iu.{tities in genes, or of diversities
in envrronment: diversities in education, -social status, cultural state of the
socilq in which men live, tradition, cusrom and the like? (ryT,
p. r8o.)
In.:rlong that "no ott can giy. numerical answers ro this ques.
tion," Jennrlgs held that no single, all-inclusive answer cbuld
be given. "For members of the -same familyr,, he wrote, ,,the
differences in mentaliry
temperament wiU probably be due
-and
mor: largely to diversity
of gtne combinadbns than ro diversity of environment." (rl T, p, r8r.) In so far as larger and
more heterogeneous groups are concerned, the "answer becomes less clear." He continued:
In a single nation, as in the United States at the present time, there
ere certainlf. gr:rt numbers of diversities of both
my own
guess would bE that the greater nurnber ;i impomarrt ryp.i
alferences are

r
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still those due to diversity of genes. As benreen nations of diverse
culrtues and traditions, tire roie of these environmental factors becomes grearer, possibly equd"ts or -e.xcg.dTg_that of genetic differencei. As befrreen groups of mankind at differen! epochs of hisrorlr it may be iudged-thatihe great differences are due to iust what
they'rpp.it ss'[e:differences-in knowledge, in tradition, in qFP"
of tutirire, in the accumulation of inventions, and the like; rather
than to genetic differences in the populations at different eras. (ryT,
p. r8r.)
Thus, no single answer can be given to the question Pertainirg to the "relative importance of heredity and environment."
Jennings' environmentalism is further evident in the. *aI- he
conrrasts two qFpes of errors, the one overemphasizing heredity,
the other overemphasizing environment. Although there is "no
need for either error," Jennings held that overemphasis on
herediqF is "rnore harmful." ( , I 7, P- 2 ry .)
In discussions on eugenic ideas, Jennings usually indicated
the inadequacies of such ideas. While not conmadicting the

maior eugenic doctrine relating to thg possibiliqy 9f i*proving the "human breed," Jennings thought that it would be more
expeditious to improve nurture factors for "what these do they
can do quickly." ( r 15, p. r r.)
With regard to the idea that civilization is harmful to the
progress of the race, Jennings wrote, "There is no certainty that
the invention of fire, clothing, social organization, and vaccination have not augmented the well-being and.staying power
of the race." ( r 34, p. 7o.) In a specific application to tuberculosis, Jennings maintained that efforts to eliminate this disease
either by means of environmental control or improved medical
pracice do not lead to racial deterioration (116). Jennings did
not deny the importance of genetic constitution but thought
that "environment is probably even more important." ( t 1 7, P,
t+7.) He conceived the possibiliqy that further discovery may
completely prevent the occurrence of tuberculosis by controlling the factor of infection and that consequentlyr genetic
differences in susceptibiliry to the disease could be ignored

Heybert S.
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(r;7, pp. t47 f.).It is to be noted that this view of the tuberculosis problem is in marked contrast to that of the followers of
the Galton school, some of whom maintained that the disease
could not be eliminated through environrnental measures since
natural selection was the effective factor (cf. r9o).
Jennings did not express himself at length on his social and
political views. His available statements, however, do admit of
a definite classification and are consistent with his view, as e
geneticist, that "genetic factors can never be practically dealt
with until the environmental factors are largely controlled; this
is the teaching of most practical work in genetics." (r 36, p. 8.)
,He applied this idea to an evaluation of eugenic measures:
Measures of public health must be carried out, overwork and bad
conditions of living done ?way with, faults of diet, both quantitative
and qga$ltive, correct-.d; economic ills conquered, grinding pov:rtI abolished. When thes. .{rygs are done, when the huqrn plryt
is given conditions under which it can unfold its capabilities without stunting, poisoning and mutilation by the environment, then it
will be possible to discover what ills are due primarily to defective
genes, and to plan such measures as are possilble for their eradication. Acting on such precise knowledge r-fu more rapid and effective results may be hoped for than from the present 6lind action in
merely encouraging the propagation of certain classes, discouraging
that of others. (ry7, p. zio.)

- In a previous discussion of eugenics, Jennings suggested that
with plans to breed a better race lry in the specificetion of the type of individual considered desirable. In acnral
eugenic practice, Jennings was in agreement with Bertrand
Russell that the rype that would be allowed to prevail would
be one conforming to the ideals of "the capitalist class," a prospect which Jennings found distasteful (r34, p. 8r.)
In his book, Life and Death (rq2o), Jennings expressed the
view that democracy, rather than aristocracf t was implied by
biological doctrine ( | 33, p. 2 zz). Jennings explicitly stated sorne
of his political views in a review of Alexis Carrel's book, Man
the Unkno@M, under the title of "Biology and Social Reforrn."
a difficulqF

t
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According to Jennings, Carrel's book exPounded the
view that the remedy for social and economic ills l^y in the
utilLation of biologild principles, and that the imprbvement
of soci.ry depended upon the production of a better race. In
dissenting from these and other views, Jennings took exception
to Carrel's antidemocratic statements. The aristocratic principle esserted by Carrel would, according to Jennings, "tend to
iecure for the book a welcome as supplying a biological phiIosophy for a fascist state. This may incleed nrrn out to be the
mosi important feature of the work." (r38, P. 16o.) Jennings
proceedad to give his own answer to the question posed by
Carrel, "Can we agree with Carrel that the fundamental evil is
that modern conditions are bringing about the degradation of
the individuals that live under them?" (r38, P. 16r.) In Presenting his own answer, Jennings traced present difficulties to
varioul institutional factors, among which may be mentioned
disagreement as to the ends to be pursued by mankind and disagreement as to what individuals are to benefit by , given course
of action.
In brief, Jennings may be classified as both environmentalist
( r 38.)

and liberal.

HERMANN J. MULLER t89u
THE Nonnr. Pnrzr wINNER (rg+6) in medicine and
physiolog/, is known to pqFchologists principaly for his work
with twins in which he attempted to unravel the effects of nurture from those. of nature. Indirectly he has exerted an influence on the attitudes of psychologists toward eugenic doctrine and the concept of race by formulating the so-called
Geneticists Mdnifesto (rqlg) and by obtaining for this manifesto the signatures of twenty-one prominent English biologists.
He has exerted a further influence by his work on the experimental production of mutations by X-rays (work for which
he was awarded the Nobel Prize) thus creating a new siruation
for the evaluation of nature-nurf,rre problems.
Muller's general scientific position with regard to the cortroversy is that of environmentalism. The motivation underlyitg his experimental work on mutations is consistent with
such a position in so far as it represents a definite attempt to seek
"modification of the innate nature of organisms" through the
intervention of an environmental variable, namel)r, X-rays. Hitherto the prevailing scientific attitude regarded the fundamental
units of organisms as elements whose principle of change was
self-contained. If the basic elements were subiect to control of
man, it would not be a long step to considering psychological
characteristics as similarly subiect to control.
Muller has interpreted the work of psychologists to indicate
the importance of environment. For example, he considers the
investigations of Barbara Burks (an investigation usually cited
to support a hereditarian position) and of the "Chicago School"
(that of F. N. Freeman, et dl.) as showing "clearly the im-
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portant influence of environment as well as that of heredity
upon intelligence as ordinarily measured." Differences benveen
the I.Q.'s of "genetically identical twins who were reared apart,"
he notes, "are considerable." With regard to the question of
grouping of biological variations, he wrot€:
There is no scientific basis for the conclusion that the socially lower
classes, or technically less advanced raceso really have a genetically
inferior intellectual equipment, since the differences bennreen their
avereges are, so far as oui knowledgt BoBS, to be accounted for fully
by the known effects of environment. (r6i, p. 43.)

With regard to crime, unemployment, and slums, his position was that they were culnrral products. He skeptically views
intelligence tests as being "very unreliable" except where a,
"homogeneous environment" exists. He does not minimize the
extent of individual differences nor does he deny the "influence
of genes." He does ,rol look upon nature and nurture as two
opposing, mutually exclusive, entities. Recognition of the "importance of genes," he holds, does not preclude the fact that
"environment also is of the utmost importance in the develop-

ment of the mental structure." (fi6, p. 9r.) His environmentalism is also indicated in the Geneticists Munif esto, the theme of
which was that social reconstruction must precede any attempts
at eugenic reconstruction (167).
With regard to social and political issues, Muller has been
outspoken, accepting much in the conclusions of Marx. He

early interested in attempm at social reconstruction-in
trip to the Soviet Union in rather sym(16+).
In
terms
pathetic
ryfi he returned to Russia where he
remained until $1,7, during which time he \Mas L senior geneticist at the Institute of Genetics at Moscow.
His views on economic and social questions are "radical."
In a discussion of eugenic reform, he wrote that "fundamental
economic forces" are at work which will prevent efficacious
eugenic reforrl. From hit point of view, eugenics was doomed
to failure since eugenists overlooked "a principle, brought out

\Mas
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by Marx, that the practices of mankind, in any tge, are conditioned by the economic system and material technique existing
in that age." The primacy of the profit motive in our society,
he thought, caused people to look upon their children in terms
of a "profitable investment." If children were unprofitable, then
people restricted their birth rate. It was in this spirit that he
urged "economic and social revolution" as antecedent to any
intelligent eugenic action, action which he does nor oppose in
principle. The genetic fitness of an individual is obscured in our
society, according to his wuy of thinking, and this provides another reason for initiating a "revolutionr" for under conditions
of environmental equaliqy, differences that emerge would then
be true measures of genetic worth ( ,6S ; fi6).
In summa{/r Muller can be classified as an environmentalist,l
and with regard to the problems of socieqy, a radical.
r In $48, in a letter to the writer, Muller wrote, "I abhor the distinction
between environmentalism and hereditarianism, or wharever it may be
called, believing that the antithesis is a false one and thar both schoob
represent one-sided views. I believe that Haldane and most other modern
geneticists, if questiotgd: would agree that both sets of influences are of
maior importance and t!3t !h.I^ would refuse to be classified as either
environmentalist or hereditarian." In this study the terrns "environmentalist" and "hereditarian" are classificatory devices sanctioned by usage. ft
must be emphasized that the classificati6n of environmentalist do.r ri'ot in
?ny way i*plt a denial of the laws of herediry nor does it imply the unimportance of hereditary effects.

FRANK N. FREEMAN t88oTnewro rN psycuoLocy, Freeman concenuated his efforts in
the field of experimental education. For L period of years he
reviewed the literature on mental tests for the Psychological
Bulletin and his book on intelligence tests is a standard reference in the field. His connection with the nature-nurftre controversy stems from his investigation, with Holzinger and
Mitchell, of the influence of environment upon intelligence
and also from his analysis of various data presented in his textbook.

Freernan's position on the controversy has been in the direc-

tion of emphasizing environment. This is evident in his corlclusion relating to the evaluation of intellectual differences
among racial, nationaliqy, and rural-urban groups, in hk Mental
Tests- Qgz6). Pointing out the alternative interpretations of
the various group differences which have been reported, he
concluded:
Intelligence tests have made a marked advance toward the measurement 6f native capacity, but their scores ere still influenced to L
considerable degre-e by the effects of training and in their interpretationthis influence must always be taken into account. (86, P.475.)
Although some hereditarians could accept this statement,
Freeman's view differs in that he advances or tries to show the

strong influence of environment. In this respect, his textbook
should be compared with that of Pintner's Intelligence Testing
Ug1) in which the same material is covered but interpreted
from the hereditarian point of view. In his evaluation of the
evidence presented in itre r9z8 Yearbook of the National Society for the Snrdy of Education, Freeman concluded:
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Pr:Ponderance of evr.den_gg appears to me ro indicate beyond a
Th:
doubt that the scores on intelligeir'ce tes$-end hence inteffgence,
so far as we can meesurs ig-ere influenced to a marked degiee by

the character of the home and the other circumstences that
Eo witir
it. 'While we cannot make eny,exact comparison between tf,r
relative amount of infuence of herediqy aira environmenrr \Me are
iustified in saying that environment mtist be taken into account both
scores on intelligence tests and in estimating the
importance of education. (87, p. 36o.)

in interpretirig the

His investigation on the influence of adoptive homes upon

,!* developlelt of foster children is usually-interpreted as'en-

vironmentalistic (gz). In- popularizing the iesults bf tnir study
Freeman claimed that this investigation provided a" decisive
test for demonstrating the influence of .environment. With regard to the "foster children of inferior inheritance" who were
placed into superior homes, he wrote:

If

heredity. is the sole determinirrg factor in intelligence these children should exhibit the same intefigence as other
of similar
"frildren
gtig*. . . . The outcome of the colnparison is decisive.
The average
intelligence quot!-e.nt of 4or foster chiidren uras found to be gT.S . . .
.lr"
intelliggnc: clugue.nj of these foster childrer'i, prac,3re.r3ge
tically identical with thaC of children in general. (gg, p. 6zg.)

He found, also, that in the superior adoptive homes, as com-intelligence

pared to the inferior adoptive homes, the

quotients

of the foster children were significantly high.r.-Thrr. conclusions have been contested, chiefly on the siatistical side. It has
been pointed out, for example,'that although Freeman tried
to control the effect of selective placement lthe more intelligent foster chifd being placed in the better adoptive home), he
was unsuccessful. The ultimate effect of this selection upon nis
results is unknou/n (lr).
An jTpottant workn initiated by Freeman, in the study of
.
the relative influences of herediqy and environment in causing
differences in nnzins, is the book,'Twins: A Strpdy of Hereditl
and Enaironntent_ (rgl7-),?y Ngwman, Freeman, and Holzing.;.
A widely quoted conclusion of this snrdy was the finding it rt
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wide differences in the environment of identical twins were
accompanied by similar differences in intellectual functioning
Olz, p. 3+g). Of interest here is Woodworth's observation, in

reporting this investigation, that of the three investigators, Freeman ph-ed somewhat more emphasis upon environmental inequaliqy as producing differences in intelligence (288n_P. 26.).
-In
considLrirg the implications of his studies for education,
Freeman claimed that the function of education was to raise
intelligence (gq). He defined intelligence as "primarily
the ability to think" and as a tyPe of "performance." (89, P. ,2.)
Consequentl/, sccording to him, intelligence.'was zubiect to the

same influence that affects performance in general (89, P. rq):
To Freeman, the old conception of intelligence which regarded
"intelligence as being a fixed characteristic of the individual,
unaffeCted by the conditions which surround him or by his
experiences and activities" was a "bar" to the acceptance of evidence demonstrating the sensitivity of intelligence to the environment (89, pp. 16 f.).
On the politGl side, Freeman has not expressed hirnself
widely. However, limited as such expressions have been they
indicate a trend in his thinking. In a methodological discussion
on the requirements of 'a study to enable valid racial comparisons in intelligence, he concluded:

It

is a question, therdfore, whetler the problem can ever be solved
except by such a radical change in social and economic condition of

Negioo'in

Annerica as shafl provide comparable environmental
It might be pgssible by a suffiCiently extensive investlgatron to make ""o*prirbt. sr*ftiog o! the races, and perheps
"
such a sampling. It hardly see-ms possible,
die Army tests approach
however, to secure data which will be unaffected by difference in
environmental influence without a more widespread and radical
control of social and economic conditions than a mere scientific
experiment can provid€. (9o, p. 522.) 1
o.ppo.rnrnities.

l Freeman's approech should be contrasted to that of Pintner, who in
considering exatily the same problem, concluded, 'Turther advance in
rhis field #ould seim to me to depend upon a better sampling of the two
racial groups and upon a careful ielecdoh of the instrum'ents-for measuring int-elligence." (i99, p. 5r8.)
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Thus Freernan places the burden for a suitable scientific €xperiment on changes in social and economic conditions. In an
address on "heredity and environment" in which he considers
their r.*plications for "democratic" and "aristocratic" phi-

Pt_:p!ies, Freeman maintained that "democracy" was nor the
"idle dream which some extreme hereditarians have made it out
to be." (gr, p. r9.)
In brief, Freeman can be classified as an environmentalist.
Pltt regard to his outlook on social and political questions, he
inclines to the acceprance of a liberal posiiion.

GEORGE D. STODDARD t89Y
1v psycuolocv, Stoddard's name is most closely identffied with
the tesring movement in its practical aspects. He was the dire6or of ihe Iowa Child Weifare Reseaich Station from i9z8
to tg+z. Since ry+4 Stoddard has been chiefly interested in
educational administration. FIe was President of the University
of the State of New York and Commissioner of Education from
tg+z ro 19+6. In :946, he was elected' President of the flniversiqy of lllinois.

Stoddard's prevailing attinrde has been one of e*pllsizing
environmental factors in matters of controversy. As director
of the Iowa Child Welfare Research Station he was resPonsible
for its research program that led to the announcement of- Pro:
nounced changei in the intelligence quotients of children placed
in superior environments. These results attracted wide attention.
Theio*r group contributed to the populartl tion of its results
through magazines, newsPaPers, and radio. The ry1o Yearbook
of thJNational Society for the Study of Education was chiefly
concerned with the verification and discussion of these results.
Briefly, according to the Iowa results, which Stoddard defended, iarge changes in I.Q. were obtained by placing children
of inferior-parentage, at a very early a9e, in homes much sllperior to thbse offered by their trye parents. Such children developed better than average intelligence.- A lpectacular result
of t6e investigation was that offspring of feeble-minded parents
developed inio practically normal children. This result was in
direct tontradiction to previous results and notions, according
ro which the offspring- of feeble-minded parents could only
attain subnormal levels of intelligence. Another sPectacular re-
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sult concerned the magninrde of changes in the I.Q. It was asserted that t child of average endowmenr, if placed in a superior home at Lsufficiently early age, could devblop into a geniyt (genius as defined by psychologists) and conversely (r-r5).
Another aspect of the Iowa investigations dealt with children
who attended preschool nurseries conducred by the Welfare
Station. The results demonstrated gains in I.Q. which tended to
be proportional ro length of attendance (2r8, Chap. r4). On
the basis of their results, Stoddard and his colleaguei have proP9s.ed a_theo"y 9f iltelligence, the so-called "Iowa-Binet theory
of inge_lligence," which "permirs a large amount of change il,
a child's brightness through environmental impingemenrs on
the organisry." (2fi, p, +36.)
The Iowa results have been severely, criticized on both statistical and methodological grounds ( r 6 r ). The fact that the
validity of the results was so questioned means that they can-

not be accepted as conclusiver /et these results are suffiiientty

interesdTs to warrant furthei irrr.stigations. Especially ,ignificant is the fact that equivalent resulls have nor as yei beJn
generally obtained elsewhere in the country, despite'the fact
that many investigations have been directed to tt is end. Stoddard, in recognizing this fact, claimed that the orher investigations were not cgrnparable to the Iowa investigations in malny
important ways (2fi). The Iowa results, howlver, have been
before the scientific world for ten years and no general verification has as yet been forthcoming from other institutions.
In addition to defending the Iowa results, Stoddard inclines
to the position that existing
are the result of malarrange_evils
ments of soci.!f. For example, to him,
iuvenile delinquen"f it
an "unmistakable symptom of social maladiusrment, and trn
be removed only by the elimination of the causes of such maladiustmerlt." (2r8, p. ++j.) In contrast to the views of the €ugenists, Stoddard maintained that "The grear social problem
of the world today is not shortage of talenq but wastage of
talent." (216, p. 7) Perhaps he had this idea in mind whEn he

t6z
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in ryll6 that ngrsery education be Provided to all

Lfritaren. In order to produce the necess ary wealth for the fulfillment of this aim, he proposed, after noting waste and inefficiency of the economic system, various measnres to secure
the services of "idle men and idle machines." (rr+.) He was a
strong advocate of extension of the franchise to the eight-eelyerr. level ( z r 8, p. +7 S) . In elaborating an implication of the
Iowa results, he wrote:
can be predicted with some confidence that when homes give th.e
child wha't he truly needs, at all ages from tlre firs-t y:q upward,
there will be a radiial rbvision in the norrns and standards for mental
tests. But this is a minor consideration. More importent to the wel-

It

fare of children, and of the nation as a whole, is the idea that we must
develop the unused resenroirs of mental power. fh" process will

take c6urage. An abler and better informed youtl, prfulation will
demand cf,anges in home, school, and community practice that
uanscend ouitraditional concepts of the young in sociery. E 9ry
tually such a program, i.f develbped into a movement with social,
economic ,rrd poiti"ri implicatibn, -i! lead to e way of life so
truly democratic and Am6rican in its ideology es to frighten all
but the firm believers. (2r8, p. 392.)

Evidently, Stoddard is on the side of social reconstruction.
That human nature offered no barriers to such a program, from
Stoddard's point of view, is evident in his reference to the Possibilities of education: "There are forces available to scientists,
physicians, and educators, to political, social and religious workers, which if used widely, rs they already have been used in
isolated circumstances, would bring peace and plenly upon this
earth." ( z r 8, p. +4r.) Placing his faith in resPonsible "human
intelligencer" he wrote:
There is ample evidence . . . that the full understanding oJ TtT

social being need not wait upon remote and dramatic biological
events. The raw materials of life are good; they are plastic and tre-

as a

mendously varied. The problem of the times is to work steadily
toward their preservation and enrichment. (218, p. 48r.)

In brief, Stoddard can be classified as an environmentalist and
a liberal on social and political questions.

LANCELOT HOGBEN tsstHocrrN, THE wELL-KNowN British geneticist, has had a truly
diversified career. A writer of best sellers on science and mathematics for the "citrzenr" he has written a volume of poetry and
invented an artificial language. Furthermore, he expressed himself widely on political and philosophical questions. His rnain
contributiont to the nature-nurture cont orrirsy consist of two
books: Nature and Nowture (rgl) and Genetic Principles in
Medicine and Sociul Science (rg3i. He is responsible for a
redefinition of nature-nurture issues and is noted for his sharp
and consistent criticism of eugenics ( , , ).
His
on nature-nurture questions is typically ex-Position
the
assertion
that "no statement about a genetic difPressed i"
ference has- any scientific meaning unless it includei or implies
a sPecification of the environment in which it manifests itself
i, r particular manner.' (rr3, p. t+.) Gene differences may be
increased or diminished accordirg to variations in the
Tpe of

environment. It is essentially this 6utlook that determirr.r ilogben's criticisms of attempts to weight numerically the relatiie
importance of heredity and environment.
A prin:lpil target of his comments was R. A. Fisher's analysis,
,
the so-called "balance sheet of nature and nurture" thaf led
to the conclusion that 95 per cent of the total variance in stature is due-'to genetic factors and not more than 5 per cent
of the total variance is "due to causes not heritable.'i ff,. usual
interpretation placed upon this conclusion is that nurrure is a,
negligible factor in determining differences in srarure. On the
basis of breeding experiments in the laborator/r and of rheoretical examPles in so far as human populations were concerned,
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Hogben demonsuated that appropriate alterations in the environment lead to varying numerical weights which can be assigned to genetic and- rro-rtore factors. Therefore, the numerical comparisons of nature and nurture lose their significance
in so far as control of the environment is concerned. As Hogben expressed it, "In so f* as a, balance shedt of nature and
nurture has any intelligible significance, it does not entide us to
set limits to changes which might be brought about by regulating the environment." (r4, pp. r r r ff.) And, Hogben's €rrlphasis has been on demonstrating the possibilities of environmental control.
From his point of view, in considering the shortcomings of
attempts to attach decisive importance to genetic factors in
the interpretation of intelligence test results and in the interpretation of mental disease, Hogben has emphasized the possible
effects of prenatal environment, nutritional factors, and the social environment (r4, p. z8 et passim). For instance, he flsserted that, in order to assess properly the significance of genetic factors, it was necessary first to equalize the environment
(rzr, p. rzo).In addition, of course, he has indicated the statisticd, genetic, and,logical factors that are involved in such discussions. He has not overlooked the role of genetic factors in
the interpretation of various results. Thus, in his discussions of
insaniry, amentia, deaf-mutism, and other characteristics, the
influence of genetic components is given due weight (rzl, pp.
r ro ff.). In what might appear to be an extreme statement, he
termed diabetes insipidus a "hereditary disease" since it satisfied the "quantitative requirements of Mendelian hypothesis."
(rzr, p. 43,) From his point of view, however, it does not
thereby follow that diabetes insipidus is not subiect to successful external control. In a discussion of the incidence of smallpox in present-day England as compared to England of two
hundred years ago, Hogben considers the practical disapp€orance of smallpox today as a result of "historic environmentr"
at the same time allowing that an individual may succumb to

Lancelot

Hogben

$s

smallpox, as compared to another individual equally exposed,
for reasons of susigpribiliqr (rr3n p. 3o). Evid.rrhy, hrn i. and
nurture are "interdependent factors," a view whiih is descriptive of his general attinrde.
Hogben has further indicated an environmentalist outlook
by hi: belief in racial equality and, in conrradistinction ro
eugenists, by *inimizing the causal role of natural selection in
social development ("f. tz2, p. zog).
Flogb-.tt was an early adheient to socialistic principles. WritTg I lh: Socialist Review ( rqrg) on "Modein Heredity and
Social Science," he held, in contrast to the social Daniinists,
that "between biological science and economic determinism
there is no conflict." (-rzo, p. r53.) It is essentially this same

.

affiftde which determined his criticisms of .og.rri"r, which
he once defined as "an influential current of
suqer1ti1ion." (r.26, p. +5.)' Some criricism of"oni.*porary
eugenic doctrine
finds its *3y into practically all of his books. io his way of
thinl<ing, "eugenics became identified with a sysrem of ingenious excuses for combating the amelioration- of workingclass conditions." (r2!, p. ,o4i.) In his Dangeroas Thoaghls,
a political tract, he devotes L chapter to , dir.ussion oi the
social bias of eugenists, among whom are included Leonard
Darwir, R.A. Fisher and charGr B.. Davenporr (126, chap.
3).
Speaking as a geneticist, he held that err,rironmenr shouid be
eQuali-'d in order to determine the genetic nature of differ-

ences. Therefore, he thought it u'curidus" that "eugenists who
plofe.ss to be interested in promoting knowledge r6'r,rt human

inheritance bitterly

,oppose

social reTorms dire"cted ro egualise

the environment." (rr3, p. 30 n.) In contrasting

social reform, he wrote:

To the writer it

seems

that the selfishnss,

.rg.ii"

to

apathy_ and prejudice
pgople f1oi" undrrs.riairig
the-pre-sent crisiJin civilisation is a, f er gr.rt., menace
to the survival of-culnrre than the prevalence of *."i.t J.i.", in the
technical sense of the term. (r 4rb.33.)

fli"-1l:.:."r
character
of

intellectually.

gif..{
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In opposition to a corrmon view of e]lgelists, he believed that
"the most formidable problems of civilisation do not arise from
limitations in the abilily of men and women to command the
resources of nature." (rri, P. 9.) Hogben's strictures on €ugenics provoked several critical editorials in the Eugenics Reitiew, the official organ of the Eugenics Socieqy (tZl).
Pleading

for a scl.nce of "preventive social medicine,"

he

tlhrt a, pressing probLm was the estimation of the
"remediable *asirge due to defective social organization and
the loss of social e.hciency resulting therefrom." (rr5, P. 4+.)

asserred

Thus, his associates, under his influence, studied the question
of "abiliqf and opportunity" in English education. For example,
they pointed oui that, of all individuals capable of assimilating
r urri rersiqy educatiotr, only one quarter h1d .hg oPPo-rlo{ty
to do so (ir5, p. 368). In tlrms ofHogben's outlook, this fact
constinrtes 'temediable social wastage," quite apart from the
question of the relative influences of nature and nurture. With
point of view in mind he wro-te, "poveflry'- . . -.
possibly
^similar
ir nor materially inevitable. The only obstacle to removing it
is lack of socia[ initiative." ( , 26, P, 16.) War, he thought, was
another remediable social defect. He deplored the eugenists'
contention that expendinrres for treatment of mental disease
were a "waste of moneyr" while they ignored the large expenditures for war (116, p. j6). His views on wastage are_related to
his n'socialist creedr'l that "no system in which credit and industry are privately owned can take the fullest advantage- oj
new icientific knowledge for the satisfaction of common needs."
( r 16, p. I3.)
In brief, Hogben may be classified as an environmentalist,
though certainly not an extremist, and a believer in radical social and economic doctrine.

J. B. S. HALDANE t89zHeroANn, THE EMINENT British geneticist, is well known as

a

populafizer of science. His views on nature-nurture issues have

been influen".9.by. the dominrrr! eugenics trend in England.
Consequentll, his views are stated cf,ieRy with regard tJ such
issues as sterilization (eugenic), the hereditary baiis of mental

defect, differential fertiliryn and political implications of biu/as not concerned wit6 the findings of psychology
9logy. Y-.
in
considering- nature-nurfirre issues and usially ji*it.d fiit
discussions to the results of experimental genetics.'
Keeping in mind the special backgroind of Haldane's discussions, he
ryy be classified as an environmentalist. Eugenic
sterilization, *irq its particular emphasis on heredirary detlrminadon of physical
lt d mental qualities, found in Haldrrr. a conslstent oPPonent. He criticized the applicarion of the idea of
eugenic sterilization on the basis thai the genetical data tSsumed by its advocates were inadequete to
iuJtify the legislative
Programs which were enacted in the United States rria Gerpmy as well as those proposed in England ( , r 3, Chap. r ). For
instance, he obiected to the suggestiJn of MacBride, the British geneticist, that the. unemployea should be sterilized ( r r r, p.
2+3). In considering the question of the causation of menral d;fecto Haldane reiected the statistics which were quoted to show
a high Percentage of defective children originated in dethat.
fective ancestry. For instanceo in conuadictirrg ; assertion of
R. B. Cattell that 7 j per cent of the chitdre-n of the feebleminded are also feeble-minded, Haldane cited evidence that
would indicate
figure to be 1.2 per cenr (rrz, p.
fi3),In
the
1938, he inclined to the view that t6e increase in tfr. cirtified

r
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feeble-minded was a social problem. Interpreting evidence Presented by L. S. Penrose to the effect that defectives are eIDployable in simple tasks, Haldane wrote:
If this srarement is rrue, it suggesrs that mental defect is to a large
exrenr a social rather than a Fiotogical problem. In a sociery Y}-le-re
there was work for all, and voca-tionai selection, places would be
found for many, PgrlaPs q. mafori.ty of people who are now regarded as feeb[e-ririndet. The lafge increase in recent years of the
ilumber of people certified as feeble-minded may turn out to be a
resulr of rhe iicreasing difficulty in finding regular employment
rather than of any rise In the number of people falling below a certain grade of int6ligence. In fact it may b.-1 social and economic
rathe-r than a biolog:ical problem. (r13, p. ro8.)

With reference to the altied question of differential fertiliqy,

Haldane acknowledged its possible eugenic implications. Fg slggested that the problems connected with the question of differential fertility c-ould be solved by raising the economic standards
of the poor. In this manner the birth rates of various classes
would tend to equa,lize (r r l, p. ro8).
In considering the question frequently raised in nature-

nurture discussions, "What is the relative importance of nature and nufture?" Haldane held that no general answer could
be given (r13, pp. i+f.). In particular populations and i1 p1tticular environments either heredity or environment might be
of predominant importance. He avoided giving any numerical
estimate of their relative importance. It should be mentioned
that in his discussions of the issue Haldane has not strictly confined himself to comparing nature and nurnrre within the ordinary range of social and economic environment, 8s is usually
done, and that consequently his discussion is somewhat theoretical (tr3, PP. 3+f.)
In his analysis of the question of whether there are differences in intelligence bennreen the social classes, Haldane ?ccepted Lawrence's work on illegitimate children, which seemed
to-demonstrate the existence of such differences ( r r J, P. n S).
He minimized, however, the importance of these differences

I. 8..S. Haldane

fig

by pginting out that they v/ere largely due ro the exrremes,
namely, 'nthe professional classes and unskilled and casual labourers." (, r 3, p. rz6.) Furthermore, he conceived of the
possibili$ that these differences might result from biased intelligen:. tests which are constructed by members of professional classes ( ,3, p. rz6). Neverthelesl, he acknowledged a
I
"slow decline" in the mean intelligence quotient of the pdpuhtion of Great Britain if "the existing differences in fertility of

social classes" continued (, ,3, p. ie). This admission of the
validiry of eugenic argument was immediately counrered,
.1
however, with the contention that the more fertile-classes might
be endowed with desirable qualities (lack of "undue aggressiieness," for example) to a greater extent than the morE successful social classes (, ,3, pp. rz6 f.). Furthermore, holding that
the "whole question is enormously comp[catedr" he wrole, ,.If
animal genetics affords any analogy, future work is likely ro
reveal entirely unsusPected facts concerning the determinrdol
of human intellectual capaciry." (r13, p. ,rs.) Thus, to Haldane, the question of declining intelligence has nor as yff been

resolved.

With the underlying idea in mind that

,,biological

arguments have no political valuer" Haldane has been i consistEnt
critic of eugenics doctrine. Ffe exposed, from hir point of view,

the illogical nature oj .h:_political implications commonly
drawn from eugenic ideas. His method was to call attentiol tb
alternative implications which \rere overlooked by eugenists.
In r %3 he wrote:
There is one attemPted application
9f biology to politics, that is
the eugenics movement. If-you take the Eugeii"s Sotiety as gryical

of that movemgnt, the conciusion to which irost of their'spok6inen
9l the whole, carry an undesirable
heredity aqd
.rht, they ari breeding too fasr.'Gen6raUy, in.r.for.,
members of that soci6ry believe in measures which w5uld tend to
slow down .\., breedinb gr.v3rioys sections of .h. poor, ,"a many
of them would like to iubsidize bre.eding amorrg tir. ritil;il; i.
have been led is that the p9or,

is believed, contain superior stocks.

(rrrr-pp. ,3o"f.y
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Though Haldane accepted these views he did not regard them
as "sclentifically proven." Contrary to the conservatlv_l implications educed liy Dean Inge and Maior Darwin, Haldane
maintained that socialism was the next logical steP ( t r t,
r 30

f.).

Haldane has been an avowed follower of Marxian theory
since ry3+ and one of its vigorous PoPularizers (rr+). In 937,
in a personal statement as to what he expected of life, he wrote:
I am a socialist beceuse I want to see my fellow men and women
enigying the-ado11rgges which I enigy myself. I know that socialism

will hot-confer all thEse advantages in an instant, but if I live to

see

capitalism overthrown and the *orkers in power through most of
Efrope I shall die htppy. (rri, p. z8o.)

summ LA, Haldane may be classified as both an environmentalist and a political radical.

In

JOHN B. WATSON t87BWersoN's DoMTNANT TNTEREST was in animal psychology. He
wished to extend the methodology of animal
isychoto[j, in a
thoroughgoing way to the whole of psycholbgy. He-named
this extension behaviorism. Although h6 had r.t Iorth his views
on behavio_rism in tgrz, it was nottntil after the war that they
gained wide atenriotr, ,o!- o{I among scientism, but among
the public at
as well. Watson f,imself was largely ,."large
sponsible fol the pgprtrrization of behaviorism throigh lectures, magazine articles, and debates. Furthermore, he eitended
behaviorist concepts to problems of general interest such as
Personality formation and training o! infants. To some receptive
scientists, behaviorism, in its methodology, was identifiea iittr
natural science (cf. 168). To others, iti-emphasis on environment must have rePresented an alternative io the general emPlrtt: PJ1:.d uPol hereditl by psychologists followlng the firsr
World War, particulltll in their treatmenr of social
[roblems.
Watson Presented behaviorisrn as an environnrentafistic doctrine. He reiected.."g.lics; and, contrary to the typical thinkthe period, he held that "there is no iuch tning as an inin$^of
heritance of capacity, talent, temperrnnent, rnentat cinstitution
and characteristics. These things.again depend on rraining that
goes on mainly jn
cradle." O?7, p. 94.) Emphasizin-"g the
^the
"limitless plasticity" of the infant he maintained that ,,me-n are
built, not bgln." Ql2,.p. ,t) Hir-optimistic view of the po-

tentiality of human beings is brought out in his widely quoted

statement:

Give me a dozen healthy infants, well-formed, and my
-own specified world to bring therir up h, and I'll guarrnt.. to take
any one

17z
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at random and uain him to become any rype of specialist I might
sstssi-doctor, lawyer, artisq merchant-chief and Yes, gveq beggL{man and thief, regardless of his talents, penchants, tendencies, abilities, vocations, ra-e of his ancestors. (r77, P. ro4.)
His view was even more extreme when he wrote:

If you start witJr a healthy body, the right number of fingers and
toes, eyes, and the few elementary movements thlt are present et
birrh, ioo do not need anything. eise in the way of raw material to
make a man, be that man a genius, culnrred gendemen, a rowdy

I

or a firg. QB, p. 4I.)
Consistent with this foregoi.g view is the one that all "mental
diseases" are the results of conditioning (rT7, p. 2gT),
The agency through which man could be transformed was
conditioning- Heredrry u/as no barrier to the type of individual
that conditioning and habit formation could achieve. Watson
attempted to avoid explanations in terms of heredrty. His own
explanations, however, usually were not quite consistent with
his extreme environmentalism. In his ryry volume, Psychology
frorn tbe Standpoint of the Behaaiorist, he acknowledged the
influence of herediqF upon individual differences and emotional
responses (rlr, Chap. 6). ft was in the subsequent volumes that

Watson's environmentalist position became extreme. But in
denying the effects of herediqy, he indirectly admitted their
relevance in his discussion of genetics (r77, PP. 50 ff.), a discussion which is based upon Herbert S. Jennin gs' The Biological
Basis of Hu.wtrn Nature (rg3o). Jennings by no means denied
the effects of heredity upon individual development. Watson's
tacit acceptance of the influence of heredity was evident in the
very choice of his examples to prove the all-importance of
environment. For example, in discussing the evidence based on
identical twins reared apart (thus assuming at the outset that
such twins are identical in their heredity) he attempted to emphasize the differential influence of environment (rl7, p. Io9).
Watson was evidently assuming that to admit the influence of
herediry was to deny the influJnce of environment. At several

lohn B.

Watson

ry3

points he accepted the reality of inborn mental defect (rT+).
The recognition of possible genetic differences between genius
and normality is also consistent with this view. It should be
noted that Watson, as he himself pointed out, offered no evidence that a normal individual could be transformed into a
genius. Thus, Watson was somewhat confused in his theoretical
thinking on the interrelation of nature and nurturre.
It is to be noted that Watson, in considering behaviorism as
a branch of biolog/, wss led to emphasize environment contrary
to the usual view that the biological point of view leads to emphasis on heredity.
The optimism manifest in Watson's psychological position
would lead one to expect that he would express a simitar optimism with regard to the reconstruction of societyn otr expectation not iustified, however, in Watson's writings. The radical
possjbilities inherent in Watson's point of view are brought our
by MgDougall's observation, in explaining the populariry of
behaviorism, that it appealed to "bolshevisrs." (r7 6.) The application of behaviorism to societf, accordi.g to Wrrson, *ooid
bring about a "rich and wondeif,l indiviiual." In .r.'h.*ing
"revolutionr" he wrote:

I

am trying to dangle a stimulus in front of you, a verbal stimulus
if acted upon, will gradually change itris universe. For the
universe will change if you bring up your children, nor in the
freedom of the libertine, but in behavioiistic freedom-a freedom
which we cannot even picture in words, so little do we know of it.
Will not these childrenln turn, with their better ways of living and
thinking, replace us. in society ald in nrn bring uf their chiidren
in a still more scientific wslrr until the world finally becomes a place
fit for human habitation? (r77, p. 3o3.)

which,

In an article entitled, "LJtopia," he indicated

some reforms

which would bring about the desired type of socirry. He would
exclude churches or priests, put to death the feeble-minded and
idiots, and disallow heredirary wealth (rl $. He omitted reference, however, to the contemporary political and social or-
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gailrzaaon of society. His acceptance of the idea of social €xperimentation in order to determine the correctness of various
institutions may be construed as consistent with liberal principles. On the other hand, Watson has expressed views which
may be consistent with a conservative outlook on things.

In r 93o, with the idea of unplanned social experimentation in
mind, Watson wrote that America was "ruled" by "professional
politicians, labor propagandists and religious persecutors." Q7l,
p. ++.) Watson applied behavioristic principles to an analysis of

the limitations of "free speech." Watson's identification of
thought with bodily movements should be kept in mind at this
point. He wrote, in a discussion on the possibilities of an ideal
society and on his opposition to "free love":
I am not arguing here for free anything-least of all free speech.
I have always been very much amused by the advocates of free

speech. In this harum-scarum world of ours, brought up as we are,
the only person who ought to be allowed free speech is the parrot,
because the parrot's words are not tied up with his bodily acts and
do not stand as substitutes for his bodily acts. All true speech does
stand substitutive for bodily acts, hence organized society has just
as little right to allow free speech as it has to allow free action, which

nobody advocates. When the agitator raises the roof because he
hasn't free speech, he does it because he knows that he will be
restrained if he attempts free action. He wants by his free speech
to get someone else to do free acting-to do something he himself
is afraid to do. (277, p. 3o3.)

It can hardly be maintained that Watson presented a convincirg argument against "free speech," in terms of his own psychological system. Logically, Watson should have been opposed to free thought since thinking, according to him, is a
form of talking. In t929, when he urged drastic reform of divorce laws in order to simplify divorce procedures, his suggestions were avo\Medly along class lines-only those with incomes of oyer several hundred dollars per week would be able
to benefit by his proposed changes (r7 S). Such a proposal is
not consistent with a liberal oudook on the problems of society.

lohn B.

Watson

qS

In brief, Watson may -be classified as an extreme environWith regard to socioeconomic views, his position

mentalist.

is ambiguous and somewhat inclined in a conservative direction.
Watson thus presents a contradiction to the expectation that a
liberal socioeconomic standpoint is associated with the environ-

mentalist position.

Part Three

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
IN rurs sruDy, the writings of nventy-four scientists active in
the field of nature-nurture discussion were examined to ascertain whether there was Lny significant relationship between
their emphasis on nature or nurture and their particular sociopolitical orientation. These scientists were drawn from England
and America in the years rgoo to tg+o. Of these, twelve are environmentalists. They are: William C. Bagley,Franz Boas, James
McKeen Cattell, Charles Horton Cooley, Frank N. Freeman,
J. B. S. Haldane, Lancelot Hogben, Herbert S. Jennings, Her-

D. Stoddard, Lester F. Ward, ffid
the
twelve, all were classified as either
B.
Watson.
Of
John
liberals or radicals with the exception of Watson, who was
classified as conservative.l The other twelve scientists were
classified as hereditarians. They are: William Bateson, C-harles
B. Davenpott, Edward M. East, Francis Galtoo, Henry H. Goddard, Leta S. Hollingworth, William McDougall, KarI Pearson,
mann J. Muller, George

Paul Popenoe, Lewis Madison Terman, Edward Lee Thorndike,
'Woods.z
Of the nvelve, all were classified as
and Frederick A.
of Terman, who was classified
with
the
exception
conservative
as liberal.

With regard to the initial problem of this study, it can be

stated that in fact, and within the scope of the material herein
presented, varying nature-nurtnre emphases were signfficantly

related to particular sociopolitical orientations; those emphasizing environmental factors tended toward liberalism or radicalism, those emphasizing hereditary factors tended toward conr The meanings to be attached

this study.

to

these terms rest upon

their usage in

z The inedian birth dates of both groups are approximately equal-r87r
is the median birth date for the hereditarians and fi7 j is the median birth
date for the environmentalists.

Suruwtfrry and

Conclusions

ry7

two contradictions to this generalization, namely, Lewis Madison Terman and John B. Watson. It
is, of course, entirely possible that with the analyses of more individualsn further contradictions to the thesis will be uncovered.
It should be mentioned that a special search was conducted for
such contradictions. Within the area of this search, however,
no other exceptions were found. But their existence is not deservatism.s There were

nied.

The interpretation of causal relationships benreen naturenurture outlook and political outlook will be reserved for the
next section since, in aaaition to the difficulties usually inherent
in a, causal analysis, the existence of contradictions makes an
attempt at such an analysis insecure and tentative.
A basic finding of this study is that the two variables are
interrelated in the thought patterns of the various scientists.
Nanrre-nurture discussion evolved in a social matrix both in the
formulation of problems and in the stated implications of conclusions for sociery at large. Most of the individuals discussed
here show a marked degree of awareness of the social orientation of their scientific thinkin& and they show a similar degree
of awareness of the scientific fnplications of social and poliiical
goals.-This inner relatio*hip suggests that it would be as reasonable to classify the natu.re-nurture controversy as sociological
in nature as it is to classify it as scientific in nature. Certainly,
the controversy can be interpreted as being both sociologi"ri
and scientffic. it should be mlntioned that itr. relationshif between the two variables is historically conditioned. Under dffrrent historical conditions, or with the developmenr of science,
the relationship found to exist for one period need nor obtain
for any subsequent period. It should be noted that the men
of science considered here were constantly aware of the probs Within each group, however,
hereditarian or environmenralist, there

probably does not exist a one-to-one relation berween degree of ernphasis
on nattrre or nnrnue and po-liti-cal orienrarion. For exampli, Haldanei who
accePm a socid and political viewpoint far more extrenie than that which
Jennings accepred, is less of an environmenralisr.

r
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lems that confronted an evolving soci.qF and that their work
partly represented efforts at providing suitable answerS to these
problerns. If errors were made, errors facilitated by the nature
of the subiect matter, they would be the errors that any publicspirited citizen might make. And in this situatioo, there is noth-

ing reprehensible.
Possmr,s INrnnpRETATroNs

or

Ceuser, RBuuoNsHIps

Galtonian hypothesis.-ln describing the influence of Darusin's
Origin of Species upon his thinking, Galton wrote:

I devoured its contents and assimilated them as fast as they were
devoured, a fact which perhaps may be ascribed to an hereditary
-its
bent of mind that both
illustrious author and myself have inherited from our common grandfather, Dr. Erasmus Darwin. ( roo,
P. 289.)

This quotatiorr suggests the interpretation that emphasis on
environmental or hereditary factors represents the varying outcomes of innate predispositions-the concomitant sociopolitical
attitudes would, therefore, be derivative from these predisposi-

tions. This interpretation of the relationship is reiected in this
snrdy if only on the ground that modern psychological think-

irg

regards attitudes as learned products.

Subiect-mnttEr biAs,-Woodworth's preliminary comments in
his monograph, Heredity dnd Environment, suggest an interpretation which attaches signfficance to the relationship in so
far as it reflects the particular subject matter in which the scientist operates.
Biologists, becaus. gf
4: ye.ry impressive advances in the science of
genetics, ere quite justifiably inclined to stress the importance of
heredity in the human field. Sociologigts
educatorlr iigaling wirh
-lnd
environmental factors, sc ?roperfy inclined to emphasize tf,e importance of environment, PsyChgl_ogisls
more divided in their
-are
interests and it is perhaps in the field of this science that the conro-
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versy benreen hereditarians and environmentalists is mo$ acute.
(288, pp. r

f.)

In terms of the data of this study, it is difficult to assess the value
of this interpretation. The effict of subject mater, however,
syely i: real factor, if only
I
9" logical grounds. For examplr,
the sociologist must assign a significant role to environmental
forces, otherwise he wouta be denying the validit y of his subiect matter; and the educator musi do so also. That this interpretation is. incomplete, however, is borne out by the fact that
the geneti"itF and psychologists in this study rrit iUit the same
1119. of attitudes, althougtr the "statistical rneans" might be
different.

Natare-nurtu,re otttlook tlte determinant of sociopotitical oat-

look.-R.

B. Cattell's remark that "hereditarians" aie "scientists"
whereas the "environmentalists"
"propagandists'o essentially

l{.
implies that nature-n:Iu1e positior'.nidltions
sociopoliricil
outlook (i3, p. 36). TTr.interpretation might conceiuluty go
a long way toward explaining ihe relevantir"t . A drawback
to this interpretation Iies in the fact that comperent observers
infer different scientific and social implicationi from the same
bqdy of nature-nurture data. In ordei to explain these various
scientific and social implications, it would be necess ary ro posruIate the existence of another attitude which involves neither
nature-nurture outlook nor sociopolitical atdtudes. But then
the crucial question arises as to the narure of this attirude.
Sociopolitical outlook the detetwtinant of scientifi.c position.In his introduction to ,h: publication of the prp.ri delivered
to the First International Eugenics congr.rs (rg rz), Maior
Leonard Darwin wrote:

Y'::ff.]I j:::r

to induce socieqy to adopt a weu-

l:,po"ible
consrdered eugenig Policy
and to carry out reforms on eugenic lines.
To attain these endsl however, it is neiessary ,r,r. rrrg5g ;rfi; are
alive

r
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to the dangers of the present social sinration should combine together
for the pilqpote of ixchanging views, and of discussing concerted
schemes of action. (6+.)

This quotation suggests that nature-nurture issues, the discussion of which was the dorninant theme of the eugenics movement, were conceived in relation to the critical problems collfronting socieqy. This fact is also indicated in Ff. M. Paphleyls
remark- (rgr5) that "it is necessary in the heat of battle with
the reformers to insist on the Galtonian antithesis of nature vs.
nurture." ( U6rp. I38.) However, Parshley further suggeststhat

a definite attitufe toward nature-nurture issues is required by

the nature of the social situatiorl.

The interpretation that sociopolitical outlook determines scientific position depends upon the rationale presented in the introduction of this study, namely, that the nafirre-nurfirre controversy in science corresponds to a cleavage among individuals
sensitive to social and political issues. From this point of view,
thenn the coincidence of the nature-nurture controversy with
the rise of attempts at social and political reconstruction of society and the interrelatedness of nature-nurture discussion with
political issues among the scientists snrdied in this study are
rror accidenral. A drawback to this interpretation lies in the
paucity of material suggesting the relevant temporal sequence

for causetional

analysis.

The independence of sociopoli,tical outlook and scientific posi,tion,-lr may be that since this study was confined to the writren expressions of individuals, a selective error is thereby -introduced. Many individuals with a definite point of view with regard to nature-nurture questions did not express themselves on
iociopolitical issues. Conceivably this may be due to the fact
that zuch individuals sensed a contradiction between their scientific and political outlooks, and consequently refrained from
expressing themselves politically. Thus, the connection between

Suruntfrry antd

Conclusions

r8r

nature-nnrture and political orientations could be considered as
accidental. The necessry information with regard to such individuals is not available. However, in this snrdy, the fact
that some individuals (Frederick A. Woods, for example) \Mere
aware of the interaction between nature-nurture and sociopolitical orientations indicates a, nonaccidental relationship. Its
generality, of course, is another question.
CoNcr,usIoN

In the selection and interpretation of the data presented in
this stud/, the point of view of the writer was kept in the background in the attempt to maintain obf ectiviqy. Sincen however,
in spite of this precaution, the writer's own outlook may have
interfered with strict obiectiviqy, it is best to have some statement concerning his own evaluation of the data,
In the opinion of the writer, the sociopolitical allegiances of
the scientists were a significant determinant of their position on

nature-nurture questions. It is his opinion that these allegiances
had a marked effect upon the formulation of a hypothesis and
the method of its verification, the conclusions drawn from an
investigation, and the statement of implications of these conclusions for society. Different scientists were differently affecred
by their political allegiances. (For a given investigator, the effect
of political allegiances upon his thinking depended much upon
the nature of the problem under consideration.) ' The naturenurrure controverslrr qua controv€rs/r has been sustained by
the conflicting social philosophies of the scientists. It seems
that in a few cases the scientists concerned were able to hold
their allegiances to one side and were able to discuss problems
in terms of their intrinsic scientific merits. It is probable, howI With regard to some individuals, it is quite likelv that the formulation
of their soci-at philosophy wes markedly influenced 'by virtue of an earlier
adherence or exposure to a partictilar scientific tradition. If such was the
case, the opinioi of the writer is that the resulting social
in
sffi, interacted with the initial scientific slant and iustained-philosophy,
it.

r

8z

ever, that

Surwnmy and Conclusions
in most cases the scientists were not aware of the
of their political loyalties upon their scientific

specific impact
thinking.o

5 In this respect, it should be mentioned that the sharpest reactions, in
those ceses where a given scientist had the opportunity to evaluate the
section of this study dealing with his own views, cerne from the hereditarian wing. M"y not this differential effect be due to the fact that the
hereditariaiis were not as ready to accept the connecdon between their
political affiliation and scientific outlook as were the environmentalists?
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